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THE ROLE OF THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
IN DEGLAMORIZING DRUG USE

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, under authority of Senate
Resolution 85, section 13, dated February 28, 1985, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator William V. Roth,
Jr., Republican, Delaware; Senator Sam Nunn, Democrat, Georgia;
and Senator John Glenn, Democrat, Ohio.

Members of the professional staff present: Daniel F. Rinzel, chief
counsel; Eleanore J. Hill, chief counsel to the minority; Nicholas L.
Chiarkas, deputy chief counsel; Katherine C Bidden, chief clerk;
Chuck Morley, chief investigator; Barbara Kammerman and Paul
Barbadoro, staff counsel; Charles Osolin, press secretary; Sarah
Presgrave, executive assistant to the chief counsel of the majority;
Leonard Willis, minority staff investigator; Carla Martin and
Townsend Feehan, staff assistants.

[Senator present at the convening of the hearing: Senator Roth.]
[Letter of authority follows:}

U S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,
Washington, D.C.

Pursuant to rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, permission ishereby granted for the chairman, or any member of the subcommittee as designated
by the chairman, to conduct open and/or executive hearings without a quorum of
two members for the administration of oaths and taking testimony in connectionwith hearing on The Role of the Entertainment Industry in Deglamorizing Drug
Abase, to be held on March 20, 1985

WILLIAM V ROTH, JR.,
Chairman.

SAM NUNN,
Ranking Minority Member

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH
Chairman ROTH. The subcommittee will please be in order.
Today we address a very serious problem, drug abuse. It is one of

the most significant health problems facing our Nation. Drugs arethe enemy of the people. And by drugs, I mean, of course, illicit
(1)
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drugsheroin, cocaine, marijuanaand I mean prescription drugs
which are abusedamphetamines, barbituates, valium, and others.
I also mean alcohol. These are our No. 1 enemy.

Today we will hear about one way to fight the enemy. We are
going to hear about a different kind of "Star War," a war waged by
the stars. I don't have to tell you how important, how deadly this
war is. We just had a recent reminder 2 weeks ago here in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. In one weekend, nine people died of heroin over-
doses. So I think the stakes in this war are very clear.

I am optimistic about the outcome. A recent Rand study has con-
cluded that prevention is far more likely to succeed in the war on
drugs than criminal sanctions against or efforts to rehabilitate the
drug offender.

So what weapons can and will the stare use? The media, of
course. The media can present the most powerful message and the
message is clear: Drugs are bad, so "just say no" to them.

That is a message that has been developed by the National Insti-
tute of Drug Abuse, which our first witness Secretary of Health
and Human Services, knows so much about; the Advertising Coun-
cil, a private, nonprofit public interest group; and Needham and
Harper, Worldwide, a volunteer advertising agency. The coalition
has developed a campaign to reach youngsters before they experi-
ment with drugs. The campaign seeks to teach youngsters that
they don't need to use drugs to be accepted; instead, "you just say
no." The campaign is carried out through print ads, posters, but-
tons, all of which are available here today. And most recently, the
coalition took a giant step in the war against drugs; it produced a
rock video with that message. To my knowledge, it is the first anti-
drug rock video ever produced and, I should say, it was produced in
response to suggestions of our First Lady.

Let me say we are very fortunate this morning to have an old
friend, the Secretary of Health and Human Servicei, Hon. Marga-
ret Heckler, who will tell us about the rock video. I ui,derstand she
plans to show it.

I am pleased to announce that as a direct result of the interest
generated by this subcommittee, MTV Networks, Inc., has agreed
to cablecast a shortened version of the video on its channel several
times throughout the day.

As you will see, I am sure the weapons the stars use in this
battle are mighty powerful. -For that reason, I am very pleased to
have with us today Gerald McRaney, star of "Simon and Simon,"
an immensely popular television show. I know that Mr. McRancy's
antidrug message has and will have a significant impact on our
young people and their attitude toward drugs.

What can the industry do in the war in addition to speaking out
against drugs? We are very pleased to have senior officials from
the three major networks, as well as representatives from both the
Scott Newman Center and the Caucus of Producers, Writers, and
Directors. They will explain to us about the ways in which the
media can and should deglamorize drugs.

We are focusing today on TV. I want to say, I'm impressed, al-
though we would always like more, but I'm impressed with the
amount of time and effort the TV industry has expended in its
campaign to deglamorize drugs. I appreciate their cooperation with
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my subcommittee. We will learn some of the details today that
those in the networks and those who write, produce, direct, and actin the TV programs have consciously attempted to deglamorize
drugs by communicating the ugly truth about drug use.

They do this in public service announcements, or short sketches,
like commercials that sell an idea instead of a product. They do so
in scheduling for timetime those programs that either utilize
drug-free role models or that depict drug use as bad. And they do
so by producing and showing made-for-TV movies with these
themes. Will these efforts continue? That is something that we will
be very much interested in knowing.

Let me emphasize that we are very sensitive, very sensitive
about the first amendment concerns here. The last thing we want
to do is to endorse censorship. Hence, we are looking into what the
entertainment industry itself is doing and what more it can do on avoluntary basis.

We will also hear some today about movies. It is not at all clear
that the feature film industry has been as responsible as the TV
industry. In the future, the subcommittee will continue to look at
the other components of the entertainment industry, and we hope
that those in the movie industry will voluntarily cooperate as well.

Just let me close by saying the youth of this Nation are our
future stars. We must keep them healthy anci hope that the time
will come when we will have won the war against drugs, and we
won't need to call on any more stars to fight that war.

I don't think our first witness really needs any introduction. As I
indicated before, we are, indeed, pleased to have Margaret Heckler,
our Secretary of Health and Human Services. I was very fortunatein serving several years with her as a Member of the House of Rep-
resentatives. She not only was a very active representative, but
provided leadership on health care, nutrition, and was the author
of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act which ensured women equalaccess to credit.

We are very pleased to say that the Department under her direc-
tion has been especially active in the campaign to eliminate drug
abuse, especially among young people. The National Institute on
Drug Abuse of the Department of Health and Human Services has
primary Federal responsibility in the use and abuse of drugs.

I am, indeed, pleased to have you here today, Madam Secretary,
and under the rules of this subcommittee, all witnesses, including
Senators, must be sworn in. So would you please rise? Raise yourright hand.

Do you swear the testimony you will give before the subcommit-
tee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?

Secretary HECKLER. I do.
Chairman Rom. Thank you, Peggy. Will you please proceed with

your testimony?

TESTIMONY OF HON. MARGARET M. HECKLER, SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Secretary HECKLER. Thank you very much, Senator. It is a pleas-
ure to be here. First, I have to say I have never been sworn in at a
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congressio.,a1 hearing before. But considering the seriousness of the
subject, I think accuracy is important. To take an oath to the truth
and accuracy of your statements as preparatory to your testimony,
I think is perhaps more appropriate on this subject than on many.

I would like to congratulate you, Senator, for your leadership on
this subject. I feel that it is an important adjunct to the work we
are doing at the Department of Health and Human Services; you
add a sense of focus to the war on drug abuse which we are fight-
ing, but not yet winning. And, therefore, every elective attempt to
deal with the problem is appropriate and necessary.

I congratulate you for your strong lefidership on this subject.
Substance abuse is a very serious problem for many of our Na-

tion's citizens, but we are concerned today especially with our Na-
tion's young. We know from their own testimony that about 1 in 20
high school seniors drink alcohol every day. Approximately 39 per-
cent have had five or more drinks in a rcw on at least one occasion
in the last 2 weeks, which would be characterized as "binge" drink-
ing. About 1 in 20 smoke marijuana on a daily basis. Nearly two-
thirds have used drugs a,, least once they finish high school.
Some 40 percent of these students have used drugs other than
marijuana.

For drug use alone, the figures are staggering. Approximately 2.4
million young people, age 12 to 15, used marijuana at some time
during their lives; 770,000 of these young people have used mari-
juana in the past month; 1.8 million have used marijuana in the
last year.

Mr. Chairman, the use of drugs and alcohol is gradually extend-
ing downward to younger and younger children. Our recent re-
search indicates that some youngsters begin drinking at the age of
8 and by the age of 10, almost 20 percent of American youth have
used alcohol at least once. Figures for marijuana show that some
youngsters also start experimenting with marijuana before their
teenage years.

But children are not the only victims of alcohol and drug abuse.
The abusers also hurt family members and friends who are trying
to help them. Alcohol and drug abuse =s the single greatest danger
to the family unit, which is the basic element of this society. Long
ago, the Roman poet Virgil said, "As the twig is bent, the tree in-
clines." Yet alcohol and drug abuse not only bends, but in many
instances splinters the family tree.

Of course, prevention of this addiction is clearly our best health
insurance policy. We need to teach our young people to say "no" to
drugs, to say "yes" to all the bright things that their future has to
offer.

The Reagan administration and the Department of Health and
Human Services are committed to fighting this insidious problem.
In fact, we are waging a very aggressive war against alcohol and
drug abu a.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse, with its 283 employees
and a proposed 1986 budget of $84.1 million, is committed to discov-
ering the nature of the drug abuse problem, the causes underlying
drug abuse and dependence, and the development and application
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of new methodologies for prevention and diagnosis, as well as treat-ment.
We have learned a great deal from the research that has already

been conducted. We have learned that when a drug prevention pro-
gram is directed to the issue of drug abuse and the abuse is in any
sense inaccurately portrayed, then the results of the program can
be counterproductive. Success in dealing with young people in
facing the problems of drug abuse demands accuracy in the presen-
tation of the issue.

There are many other facets of new interventions and new pre-
ventions that have been developed as a result of our research ea
drug abuse, especially among the young.

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, with
its 216 employees, will this year have a proposed budget of $64.8
million, and their goal will be to produce and identify new and im-
proved alcohol prevention programs and to develop intervention
and treatment methods.

Both of these arms of my Department conduct extensive public
education and prevention activities designed to inform students
and parents of the consequences associated with alcohol and drug
abuse.

In fiscal year 1985, our Department allocated $490 million to the
States in the form of block grants, administered by the Alcohol,
Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration. Approximately
half of this money is used by the States for alcohol and drug abuse
programs. We have also provided for the treatment of alcohol and
drug abuse under the Medicare program itself.

These programs show the commitmert of the Federal Govern-
ment. However, the Federal Government alone cannot zesolve the
problem. We very desperately need the assistance of peer groups, of
parents, of media stars, and of the broadcast industry. Fortunately
many of those are here with us today.

Mr. Chairman, one substantive and encouraging fact has
emerged from our studies: Many young people are already taking
steps to persuade their peers of the potential harm of drug abuse.In the last 2 years, our Department has sponsored two national
conferences on drinking and driving. We brought together student
leaders from around the country to tell us about the pressures that
they confront. We also emphasized the critical consequences of al-
cohol and drug abuse.

I was very impressed by the level of concern and commitment
the young student delegates demonstrated at these conferences.
Their enthusiasm was contagious and has been transmitted to their
friends and to their communities. They have become main street
catalysts for action, and now we see youth-led groups in the fore-
front of the national crusade against alcohol and drug abuse.

In the fall of 1983, Mrs. Reagan announced phase I of the admin-
istration's "Just Say No" campaign at a press conference in New
York. The program was designed not only to reach youth, but to
motivate their parents to learn about drugs, to discuss matters
with their children, and to join with other parents in taking astand against drug abuse. Parents are becoming more deeply in-
volved than ever in efforts to reduce drug abuse by their children.
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In fact, their hard work and inspiration are essential to our suc-
cess.

In particular, two very dynamic organizationsthe National
Federation of Parents for Drug Free Youth and the Parent Re-
sources Institute on Drug Educationhave joined the fight against
drug abuse. These organizations and others highlight the tremen-
dously important and responsible dedication of parents and the ef-
fectiveness they can achieve.

[At this point in the hearing, Senator Nunn en*, the hearing
room.]

Secretary HECKLER. One group which I recently visited is the
Oakland Parents for Action. They came to Washington to intro-
duce charter members of the Oakland "Just Say No" club. Our
first national chair-kid, NBC's TV star Soleil Moon Fry, is highly
visible as the character "Funky Brewster." I was very touched and
impressed by the concern and commitment the students in this or-
ganization demonstrated to me. Their kind of commitment comes
from parents who are determined to save the children they love
from the nightmare of substance abuse.

Mr. Chairman, the public-spirited actions of many famous stars
is becoming very widely known. The entertainment industry is
searching for ways to become involved with our efforts, as evi-
denced by the appearance here today of several very well-known
media figures. I wish to applaud their involvement and to encour-
age their participation. They make a tremendous difference and a
great contribution to the cause.

National and local broadcasters have also contributed by airing
phase I of our media campaign. We estimate that the value of their
contribution of free air time exceeded $40 million during the first
year of the campaign. Because of their help, "just say no" has
become the national slogan for a new antidrug generation.

The efforts of HHS, students, parents, and the entertainment in-
dustry have paid off. A recent survey among high school seniors
funded by my Department and concluded by the University of
Michigan Institute for social research found that overall drug and
alcohol abuse are decreasing and that more students are recogniz-
ing the dangers of the alcohol and drug abuse. Daily use of alcohol
among seniors declined to 5 percent in 1984, compared with a peak
of 7 percent in 1979. Five percent of the seniors use marijuana
daily. That is less than half of the 11 percent found in the peak
year of 1978. The 5-percent finding, however, while it was the
lowest ever recorded by this specific survey, does quantify the con-
tinuing magnitude of the problem.

Other measures of marijuana use also declined in the survey.
Current use of marijuana dropped to 24 percent in 1984 from 27
percent in 1983. This current level is one-third less than the peak
level of 37 percent in 1978.

Of course, these levels of consumption are still much too high.
However, they should encourage all of us to continue what we are
doing and to do more, because more young people are learning to
say "no." As the statistics indicate, we have made significant
progress in reducing alcohol and drug abuse by young people. It is
now time to lengthen our stride.
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Today I am pleased to present to the members of this subcommit-
tee phase II of the "just say no" campaign, which concentrates on
reaching minority, innercity youngsters and their parents through
the use of radio and television public service announcements.

During phase H, we will have the continued assistance and sup-
port of the First Lady. Mrs. Reagan symbolizes the commitment of
this administration to help all youngsters fight drug abuse and al-
cohol abuse. I have seen how she has dramatized the cause. Too
often in the past, the glamorization of alcohol and drug abuse has
actually come from very celebrated figures on our national scene.
Mrs. Reagan's presence acts as a very strong counteroffensive to
that trend. In many cases she has become a role model for young
people who want to "just say ro."

A truly unique feature, indeed a showpiece of the new campaign,
is a music video for teens. This video uses lively, upbeat music to
depict a typical situation in which teens find themselves. They are
offered drugs at school. They do not know how to refuse. In the
video, the message is loud and clear: "just say no."

I would like to present the video tape now for the benefit of the
subcommittee.

Chairman Rom. We are going to try with the lights on. If you
can't see it, please let me know. We will turn them off.

[Whereupon, a video tape was played.]
Secretary HECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I think you can see that this

video will be a very valuable tool in preventing alcohol and drug
abuses but our success definitely is dependent upon the support of
the students, parents, and the media. In particular, during this
new phase of our campaign, we are relying on the continued com-
mitment of broadcasters to bring the "just say no" message to
every community. As always, their efforts are a critical factor in
determining the success of this kind of program.

Mr. Chairman, as phase II of the "just say no" campaign goes on
the airwaves and into print, we are already preparing another
head-on assault on a very serious drug problemcocaine abuse.
While cocaine use has been viewed as mostly an affliction of young,
upwaruly mobile adults, there are some indications that it is break-
ing out of this group and spreading to our even more vulnerable
teenage population. In fact, we have found recently that currently
6 percent of all high school seniors are using cocaine.

This is happening just as we are able to understand the severe
emotional and medical consequences of cocaine use. Cocaine is not
a harmless recreational drug. It is a poison.lt can lead a youngster
to the hospital or, even more sadly, to the morgue.

In recent animal studies conducted by research laboratories,
monkeys that were given cocaine not only became addicted to the
drug but became so addicted that they preferred cocaine to food
and water and eventually died because they could not stop that
pattern of addiction.

On February 16, we published in the Commerce Business Daily
an invitation for proposals to transmit this message to the public.
We have taken steps to work with the entertainment industry,
with groups represented here, to ensure that the message is heard
across America and is delivered in loud and clear and pervasive
tones.
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I am very personally committed to the ,access of the "Just Say
No" Program and feel very strongly about this. I want to express
my appreciation for your own commitment. I believe that the
future of our children is the future of our country, and, frankly, I
think it is appalling that alcohol and drug abuse casts a shadow
over their future. It must be stopped. Thank you.

Chairman Rom. Thank you very much, Madam Secretary, before
we start questions, we are very pleased to have Senator Nunn here
who is the Ranking Member. Do you care to make any opening re-
marks?

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator N umr. Mr. Chairman, I am most pleased to again join
with you as the subcommittee continues its examination of the role
of the entertainment industry in the campaign against drug abuse.

Our subcommittee has for many years been in the forefront of
legislative concern over the drug problem. We have examined in
depth the illegal drug trade in this country from a variety of
angles, including international narcotics trafficking and importa-
tion into this country, the role of organized crime and violence in
the drug trade, and the massive laundering of illegal narcotics
profits through offshore banking. In all those areas, we have
sought legislative action for a stronger and more effective commit-
ment by our Government in the war against drugs.

Despite legislative successes in many of those areas and despite
the increased focus of law enforcement resources on major drug
trafficking operations, we are all painfully aware that the tragedy
of drug abuse among American youth today continues. It is increas-
'ngly obvious that drug abuse, like other social ills, demands the
attention and efforts not only of government, but also of the pri-
vate sectorthe family and the business community alike.

This morning's hearing focuses on one sector of the business
community which I believe has a tremendous potential for making
a real difference in the war against youth drug abuse: Tha enter-
tainment industry. Young people today are, more than every
before, exposed to a multimedia worldthrough motion pictures,
radio, television, and the booming rock-videc industry. If we are
ever to fully succeed in combat+ing drug abuse, we must have the
support and strong efforts of those in the entertainment media
whose work so greatly influences the opinions and lifestyle of our
youth. That kind of support cannot be mandated by government
it must come voluntarily and, hopefully, enthusiastically, from
within the ranks of the industry itself.

With that in mind, I am particularly interested in hearing this
morning from those in the entertainment industry who have taken
the initiative in deglamorizing drug usage in the medi9. I am most
anxious to hear and see what can and is being done thy. ugh public
service announcements, feature films, and series programming.

Finally, I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the majority
staff fa: your fine efforts in making today's hearing pos...:ble. The
issue which you bring to us this morning is, by all accounts, a most
significant one in the continuing battle against drug abuse.

13
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Thank you for having this hearing. I thank the Madam Secre-
tary for being here this morning. This is an enormously important
subject, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate very much your leadership
on it.

I will be here as much of the day as I can. I have about four
other hearings going on at the same time, as we all do.

Again, I commend you for your leadership and pledge the full co-
operation of our resources on the minority side.

Chairman ROTH. Thank you very much.
Madam Secretary, first of all, I want to congratulate you for your

interest and the work of your Department. I am not sure that I am
of the right age to comment on the video, but it seems to me to be
very well done. Persuasive to me if not to others.

Am I correct to understand this is going to be primarily used inurban areas?
...-cretary HECKLER. Yes; this is targeted to urban innercity

young people. It is designed to support and complement the other
outreach efforts that are being conducted by the Department and
by States and communities.

We have found in our research that it is very important to use
peer pressure, to depict young people to their own groups, in trans-
mitting this message. When teachers were the primary deliverers
of the same ideas, the impact was not nearly as great as when the
message was actually conveyed tc, a student by a friend in the same
peer group.

So this video is targeted to a group we have not, at least not suc-
cessfully, focused upon thus far, and that is the inner-city studentand young person.

Chairman Rom. How will you disseminate this? Will you be able
to send copies of this to every urban area, every school?

Secretary HECKLER. We are going to be disseminating it through
the State drug abuse agencies. Of course, we do hope to see public
broadcasting of the message itself. In all of the research we have
conducted we have found that the most successful intervention
comes from creating a new role model, a new standard of conduct.
Frankly, I think that the major instrument in changing behavior
will be the public media, especially with complementary efforts
conducted through schools, parent groups, and commu&A.y organi-
zations.

Senator Nurm. Mr. Chairman, would you yield just for clarifica-
tion? When you say public media, you are not talking just about
public broadcasting; I assume y u are talking about the networks?

Secretary HECKLER. I meant Le media per se: Not in-house deliv-
ery of the message through video cassettes, and so forth, in schools.
This will be available to schools throughout the country, but,
frankly, I think that the major means of really delivering the mes-
sage will be the broadchst media, both public and commercial.

Senator NuNN. Have they been receptive to that? What state isthat in?
Secretary HECKLER I believe they have been very receptive.

While a great deal of attention is given to the problems with the
press, I have to say that as Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices I have had very, very favorable relationships, with the press. I
think the partnership between government and the press, especial-
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ly the broadcast media, in delivering many important messages to
the American people has been a very effective one.

I know the media are receptive to this message, and we hope
that this particular video is widely aired because it is targeted to
an important group of young people we have not reached before.
All of the research indicates that student talking to student is the
most effective way to deliver the message. It is vital that we make
the behavior of "say no" an acceptable method of action. If the av-
erage student happens to turn on television and see that others
who look like him or her are saying "no," we can create that be-
havior model. I think the media is very favorably inclined to doing
this. You have the opportunity to ask them today.

Chairman Rom. I would just mention to Senator Nunn, as I an-
nounced earlier, MTV Network has already agreed to use this
video tape which, I think, is very encouraging.

Semtor NUNN. Great.
Chairman Rom. I would like to go back, Madam Secretary, to

the percentages. You pointed out that there is some room for en-
couragement in that the use of drugs and alcohol has dropped off
considerably. Is that percentage breakdown nationwide?

Secretary HECKLER. Yes.
Chairman Rom. Are there any differences amor g regions or

urban and rural areas as to what has happened with drug usage?
Secretary HECKLER. Yes; we see a higher concentration of drug

abuse and alcohol abuse in the inner cities, but drug abuse is so
widespread that I don't believe any area of the country can feel
they are immune to the problem. It simply exists everywhere, but
in heavier concentrations in the urban areas.

Chairman Rom. But you do see a nationwide improvement?
Secretary HECKLER. We do; absolutely. At the same time, we now

know, through our research, it is very important, if we wish to pre-
vent drug abuse, to intervene in a student's life at that point of
transition from grammar school to junior high school. In our stud-
ies, when the antidrug abuse message was effectively delivered to
the seventh graders who were then beginning junior high school, it
was instrumental in really inhibiting drug abuse and promoting
the kind of good behavior and solid lifestyle choices that we want
to encourage. The specific grade level is not important; the fact
that we reach them at a transitional stage is. For example, in those
schools where the transition from grammar school to junior high
occurred at the sixth grade, when the message was delivered effec-
tively at the sixth-grade level, the drug abuse problem was avoided
to a large extent. When it was delivered to other sixth graders not
in that transitional situation, the message was not effective in pre-

.iting alcohol and drug use.
So we are learning how to target our message more appropriate-

ly and more precisely. But, still, the delivery of the message is a
critical element.

Chairman Rom. I think it is encouraging that the utilization of
marijuana and alcohol is dropping, but let me ask you this. Is there
any indication that as young people turn from marijuana they are
turning to alcohol? I have heard that statement made. Is that true?

Secretary HECKLER. We do not see a confirmation of that, but it
is definitely suspected. Obviously alcohol use is a substance depend-
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ency and is a problem, but I believe that the downward trend,
coming down from that peak year of 1979 to the current level, indi-
cates that what we are doing is finally starting to have an effect.
The involvement of parent and student groups has been very help-ful in dealing with this. However, we still have a long way to go
and we are still concerned with the levels of drug and alcohol useamong our young people.

We are also very concerned about cocaine use, a very serious
problem which we are just starting to see at earlier ages.

Chairman Rom. That was one question I wanted to ask you.While the figures are encouraging in the case of marijuana and al-
cohol, they are discouraging with respect to cocaine.

Secretary HECKLER. They are.
Chairman Rom. Is there any inten elationship? I assume thosethat use marijuana are probably the ones that use cocaine, or is

there any evidence to that effect?
Secretary HECKLER. While I cannot provide :,r,a with specific

data, we do know that there is a correlation between marijuana
use and later use of other drugs. Cocaine has just reached down-ward to a newer age group and it has become the more alluring
drug at the moment. With the lower price for the drug in someareas of the country, it is becoming more available. Given the
animal studies, showing the greatly addictive qualities of cocaine,this is something we are ring to have to pay a great deal of atten-
tion to.

Quite frankly, the message and the approach is still the same; itis still "just say no." I think it is important for students to see thatthis is a self-assertive message, not one that their teachers or the
hierarchy is imposing upon them, but one that allows them the
freedom of choice in their lives.

Chairman Rom. I want to ask you one more question, and then Iwill turn to Senator Nunn after I finish mine.
In your statement, you say, "We need the assistance of peergroups, parents and celebrities." In your testimony, you also indi-cated if I understood you ccrrectly, that the most persuasive arethe peer groups. We have had some people in the media industryindicate to us that they think the media does not really influence,

but merely follows. Would you agree with that, or would you agreethat stars can play a very significant role in deglamorizing drugs?
Secretary HECKLER. Oh, I think they are very vital. I really do. Ithink they are obviously the focus r:f a great deal of attention.They are followed very closely in every intimate aspect of their

lives, as well as in their performances.
I think if the war against drug abuse requires a multifaceted ap-proach. I don't believe that any one strategy alone is effective, butall working together can make great inroads. Frankly, I think the

celebrity plays a very important role in this and I would not mini-
mize the role. I appreciate their involvement. Frankly, in terms of
every program in our Department in which we try to change be-havior or lifestyle, if we can get a celebrity to speak to the sameissue, then we find the message is infinitely more dramatic and
more effective.

Chairman Rom. Senator Nunn.
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Senator NUNN. The converse to that question, do you find in the
surveys you alluded to that the portrayal of celebrities in a drug-
using mode is a stimulus to drug use among teenagers? Do you find
any direct correlation between those two subjects?

Secretary HECKLER. We have not studied that aspect of it, but we
do know that the celebrity, the athlete, the well-known figure has a
voice and makes an impression that can be very favorable. I would
not be at all surprised if the converse is true as well.

Senator NUNN. It is sort of a tough battle between what gets the
most attention. I personally read more about drug abuse by celebri-
ties than I read about the other side of it. I am delighted we are
going to focus on the other side of it this morning. I am profoundly
disturbed when I see ao many cases of celebrity misuse of drugs so
vividly portrayed.

Secretary HECKLER. Maybe that makes the involvement of well-
known figures, celebrities, media stars, and athletes of well-known
reputation, all the more important, necessary, and effective.

Senator NUNN I would agree with that. I know you are on the
education side of it, not the law enforcement side of it, and I think
as you said, a multifaceted approach is absolutely essential. I don't
think it is either/or; I think it has to be both.

Do you see much correlation between things like the street value
of drugs and the use of drugs from your perspecti-e?

Secretary HECKLER. Well, I believe currently you see that in
terms of cocaine. Unfortunately, when cocaine became a less ex-
pensive drug in some areas, then its accessability became more
widespread.

Senator Numsr. Do you have any statistics on that? We have
heard encouraging statistics about alcohol and marijuana. Are
there any -tatistics about the usage of cocaine?

Secretai y HECKLER. Yes; we have some new statistics and others
that will be presented. I will be glad to provide them for the sub-
committee, but today in my testimony, I referred to the use of co-
caine which is at a 6-percent figure for student groups. That is a
very high figure for a fairly new drug to the student population,
and we view this with great alarm.

Senator NUNN. I didn't see that in your statement. Could you tell
me where?

Secretary HECKLER. It is on page 9:
While cocaine use has been viewed as an infliction m wie young and upward

mobile, there is some indication it is breaking out into the student group, spreading
to a younger teenage population We have found currently that 6 percent of all high
school seniors use cocaine.

Senator NUNN. How (*.des that compare over the last, say, 4, 5, 6
years? Is that 6 percent a 1984 statistic?

Secretary HECKLER. Yes; 1984 figure.
Senator NUNN. What would it be for 1983, 1982, and 1981?
Secretary HECKLER. I don't have those figures with me today. I

do know that the peak period for marijuana use in this age group
was in 1978 and 1979.

[Charts depicting the percentage of high school seniors using
marijuana and cocaine follow:]
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Perrent of high school sensors using cocaine
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Senator NuNN. Would it be fair to say cocaine use in that period,
1978-79 base period, was very low, much lower than the 6 percent?

Secretary HECKLER. I'm sure that's the case. But, for example,
the peak for marijuana was in 1978, 37 percent of high school stu-
dents. Today, it is at 25 percent, down from 27 percent in 1983. So
in 1 year, we saw a 2-percentage drop and that was so favorable.

Senator NuNN. Do you have any kind of information showing the
street value of marijuana in order to determine whether there is
any correlation between price and use?

Secretary HECKLER. I would be glad to provide them for the
record. I don't have it with me.

[The information received subsequent to the hearing follows:]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The seventeenth meeting of the Community Epidemiology Work Group (CEWO)
sponsored by the Division of Epidemiology and Statistical Analysis (DESA),
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), was held in Los Angeles, California, on
December 4-7, 1984. The foc..s of this meeting was on patterns and trends in the
abuse of cocaine, heroin, other opiates, marijuana, hallucinogens, stimulants, and
sedative-hypnotics in 17 urban areas throughout the United States. These patterns
and trends are summarized by the selected researchers through a process of
analyzing data collected from direct drug abuse measures and indirect Indicators
available In each city and enhancing that data with anecdotal information
obtained from a variety of sources (i.e., the treatment population, street
sources). The direct and indirect data sources that are generally utilized by these
researchers include: morbidity and mortality data, drug abuse treatment
admission data, law enforcement and criminal justice data, street level drug price
and purity data, hepatitis B cases, public health reports, and state and local
surveys.

The information that follows is an executive summary of the findings of these
researchers by substance abuse category. Following the summary are t')e com-
plete city papers prepared by each of the researchers.

PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN COCAINE ABUSE

In Newark, cocaine is reported to be on a major upswing as a primary drug of
abuse-34 percent of all city drug abuse treatment admissions reported it as a
secondary problem while 12.2 percent of admissions reported it as their primary
problem. The price for an ounce of cocaine in 1984 ranged from $1,500 to $2,100
and the purity was reported in the low 90 percent range. In 1984, New York
experienced more cocaine involved emergency room episodes than in the past
three years. In addition, admissions to treatment, where cocaine was the primary
drug of abuse, increased in number as well as in proportion to all treatment admis-
sions. New York also noted the growing popularity of cocaine powder. Reported
to be slightly gummy, this powder is being combined with marijuana and/or
tobacco and smoked. This combination, known on the streets as 'bazooka" or
"chicle," has replaced freebasing for some users. Also noted in New York was the
growing practice of mixing cocaine with a stimulant, such as "Black Beauty," to
maintain the high. A profile of users entering treatment programs showed an
increase in older addicts as well as an Increase in the proportion of female
addicts. Between the first nine months of 1983 and the comparable period In
1984, a 69 percent increase in total admissions was reported for New York.

The most significant development in the cocaine scene in Boston is the precipitous
drop in wholesale prices from $1,900 -$2,400 in 1983 to $1,200 - $1,500 per ounce
in 1984 for cocaine of equivalent quality. Concern regarding potential health
consequences mounted as freebasing as a route of administrationcontinued to rise
and as cocaine increasingly was being used in combination with alcohol. Through
the first ten months of 1984, reports for Washington, D.C. indicated that the
number of cocaine abusers increased steadily. Emergency room mentions, for
example, increased from 201 in 1982 to 293 in 1983.
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Cocaine remained the primary drug of abuse in the Miami area and became more
of a dominating problem among emergency and chronic treatment populations
than in most other cities. DAWN emergency room mentions were reported at
peak levels during the first two quarters of 1984a 400 percent increase in
mentions since 1981. Two-thirds of those entering treatment reported snorting
the drug, while intravenous use was observed less frequently during the second and
third quarters of this year. The smoking of cocaine showed an increasing trend in
Miami. However, It was unknown whether this rise reflected a development in the
popularity of freebasing or whether it reflected an increase in the smoking of
partially processed coca paste.

With cocaine coming directly from Miami, It was reported that the cocaine
available in Buffalo had a purity of 75 to 90 percent. In Philadelphia, admissions
for cocaine abuse increased 125 percent between FY83 and FY84, with prices
being reported in the range of $80 to $125 per gram.

In Denver, cocaine abusers represented nearly 25 percent of all clients in treat-
mentthe second largest group after marijuana admissions. However, new
cocaine initiates entering treatment have declined steadily within the cocaine
population. The cocaine analyzed in Denver averaged 35 percent pure and sold for
580 to $120 per gram. A profile of clients entering treatment in 1984 showed
more years of abuse and an older population than cohorts from prior years.
Emergency room mentions for the first six months of 1984 were 164, the highest
number ever reported.

Phoenix also noted a rise in emergency room mentions for cocaine in 1984 from
the 30 reported for July-December 1983 to the 38 reported for the January-July
1984 period. DEA in that city reported purities of 70 to 90 percent at $44,000-
$52,000 per kilogram or $2,000-$2,700 per ounce. Treatment admissions for
primary cocaine abuse have increased 53 percentfrom 199 during the July-
December 1983 period to 305 during the period of January-June 1984.

In San Francisco, cocaine has acquired a "teflon-coated" reputation whereby any
bad experiences with the drug are attributed to whatever It has oeen cut with
rather than the cocaine itself. The DAWN data for that city showed a sharp
increase that began about mid-1983 and has continued steadily through the second
quarter of 1984. Reports from the Coroner's Office have shown an upward trend
from the 21 noted in FY81 to 36 reported for FY83. However, most cocaine
deaths involved the use of cocaine in combination with other drugsin particular
heroin, methamphetamine, and/or methadone. The median price for "good
quality" cocaine samples was $100 per gram. A survey conducted in San Francisco
suggested that freebasing and injection modes are gaining in popularity and that
there has been a distinct increase in "speedballing".

Los Angtles reported cocaine as the most serious problem in the city with the
greatest rate of increase among females. Reports of cocaine related mortalities
increased by 331.3 percentfrom 16 in 1982 to 69 in 1984while treatment
admissions increased 82.8 percent from 1982 to the first half of 1984. In San
Diego, cocaine was reported to be readily available and has maintained a street
price of 1100 to $120 per gram and a purity of 15 to 45 percent. Among treat-
ment admissions in San Diego, cocaine ranked number one, with 26 percent of all
admissions attributed to this substance. In emergency room mentions, cocain,
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accounted for an average of 26.2 mentions per quarter. Although users in Chicago
have complained about the poor quality of the cocaine in their city, it is reported
as the only drug to have a consistently increasing pattern of abuse.

In Detroit, the use of cocaine has continued to increase across all indicators, for
example, police confiscations increased from two--pounds between January and
August 1983 to 11 pounds during the same period of 1984 and emergency room
mentions increased 66 percent. Cocaine was readily available in Detroit and was
reported at purity levels of 80-90 percent. Treatment admissions for primary
cocaine abuse increased sharply and of those admitted to treatment, one-half of
those who had used cocaine in the prior 30 days reported daily use patterns. Of all
substances reported as a secondary drug in combination with cocaine, alcohol was
the most common. Data are showing an increasing association between the
combination of cocaine and alcohol.

In New Orleans, the purity of cocaine at the ounce level averaged 60-70 percent,
while the price on the street for cocaine ranged from $100-$120 per gram and
$2,000 for an ounce. With an increase in the number of persons arrested for opium
or cocaine (from 209 in 1983 to 327 for the first half of 1984) and a 16.5 percent
increase between 1982 and 1983 in the number of clients admitted for cocaine
treatment, the data seem to indicate that cocaine quickly has become one of the
top drugs of abuse in New Orleans. At $80 to $110 per gram, cocaine was readily
available in St. Louis. Between 1982 and 1983, admissions to treatment programs
for cocaine as a primary drug of abuse increased 366 percent. In Dallas, samples
from the Dallas Cour ty Forensic Lab showed cocaine with a purity level of 40 -50
percent and a price reported by the Narcotics Division of the Dallas County Police
Department of $140-$160 per gram. Lidocaine has been identified as the primary
cutting agent in that city.

PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN HEROIN ABUSE

An increasing number of female addicts were reported in data from New York for
both drug related deaths as well as admissions to treatment at the ROcer's Island
Detoxification Unit. In addilion, during the frst nine months of 1984 an
increasing proportion of the addict population was Hispanic as was apparent from
the treatment pop qation (the percentage of Hispanics admitted to tree ant for
heroin abuse exceeded the proportion of black admissions). Based on oats from
September 1984, the methadone treatment programs in the city continue to
operate at 103 percent utilization. Reports from New York indicated that the
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) continued to take a toll in the lives
of intravenous drug users and that needles being sold on the street that are
purported to be sterile are not sterile. Based on data for the past three years,
emergency rooms for the first quarter of 1984 showed the largest first quarter
number of heroin-related episodes. The interquartile range of the heroin that has
appeared on the streets of New York was 3 to 26 percent.

Reports from Newark indicated the reappearance of heroin being packaged in
"balloons" pf 200 to 300 milligrams. With a purity of 1 to 3 percent, these
balloons were reportedly selling for $15 to $20 apiece. The number of treatment
admissions whose first use of heroin was within the last three years remains at a
fairly level rate of 12 to 15 percent.
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A reemergence of Mexican brown heroin was found to be occurring in Hispanic
communities in Boston. With a purity of 1 to 3 percent, this heroin has the con-
sistency of paste or tar and is knorin as "goma" (gum) or "chocolate" among
Hispanic users. Sources in the Worcester area near Boston identified the outbreak
of a new strain of hepatitis. Known as the Delta Strain, this form of the disease
was responsible for 12 related deaths, r.11 of whom were heroin users who
apparently contracted the hepatitis throuir;i needle sharing.

Miami reported that emergency room mentions for heroin have been climbing
upward in recent quarters, but that the rate of mention per Drug Abuse Warning
Network (DAWN) episode remained much lower in Miami when compared with the
total DAWN system. Reports appear to indicate that this increase in emergency
room data is probably the result of "speedballing" (the use of heroin in combi-
nation with a stimulantusually cocaine) rather than from using either of the
drugs separately.

Philadelphia reported a decline of 12.5 percent in heroin treatment admissions
between the second half of 1983 and the first half of 1984. The purity of the
heroin appearing in Philadekbia remained stable at 3 to 8 percent.

Reports indicated 542 DAWN mentions for the first six months of 1984 compared
to 817 for all of 1983. Heroin-related overdose deaths in Washington, D.C. also
increasedfrom 69 in 1983 to 110 through November 1984. Among patients
admitted for drug abuse treatment to city programs, 72 percent reported heroin as
their primary drug of abuse. Most of the heroin that appeared in Washington, D.C.
originated in South West Asia. Mille the price of this street level heroin has
decreased from an average price of 64.25 per milligram in 1978 to an average
price of 52.53 in 1983, the purity has increased from a range of 2.2 - 2.7 percent

havein 1978 to the range of 3.9 - 8.1 percent in 1984. Use of heroin appeared to
increased during the first half of 1984 after decreasing in 1983.

Reports from Chicago identified two issues regarding hem:it in that cityan
increasing association between heroin use and the use of stimulant drugs and a
growing problem in following heroin patterns and trends as various "cuts" are
being added to the poor quality heroin. The presence of these adulterants makes
it difficult to determine if the effects being reported by users are the result of
the heroin itself or the adulterant. Low purity levels or Mexican brown heroin
continued to dominate the Chicago market as it has during past years in that city.

The indicators for heroin use in St. Louis did not show a significant increase in
usage. However reports indicated the presence of very good heroin in that city.
Known as "P-dope" (pure dope), this heroin has a reported purity of about 8 per-
cent. Both white and brown heroin remained available in St. Louis.

Although indicators in New Orleans showed a decrease in use, street level quanti-
ties of heroin originating in both Mexico and, to a lesser extent, South West Asia,
were available.

Detroit reported that the proportion of total admissions in FY83/84 involving
heroin as the primary drug was unchanged from the 24 percent reported for
FY82/83, and that the data did not show many young heroin users. Overdose
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deaths rose to 144 in 1984, a 5.9 percent increase over the total of 136 in 1983,
but below the level of 192 in 1982. More than 70 percent of the heroin which
appeared on the streets of Detroit originated in South West Asia. The average

,purity of this heroin for the period January-June 1984, as reflected in the Drug
Enforcement Administration's ' (DEA) monitor program, was 2.3 pecc with an
average price per pure milligram of $2.90. The adulterants being addee%d to heroin
in that city have included pyrilamine, inositol, and pyribenza mine.

Dallas reported that the demand for treatment for heroin abuse appeared to have
increased in the city. The purity of the heroin that appeared in Dallas remainedat about 3 to 6 percent with reports that the most common cutting agent was
diphenhydramine. The heroin in Dallas typically was sold in pink Dormin capsules
for about $30 apiece.

With a reported purity of 5 to 6 percent, Denver observed an increase in the purity
of the heroin which appeared in that city in 1984 over the 3 to 4 percent purity
that was noted in 1983. Nearly all samples of heroin tested were Mexican brown
heroin and, In fact, anything other than Mexican brown would be thought suspect
by the users in that city. The average selling price for a balloon in Denver was$65. Although treatment admissions decreased slightly from the 12.8 percent
reported for the July-September 1984 period, it is important to realize that this is
based on programs that report on the Drug /Alcohol Coordinated Data System
(DACODS). Recently, however, several new "for profit" clinics began dispensing
methadone. Of the clients appearing in these programs, 82 percent were new
treatment admissions. Heroin related emergency room mentions increased and, in
fact, if these episodes continue at their present rate, they will approximate the
number reported in 1982the greatest number reported for any year to date in
Denver.

In San Francisco, heroin continued to dominate the treatment population. Obser-
vations of treatment programs in San Francisco showed a growing presence of
"heavy" users (one-half to one gram per day or more, costing $200 and up daily) as
well as the smoking of "Persian" and other alleged high quality forms of heroin
among middle-class heroin users. The DAWN data for San Francisco showed a
sharp increase in emergency room mentionsthe co,int for the second quarter of
1984 was more than 130 percent above the FY83 base rieriod and is trending
steeply upward.

In Phoenix, the most common heroin available continued to be a brown, gummy
substance called "tootsie roll," which is reported to be approximately 70 percent
pure and which sells for $500 to $800 per gram, or $5,500 to $8,000 per ounce.

ProjeCted annual figure for 1984

* The Drug Enforcement Administration's Domestic Monitor Program is a
retail (i.e., street level) heroin undercover buy program intended to provide
information regarding availability, price, purity, adulterants, and other
information for several major metropolitan areas.
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Reports also indicated the availability of some Mexican brown for $80 to $100 per

gram. Phoenix reported increases in both treatment admissions for heroin-26
percent from the last six months of 1983 to the first six months of 1984as well
as in emergency room mentions.

Reports from San Diego indicated that heroin was the number one problem drug of
overall treatment admissions when first time drug-free heroin admissions were
considered along with methadone detoxification and maintenance admissions. San
Diego also reported that small quantities of street level heroin with a purity in the
6 to 10 percent range remained expensive in that city at $25 perballoon.

Los Angeles noted a continual rise in heroin-related emergency room episodes
through the first half of 1984 (in 1982, there were 358 mentions; in 1984, there
were 516an increase of 44.1 percent) as well as an increase in heroin-related
deathsfrom 95 during 1982, to 121 in 1984 (an increase of 27.4 percent). Treat-
ment admissions for heroin, however, showed a slight decrease of 2 percent.

PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN THE ABUSE OF OTHER OPIATES

An increased use of glutethimide (Doriden) in combination with codeine (known as
Hits, Loads, Fours and Dors) was observed in New York which appeared to be
popular among those who desired the effects of heroin, but who hesitated to use
drugs intravenously. Sources in New York reported that "Hits" are obtained easily
through "script" doctors in Harlem. In Newark, "Hits" appeared to be as widely
abused as they had been for the past several years, despite the rescheduling of
glutethimide to a Schedule II drug earlier this year. In that city, "Hits" sold for
$10 to $12 for a single set. This combination of glutethimide and codeine, called
"Packs" or "Jugs and Beans" in Boston, was responsible for ten overdose deaths in
the Northshore area of that city. The explanation for these deaths was the
decedents' apparent intolerance to the sedative component of this "high risk"
combination. Boston also noted that Dilaudid, Percodan, and Percocet continued
to retain their traditionally elevated levels of availability. In additiol, the
combination of Vicodin (a Schedule IV drug) with Tussionex has figured
significantly in the use patterns of some impaired physicians in that city. Miami
reported an upward trend for Percodan.

In Philadelphia, the combination of glutethimide and codeine showed increases in a
number of indicators including emergency room mentions, medical examiner
reports, and anecdotal data from the treatment community. Known as "D's and
T's" in that city, this combination is frequently sold as a set ranging in price from
$10 to $12 for a single set of one glutethimide and three Tylenol 04's or double
sets for $20 to $25. Glutethimide mentions in Philadelphia increased 33 percent
between the last quarter of 1983 and the first quarter of 1984. DAWN emergency
room mentions for methadone in Philadelphia reflected significant increases
through the first quarter of 1984. However, only a modest increase in the number
of treatment admissions reporting illegal methadone as the primary drug of abuse

was reported. Reports from Buffalo still showed some Talwin Nx users but, for
the most part, Talwin has ceased to be a problem in that city. Approximately six
months ago, Chicego observed a slight reemergence in the availability of Talwin.
However, recent reports indicate that Talwin is being used more in conjunction
with other drugs than as a primary drug of abuse. Another combination that
exhibited a moderately increasing trend during the last half of 1984 was opiate
based cough syrups in combination with pharmaceutical depressant pills (known as
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"Syrup and Beansl. Dilaudid maintained its place in Chicago as a favored heroin
substitute selling for approximately $35 a pill.

The use of "T's and Blues" (Talwin in combination with pyrbenzamine) continued
to decrease in St. Iamb, while in New Orleans, "Ts and Blues" (both the old and
new formulation) continued to be in demand. Dilaudid remained popular among
whites in that city, while blacks in New Orleans reportedly used more Percodan.
Increases in Demerol, Dilaudid, and codeine were responsible for the overall
increase of 4 percent in opiate admissions reported for Detroit. Dilaudid in Dallas
is relatively costly at $50 per tab. Since the introduction of Talwin Nx, Dallas has
reported a switch to the Geigy 100 milligram tripelennaminc tablets known as "T's
and Purples" in that city.

In San Franeiseo, arrests for possession or trafficking in opiates increased by 28
percent between the first nine months of 1983 and the first nine months of 1984.
In San Diego, local enforcement officials reported the increased availability of
prescription codeine selling for $10 per pill on the streets.

PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN MARIJUANA ABUSE

In New York, marijuana continued to be widely availableemergency room
episodes and treatment admissions with marijuana as the primary druG of abuse
increased. New York also has observed an increasing number of dysfunctional
marijuana users in some counties in the upstate area of the state. In Boston,
domestically grown marijuana accounted for a greater proportion of marijuana
production over the last few years. To address this problem, DEA has established
a marijuana eradication school in New England. In Los Angeles, where reports
indicated an increase in marijuana as a cash crop, a program called the Campaign
Against Marijuana Planting (CAMP) was established in 1979 to eradicate the
cultivation. Marijuana continued to be a commonly used drug in Miami where it
usually appeared in an emergency treatment situation as a drug that was used
secondarily to the problematic drug.

Tte percentage of admissions b treatment fax marijuana use in Denver increased
to 33 percent of all admissions to treatment during 1984. This is the greatest
number reported since these figures were gathered. Most of the marijuana seen in
Denver was domestic, seasonal, and from the west coast. In Phoenix, treatment
admissions for marijuana have replaced heroin admissions as the largest single
group coming into treatment-38 percent. The increase in treatment for primary
drug marijuana was 109 percent, from 366 reported for July-December 1983, to
766 reported for January-June 1984. Ninety-five percent of these were listed as
first time admissions. In Los Angeles, emergency room indicators showed that
prcblems with marijuana continued to riseemergency room mentions increased
50.5 percent between 1982 and 1984. Although treatment admissions have
remained stabl+, marijuana continued to constitute the largest single group In
treatment in Los Angeles. In San Diego, marijuana accounted for 21 percent of
admissions, while in Chicago, admissions to treatment for marijuana abuse were
responsible for approximately 20 percent of all admissions. The availability of
marijuana in Chicago has exhibited an unusually fluctuating pattern of supply. In
St. Louis, treatment admissions for marijuana showed an increase from 28
reported in 1979 to 383 reported for FY84. The Detroit Police Department
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reported marijuana as the s"ond most commonly reported drug used by persons

arrested during 1984. Four out of every ten admissions to treatment for
marijuana in Detroit were between the ages of 14 and 17.

PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE

in New York, PCP activity was reported to be increasing, particularly among
white youth in Queens. Although the DAWN data showed a declining trend in LSD
episodes, this substance appeared to be available on the streets. Reports from
Newark indicated that PCP is being seen more frequently. Reportsalso indicated
that LSD occasionally appeared in that city but was not widely available. A major
increase in the use of PCP was reported for Washington, D.C.since July, 33
percent of mentions have been for PCP (551 in 1983). The city ranks third in the
nation (behind Los Angeles and New Yak) in total emergency room mentions for
PCP. The problems associated with the combined use of PCP and heroin are a
growing concern in Washington, D.C. as is a street drug known as "Boat" which
consists of heroin, PCP, marijuana, and embalming fluid and is smoked.

Beginning in 1982, the use of PCP became widespread in predominantly black
areas of North St. Louis particularly when combined withcannabis ("Whack"), as a
solution ("Water") for dipping cigarettes, or as various powders or tablets. The
increase in PCP use was noted in police cases, treatment admissions, and in the
death data reported for that city. In Chicago, "Happy Sticks" or "Joy Sticks'--
joints impregnated with PCP and/or embalming fluidhave all but replaced
marijuana in co/elle:II:1y in a number of area high schools. "Tic" or powdered PCP

was frequently snorted by teenage users while an increasing number of users in
their 20s reportedly injected the drug. Although PCP did not show up in the
indicator date for Chicago it was reportedly easier to get a "Joy Stick" than a
joint in the city': black communities. Reports from Chicago indicated a lot of
fluctuation in the availability of LSD, which has appeared on blotters and tabs in
the white high schools. LSD, and to a lesser extent, mushrooms, remained a
popular weekend "party" drug among mostly white, adolescent drug using groups.
The LSD available in Denver came from the west coast in a liquid form that was
put on blotters locally. Psychedelic:,, such as LSD dllti MDA, ine:e&sed among the

"street" people in San Francisco.

A drop in emergency room mentions for PCP was noted in Phoenix-80 percent
ever the previous six months (from 40 to 8). However, among treatment
admissions, an increase was noted from eight r ported for July-December 1983 to
17 reported for January-June 1984. Although an upward trend had been noted
previously, the rate of increase in reported emerg PCP/PCP combinations
declined from 1983 to 1984 in Los Angeles. However, the 1984 figure was greater
than the number reported for 1982, and the number of treatment admissions have
:ncreased in this ".-.ational capital" of PCP abuse with blacks continuing to show

the greatest number of emergency room episodes for PCP. San Diego noted a
decrease in overall county PCP mentions. However, all the social, legal, and
economic ramifications of PCP use made it a major drug abuse problem within
neighborhoods and communities in southeast San Diego. In New Orleans, the
combination of a marijuana cigarette dipped in PCP (known on the streets as
"Whack") was readily available. This combination appeared to be most common
among the black youth and you adults in the,. city.
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PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN STIMULANT ABUSE

Although it was reported that stimulants are practically nonexistent in Newark,
and in New York a State Bill enacted in 1981 made the prescribing of ampheta-
mines illegal except for special instances, another east coast city, Philadelphia, is
considered the methamphetamine "capital" of the country. In that city,
methampheta mine sold for $40 to $60 per gram in 1984, which b cheaper than any
other place in the country. Admissions for stimulants increased 9.8 percent during
the first six months of 1984, with the year of birth of the majority of this cohort
of admissions falling between 1955 and 1959. The DAWN emergency room data
alo showed significant increases through the first quarter of 1984. With
numerous clandestine labs throughout Colorado, Denver reported that
amphetamines were readily available in that city. Relatively pure quality
methamphetamine was available in Phoenix at 110 to $100 per quarter gram. A
124 percent increase in prescription thefts was reported during this period in
Phoenix, particularly with regard to Rita lin and appetite suppressants..

The amply tamine "capital" of the west coast, San Francisco, reported stimulant
abuse as a growing problem that has spread beyond the gay male community to
lower class whites and, in particular, punk rockers. An increase in the number of
Individuals who are shooting speed also has been notedmore than 80 percent of
emergency room mentions claimed injection as their route of administration. All
indicators, except treatment program admissions, have trended upward for
methampheta- : during 1984 in San Francbeo. Reports from Los Angeles
indicated the: tmergenc!, room episodes involving amphetamines showed a slight
decline of 1.1 percent between 1982 and 1984. Although a decline was noted in
the number of treatment admissions (from 215 in 1983 to 182 in 1984a decrease
of 14.3 percent) reports for seizures by the Los Angeles County Sheriff end Los
Angeles Police Department showed a 119.1 percent increase over the two
comparative periods of 1983 and 1984higher than for any other drug. In San
Diego, methamphetamines showed an 89 percent increase in emergency room
mentions since December 1983, and continue to show a steep upward trend. The
drug appears to be the current drug of choice among the younger population
because of its cheaper price (a quarter-gram for $10) and the reports from the
street indicated that it provides an intensive hign for the money.

Chicago reported that stimulant drugs were a relatively stable phenomenon which
accounted for approximately 6 percent of primary drug treatment admissions.
Preludin, which commanded a street price If between $12-$15 per pill, was the
primary stimulant used by intravenous abusers. Michigan accounted for over 36
percent of the nation's total legal methamphetamine (desoxyn) supply and ranked
number one in methyiphenidate (Ritalin) distribution. In response to the recent
emphasis on the increased level of availability of certain prescription drugs in
Michigan, the Board of Medicine recommended e ban on prescriptions for
amphetamines for weight-loss purposes. In addition, a triplicate prescription
system was being discussed as an additional control. The North County of St.
Laub has started to experience the availability of "crystal" (powdered
methamphetarnine) for $30440 per gram with some evidence of intravenous use.
New Orleans noted the ready availability of both methamphetamine and ampheta-
mine, which is, perhaps, the highest priority in the dangerous drug category.
Dosage units of "crystal" methamphetamine sold in New Orleans for $10 to $15,
while grams sold for $90 to $125. The illicit use of amphetamine in Dallas
appeared to be concentrated among the white population, with the purity of
exhibits ranging from 30 tn 70 percent.
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PATTERNS AND TRENDS IN SEDATIVE-HYPNOTIC ABUSE

The cessation of the manufacture of methaqualone had an impact on the availa-
bility of this drug in every city. Consequently many cities have made an attempt
to determine what substances were beirg substituted for methaqualone, par-
ticularly in those cities where it was a ranking drug of abuse. It would appear that
no final determination has been made in this regard. In Newark, a recent seizure
of "ludes" in the suburbs was found to contain dramamine, while in Boston, fake
Lemon 714s containing diazepam and other substances still 0: pear on the street.
Most of the alleged methaqualone available on the streets of New Orleans also
contained diazepam as the primary ingredient. Wholesale prices have dropped to
an average of $1.50-$1.75 per dosage unit for lots of 1,000. Xanax was reported
to be replacing Valium as a drug used by methadone clients in Boston.

In Philadelphia mentions of lorazepam, an anti-anxiety agent, increased 29.7
percent a statistic that bears monitoring. in Loa Angeles, there was a clear
downward trend in the mentions of diazepam among patients who sought emer-
gency treatment. Sedatives in that city appeared to be on the decline in general
as evidenced by both the emergency room data as well as the medical examiner
data. Emergency room mentions for diazepam in San Diego showed a downward
trend-57.8 mentions per quarter. However, this tranquilizer continued to bring
the most people into emergency rooms.

Despite the annual decreases for methaqualone in Miamias of the third quarter
of this year only about one in ten treatment admissions were for methaqualone
the rate of mentions per DAWN episode reported is still much higher locally than
elsewhere in the country. Mandrax (a foreign pharmaceutical preparation con-
taining methaqualone), coming from Jamaica, was occasionally seen in that city,
while in Chicago, Mandrax appeared to be readily available as reflected in a
decline in street price. Valium is the most widely used of the depressant drugs in
Chicago at $1.00 per pill. Reports from Chicago al,o indicated that sedative-
hypnotics are more commonly used on an occasional rather than chronic basis -es
a component in a variety of multiple drug using regimens.

Although Placidyl shared sporadic popularity as a drug of abuse, it did not sustain
the levels of supply to become a substitute for methaqualone. In New Orleans,
Placidyl (ethchlorvynoll rapidly replaced methaqualone in street popularity.
Known as "Watermelons" or "Jolly Greens," these capsules sold for $6.00 apiece.
Detroit reported that Valium has continued to be the fourth most commonly men-
tioned drug in the DAWN data, although the overall quarterly mentions have
decreased at a rate of almost two per month. Among clients admitted for tran-
quilizer abuse, almost two-thirds are female.
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Senator NUNN. Is it your impression street value of marijuana
has gone up or down during that time?

Secretary HECKLER. I really can't say. It was my impression
there was no considerable difference in price. I don't -believe there
was a wide variation, which there has been for cocaine in someareas recently.

Senator NUNN. Could you try to furnish us information showing
the street value of marijuana and cocaine over the last 6 years?

Secretary HECKLER. I will be glad to.
Senator NUNN. I remember, Mr. Chairman, struggling with this

subject back in the 1970's. I was increasingly frustrated that law
enforcement had nothiag to judge law enforcement efforts against.I kept asking the questionswhat are the goals? How do we tell
whether the resources are assisting? How do we measure success in
law enforcem nt? Peter Bensinger, who was at du.. time head of
DEA, I believe it was in the mid-1970's, gave us two things to meas-
ure by. He said they weren't exchsive but nevertheless were indi-
cators. In heroin, one was the hospitalization and overdose rate,
and the other was the street value.

I don't know whether those are still law enforcement definitions
or not. I would hope that we could update that. For the record I
would like our staff to try to determine how we stand in the last 6
years on both of those. I don't know what correlation or what kind
of comparable figure there would be for cocaine or marijuana be-
cause you don't have the OD problem.

Secretary HECKLER. That is right.
Senator NUNN. Is there any kind of measurement in the mari-

beana
and cocaine area that relates to a health statistic that would

in any way analogous to the overdose deaths in heroin?
Secretary HECKLER. The Drug Abuse Warning Network [DAWN'

operated by NIDA, gives us data on drug-related morbidity and
mortality, as gathered by emergency rooms and medical examiners.

Senator MINN. You mentioned death, but that was an experi-
ment?

Secretary HECKLER. Yes, animal tests. It is an incredible thing to
have this consequence It is rather unexpected to have the lure of
cocaine so attractive that the animals administered it indefinitely
until they died.

Senator NUNN. I thought I also heard cocaine was not addictive.That indicates
Secretary HECKLEP [interposing]. It is.
Senator NUNN. It indicates it is.
Secretary HECKLER. Yes, highly addictive; highly addictive.
Senator NUNN. Is that a scientific finding by your Departme-4?
Secretary HECKLER. Well, we will finalize this in a very short

time. It is certainly the finding of the researcher who reported it tome.
Senator NUNN. Isn't that a reversal ofmaybe it was in the cate-

gory of myths.
Secretary HECKLER. I don't think the scientists ever thought co-

caine was not addictive. This is merely more substantial evidenceof its addict;-'e nature.
Senator MINN. Wasn't there a common kind of myth going

around?
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Se tart' HECKLER. Yes; I think folklore was that it was not dan-
gerous. Anything that is an addiction is dangerous to health.

Senator NuNN. General question, Madam Secretary. When we
talk about correlating the educational efforts and charts in the law
enforcement efforts, how much coordination and communication do
you have with our law enforcement agencies at the top?

Secretary HECKLER. I personally do not have any, but through
the White souse Drug Policy Office and the President's Cabinet
councils there is conversation, coordination, and a sharing of infor-
mation, NIDA's emphasis is on research and, consequently, they
use tilc information gained from law enforcement processes as a
suppiement to their own research, which sometimes even opens
new afeas of investigation.

Senator NuNN. Is this a gap that we need to look at? Is there a
need for a coordinated approach? I hear law enforcement people
say all the time that we can't do it alone. They don't make any
bones about that. They say there has to bt..- a big educational effort.
I hear educational effort types say that they have to have law en-
forcement also. Is there reason to believe that we ought to make a
more coordinated effort, or is a separation of these efforts logical?

Secretary HECKLER. No, I think coordination is desirable. I really
do. In order to be effective, I think it is important to have as much
coordination as possible, since we are dealing with the problem
from different points of view.

On the other hand the emphasis in my Department is on preven-
tion, going out to communities to intervene before the street prob-
lem actually occurs. If we succeed in our prevention programs, we
won't need excessive coordination. We wili have dealt with the
problem before it has really become very substantial.

Our whole emphasis in research at the National Institute of
Drug Abuse is to develop information which can then be used to
develop better prevention messages. Here the issue of accuracy is a
very big one. When students were told that marijuana was a very,
very dangerous drug and when the dangers were greatly exaggerat-
ed, the impact of the message was proportionately negated. The ac-
curacy of the message is really critically important.

Since we have learned that the deliverer of the message
plays a special role, we are focusing through our research on fine
tuning the methods for telling the public, especially the younger
age groups, what the problem is in a way that will be instrumental
in getting them to change their behavior. That is the emphasis of
the Department.

Senator NuNN. Thank you very tr. ich, Madam Secretary. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

[At this point in the hearing, Senator Glenn entered the hearing
room.]

Chairman Rom. Thank you, Senator Nunn. I would like to un-
derscore what Senator Nunn just said. I think it would be highly
desirable if there could be some coordinating mechanism between
your office and the offices involved in the enforcement community
because there is an interaction there. I would urge that upon you.
Mr. Rinzel?

Mr. RINZEL. Madam Secretary, in late 1984, a diverse group of
people from both the public and private sector got together and
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formed a group called "The Partnership." This group includes rep-
rt)sentativels from the entertainment industry, as well as others.

I wonder if you could tell us at this rather early date what role
HHS might be planning or considering playing in this potentially
important new initiative?

[A press release dated January 31, 1985, in reference to "The
Partnership," follows:]

Pans RELEASE

JANUARY 31, 1985.
WILLIASISBURG, VA.One hundred fifty five participants representing citizens,media, professionals and corporate organizations met to discuss forming a national

partnership to prevent and reduce alcohol and drug problems among youth.
The 3-day Conference was convened by the Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency

Prevention of the Department of Justice.
The participants agreed on a mission statement and goals for the proposed nation-al partnership.
A second meeting of the ad-hoc steering group will be held in Washington, D.C. onFebruary 27.
Attachments: Mission and Goals Statement for Proposed Partnership.
For additional information, contact: Betty Hudson, National Broadcasting Compa-ny (NBC), (212) 664-2280; Bill Butynski, National Association of State Alcohol andDrug Abuse Directors, (NASADAD) (202) 783- 6868; Stuart Greenblatt, Keebler Co.,

(312) 833-2900 x536; Joyce Nalepka, National Federation of Parents for Drug-FreeYouth (NFP), (301) 649-7100; Maxine Womble, National Black Alcoholism Council
(NBAC), (312)663-5780

MISSION STATEMENT

National Partnership to prevent and reduce alcohol and drug problems amongyouth

GOALS

The goals of the National Partnership are:
To promote the right of young pAnpla to grow up healthy;
To prevent self-initiated early experimentation with alcohol and drugs;To increase awareness and availability of alcohol and drug treatment services foryouth;
To increase the availability of promising and effective preventive approaches toalcohol and drug problems;
To promote social disapproval of drunkeness;
To eliminate all use of illicit drugs by youth;
To eliminate all use of alcohol by under-age youth outside parental supervisionand liturgical functions; and
To eliminate non-medical use of prescription drugs by youth.
Secretary HECKLER. Yes. Our Department is impressed with thecomposition of The Partnership, as well as their goals and strate-

gies. Representatives of ADAMHA have participated in early meet-ings of The Partnership, when the goals of the organization werebeing conceptualized. They also attended the organizational meet-ing in Williamsburg in January 1985 and have provided consulta-tion to the steering group of The Partnership. There will continue
to be, I think, a very close working relationship.

Mr. RINZEL. Thank you.
Chairman ROTH. Senator Glenn?
Senator GLENN. I have no questions right now. I am very much

interested in the problem. Sorry I couldn t be here earlier. We had
conflicting hearings.

Chairman Rom. Thank you very much, Madam Secretary. We
appreciate your interest in being here today.
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I call forward Gerald Mc Raney. Please remain standing, and
raise your right hand.

Do you swear the testimony you will give before the subcommit-
tee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?

Mr. McRANEY. I do.

TESTIMONY OF GERALD McRANEY, COSTAR, OF SIMON AND
SIMON, BOARD DIRECTOR, ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES

COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. MCRANEY. Thank you, Senator. I would like to express my
gratitude to the members of this subcommittee for allowing me to
voice my deep concern about the pre"fer_tion of controlled sub-
stances in our society.

I would also at this time like to speak for all of us in the private
sector who are opposed to drug use in commending the subcommit-
tee for its resolve in confronting what may well be the greatest
crisis facing the Republic.

As the father of three children ranging in age from 19 months to
18 years, and as an American citizen at a time when the misuse of
drugs in our country is reaching an epidemic level, I am committed
to doing my part in the fight against the menace of drug abuse.
But I daresay most parents in the United States are just as Con-
cerned as I am. So why do I get to testify before this prestigious
subcommittee? I am not as well educated as many fathers and
mothers, nor am I, by any means, an expert on drugs. I am certain-
ly no wiser than the next fellow. So why me? Well, much as it was
for a character in the film, "Network,' the answer is startlingly
clear"Because you're on TV, dummy."

There was a time, a time which, sadly, my children cannot re-
member, when the portrayal of the use of illicit drugs on television
was limited to a handful of the lowest elements of society. The
users were outcasts, living in flophouses, shadowy figures, more
than a little frightening, and obviously having no futures. Addicts.
Hopheads. Theirs was a subculture of losers, the object of passing
curiosity, pity, and scorn.

This was not propaganda on the part of television producers. It
was simply a reflection of society's viewpoint. It was not "in" to
take drugs.

When the flower generation, my generation, emerged, we were
determined to change the world and, to a certain degree, we suc-
ceeded. We claimed that race had no place in determining a per-
son's worth, that the serious pursuit of peace was not an act of
cowardice. Television and film picked up on these messages and
spread them. Unfortunately, some of us also preached the insidious
sermon, "Tune in, turn on, drop out." The idea that drugs were
fun, could expand our consciousness, or could in some way improve
the condition of our lives gathered popularity. Television and film
did not start this trend. They reflected it, and for a growing
number of people, it became "in" to take drugs.

Sometimes those of us in the entertainment industry fail to real-
ize the impact we have on society. We are not called upon to draft
laws for the Nation, nor to cure cancer, nor to solve the transporta-
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tion problems of Los Angeles. Our primary function is to entertain
for an hour or two.

Yet, whether we like it or not, the simple depiction of a thing
can legitimize that thing, can affect our lives. Anyone who has
tried to diet off three pounds and was bombarded constantly by a
floating feast on the tube knows what I mean. When put in terms
of a 3-pound diet, the whole proposition sounds trifling. But when
we consider the greatest Nation in history falling apart because of
drugs, the powers of my industry to communicate the truth neces-
sarily demands that we act responsibly.

Unfortunately, many members of our audience believe that my
industry is heavily riddled with drugs. This is simply not true. I
have worked on too many shows and with too many people to be-
lieve this myth. Stoned people cannot continue to deliver credible
performances or write understandable scripts or market usable
products. Stoned people lose their creativity.

In no way do I wish to minimize the drug problems which do
exist within the entertainment fields. My point is that the percent-
age of my peers using drugs is probably comparable to the number
of users in other lines of work. And just as is being done in other
industries, we are providing employee assistance programs to
combat drug abuse by our members.

We have also begun to address our public image in relation to
drugs. If an accountant from St. Louis is arrested in Kansas City
for possession of less than a pound of cocaine, this will likely not
make the evening paper. But if an actor in a TV series isn't careful
of the powdered sugar on his doughnut, he could make the head-
lines for weeks.

Does that sound silly? Many people think celebrities, writers,
producers, directors begin and end their days on cocaine. How
many times have you seen or heard cocaine called "the drug of the
rich and famous"? "The Hollywood high"? When a celebrity is dis-
covered using drugs, headlines are made, and some readers or
viewersespecially childrenare influenced in favor of drugs.

We must turn this around. Our visibility can be used as a power-
ful force in an antidrug campaign. We can be positive re!c models.
We can be part of the solution.

To this end, the Entertainment Industries Council was created
with the stated goal of bringing the power and influence of the en-
tertainment industry to the forefront of the national effort to
combat and deglamorize substance abuse in our society, especially
among youth.

I am proud to be a member of the board of directors of the EIC. I
believe we can make a difference. My fellow board member, Tim
Reid, and our president, Brian Dyak, appeared before you last year
and outlined the workings of the council.

The subsequent resolution by the Senate endorsing the EIC's role
was very much appreciated by all of our membership, and I wouldlike to publicly thank you, Senator Roth, for spearheading the reso-
lution.

In the past 9 months, the EIC has been active on many fronts in
the war against drugs. One effort was especially close to me. As a
part of the commitment to neutralize drug use among our young
people, I would like to present some excerpts from a recent episode
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of "Simon & Simon." The four main elements dealing with drug
abuse were: One, peer pressure and how it tempts young people;
two, the eventual outcome of drug abuse; three, the use of an adult
role model in countering drug-culture myths; and, four, legitimate
hope for those who are already victiins.

[Whereupon, a video tape was played.]
Mr. MCRANEY. I would like to thank Dr. Carlton Turner, Special

Assistant to the President for Drug Policy, for his invaluable help
in the preparation and direction of this episode. I especially wish to
thank my producers and writers for their tireless work on this seg-
ment.

My additional thank you goes to Universal Studios for its sup-
port and courage in allowing an action comedy/drama series to
film an episode nearly devoid of humor.

In a recent conversation with Robert Harris, the president of
Universal Televisioa, I was assured that, and I quote, "You will
never see a star on a Universal program using or approving the
use of drugs." Mr. Harris went on to say that Universal shows, in-
cluding "Simon & Simon," "Magnum, P.I.," and "Miami Vice,"
among others, I might add, will continue to deglamorize substance
abuse.

Aside from its work to get regular programming to depict drug
use in a deglamorized manner, the EIC was instrumental in bring-
ing about radio spots sponsored by McDonald's. Various celebrities
from the entertainment and sports fields delivered the timely mes-
sage that anything is possible if you get it straight. These messages
were directed toward young people and their parents.

The EIC also assisted ACTION, NIDA, and H. Lee Lace:, Co. in
the production of filmed antidrug messages, again using celebrity
talent to aid in the cause.

Brian Dyak presented testimony before the American Lar Asks,-
ciation Advisory Commission on Youth, Alcohol, and D..ug Prob-
lems, offering that organization our help and support.

We have also begun a quarterly publication which communicates
the ideals and actions of the EIC to the public and fellow members
of the entertainment community.

And, among other plans for the future, is an ambitious project
planned for a grassroots attack. Sponsored by leading corporations,
filmed presentations would be made available through local broad-
casters for use in their communities. Further, local media celebri-
ties, sports figures, et cetera, would be used to address specific local
problems. Always, of course, the EIC would be there for advice, as-
sistance and to provide national celebrity clout to these campaigns.

There are a number of areas I would like to see attacked in a
comprehensive national campaign. I am very concerned about the
quantity of valium and other tranquilizers being prescribed today. I
don't like the fact that many still consider marijuana harmless. As
in any war, it would be gdish to attack in too many directions at
the same time.

I believe our primary target has to be cocaine. Its growing popu-
larity and increasing availability at lower prices, particularly with
the advent of the so-called "coke-rocks," is very frightening. I have
seen cocaine's effectspfiranoia, very hostile behavior, the subse-
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quent loss of family, friends, jobsand I have learned about why it
is so hard to stop using and about the deaths.

It is estimated that the street price for this substance, coke-rock,
ranges from $10 to $25 in some areas and will soon be available
nationwide at these prices.

Chairman Rom. Would you explain what coke-rock is?
Mr. MCRANEY. It is sort of a predone free base. It is a very strong

variety of that drug, and because of the increasing numbers of
places that are producing cocaine, the price on it is phenomenally
low.

According to a recent article in the L.A. Weekly, which ad-
dressed the advent of coke-rock in south central Los Angeles, more
than 50 percent of those people seeking treatment for drug abuse
were seeking treatment for cocaine addiction. Cocaine, in that area,
has surpassed heroin, PCP, or even alcohol in its ability to destroy
human life. And, as 50 percent of these people are women, a good
part of the total body count must include children.

The most frightening aspect of this new form of coke is its price.
Now we don't have to indulge our children with too much money
to be affected by cocaine. Our children only have to skip lunch a
few times and they can join the parade into the abyss.

The recent magazine and newspaper articles about cocaine czars,
distribution, and the like, may make a dent in the number of
adults attracted to the drug, but to successfully turn the kids and
the majority of adults away from cocaine, I think we have to tear
down the myths and arguments used by their peers to persuade
them to try the drug in the first place. The two arguments I have
heard most are that you can control the drugs and that they won't
hurt you. Those views aren't true for pot, and they are much less
true with coke.

My fellow members of the Entertainment Industries Council and
I are committed to shooting the myths down and to making drug
usage something "in" people don't do. It is heartening to know an
influential body as this subcommittee is working toward the same
goals. Perhaps together we can eradicate our common enemy and
the enemy of humanity. Short of that, I truly do believe that we
can once again live in a country where the use of illicit drugs will
be viewed as something done by a subculture of losers. Thank you,
Senators.

Chairman Rom. Thank you. I certainly want to express my ap-
preciation for the role you are playing. I think it is perfectly obvi-
ous a star, such as yourself, does have tremend.ius influence with
the young. As the father of a teenager, I can guarantee that to be
true.

It is interesting that the mints you make on cocaine have been
borne out by the sampling done by Secretary Heckler's Depart-
ment. I am sure you heard her when she said while there are some
favorable statistics on marijuana and alcohol, the opposite is true
of cocaine. So you would agree that in contrast to what many
people believe, cocaine is habit forming; is that true?

Mr. MCRANEY. It is terribly addictive, and to me it doesn't really
matter whether it is physically addictive or psychologically addict-
ive; it's addictive. I think it is going to be rather hard to gather
statistics on the death rate associated with cocaine use. If a fellow
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eventually puts a .38 to his head and blows his brains out, that
doesn't go down as a death related to cocaine; it goes down as a
death related to a .38. But the use of cocaine can lead to that.
There are many other forms of death that will go on the coroner's
report that are directly tied to cocaine usage.

Chairman Rom. I want to go back just briefly to the extract
from "Simon & Simon" which to me was tremendously effective.
Has any effort been made to determine what kind of an impact
that kind of presentation has?

Mr. MCRANEY. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman Rom. Do you get any correspondence?
Mr. MCRANEY. I have received quite a bit of fan mail personally

on that particular episode. I directed that episode as well as acting
in it because it was so important to me. And I received mail from
medical personnel in particular who commented on the fact that
they had seen more people coming in and that they had tied to-
gether viewing of that particular episode to coming in.

I think all too often people who are victimized by drug abuse
think there is no end to it: that there is no hope for them, and
there is. But the greatest hope for the population at large is never
get on the stuff to begin with.

Chairman Rom. I think you made a very valid point. You made
that in your testimony, too, as point four, that it is important for
those who have experimented with drugs to understand that there
is hope for them as well.

So you also helped write and direct- -
Mr. Mc RANEY [interposing'. I did not help write I suggested a

few things here and there; I did not help write it. I am not a
writer, as you may have noticed by my speech. But I did direct; yes,
sir.

Chairman Rom. What more do you think could be done on the
part of TV?

Mr. MCRANEY. In regard to cocaine specifically?
Chairman Rom. Yes.
Mr. MCRANEY. I think more programming needs to be done that

simply identifies the problem. I think for too long a time the pub-
lic's perception of the drug has been one of a recreational drug,
and I think people still believe that it is, one, not addictive and,
two, it's not fatal; it's something that can be controlled, and it isn't.

I think we simply have to tell the truth about it, as much as any-
thing else. Let people know just how bad it is. I think we can do
that through regular programming. I think we can do it by these
spots that are ongoing, but the drug culture came about in a rather
insidious fashion. Nobody had to pay ad time to get people to use
drugs; it happened gradually; it happened subtly.

I really do believe that we have to be just as subtle in response to
it. I don't think that we can hit people over the head with the mes-
sage. I don't think we can preach to them and expect them to sit
there and listen to it. I think insinuated within a story line that
has absolutely nothing to do overall with drugs has to be that mes-
sage so that we have to be just as insidious as the drugs in order to
counter the drugs.

Chairman Rent. Have you ever encountered any difficulty trying
to change a script to deglamorize drugs?
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Mr. MCRANEY. No, sir; never.
Chairman ROTH. Have you ever attempted to use what I think io

called a "hot line tag"?
Mr. MCRANEY. Yes, sir, we did. On the final shot in that particu-

lar episode, we wanted to put ho' line numbers up. I have here, if
you don't mind, a statement I would like to read into the record
from Bud Grant, president of CBS.

Chairman Rom. Please proceed.
Mr. MCRANEY [reading]:
It is CBS policy to broadcast information about organizations involved with cer-

tain issues in the context of public service announcements and not integrate it into
its entertainment program. However, a number of recent CBS special presentations
have dealt with issues of such interest and importance to television viewing audi-
ences that public service announcements on those issues were approved for broad-
cast immediately following the special presentation CBS is not yet ready to change
its overall policy of separating public service announcements from entertainment
programming that might deal with the same issue. Therefore, approval has been
limited to special programs and not been given to regular s'ries programs.

Chairman ROTH. You might explain what hot line tags are for
the audience.

Mr. MCRANEY. They are numbersin this particular instance,
they were numbers to be called for a national hot line for run-
aways and a national hot line for drug abuse, and these are nation-
al clearinghouse numbers that offer help and assistance to people
wherever they might be.

For the record, I would also like to thank CBS for, one, putting
this show on the air. It was a big step for them to take, as well, and
after the broadcast, there was a message that had been done about
the use of marijuana, as is their policy to put that on as a public
service announcement immediately following the telecast.

Chairman Rom. Is there any concern about the legal liability on
account of this kind of hot line?

Mr. MCRANEY. I am afraid you have to ask a lawyer about that,
Senator. I couldn't tell you.

Chairman ROTH. All right. Senator Glenn?
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We don't get to

watch too much TV around hereI happened to see that on the
original broadcast fl..i.i. night. I didn't know what the story line was
or anything else. 1 was quite entranced with it, and I thought that
evening, if every kid in America could just see that show, it was
very, very powerful. I was very impressed with it. I am not particu-
larly impressed with a lot of stuff on TV, I must admit. I was ex-
tremely impressed with it, and I didn't even know that was the
spot you were going to show this morning. I also didn't know you
were the producer of it, end I want to congratulate you for taking
the action you have taken on this.

Just a couple of questions here. You have indicated you see co-
caine as the flrget rather than the scatter-down effect. I think that
is probably t.,,nt. Wouldn't it be true that almost everyone before
going to cocaine would have experimented with marijuana first?

Mr. MCRANEY. Yes, sir; and I don't think we can emphasize
enough how harmful marijuana is, but at the same time, we are
beginning to see a reversal in that trend among young people, but
we are beginning to see an increase in the use of cocaine. I think
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before we allow that to get too much out of hand, we better do
something about it.

Senator GLENN. How about other writers and producershave
they accepted this? Any comments they made on the show and the
reaction they had to it?

Mr. MCRANEY. The reaction I have gotten from people in the
community has been very positive. I talked to other producers who
intend to do similar programming, other writers who are writing
similar scripts. But, again, this was an episode that was strictly
about drug abuse and its effects. I think too many programs that
have that as their theme will lose viewers. You can't sit a kid who
is interested in drugs down and try to preach to him about drugs;
he won't listen to you. It has to be done in a more subtle fashion.

Senator GLENN. This hearing is of particular interest to me this
morning. I am sorry we have other hearings going on. I am on the
Armed Semites Committee. We have been into some heavy stuff
over there, and I couldn't be here this morning and I have to leave
shortly.

We have a very close friend who has a son in Los Angeles. A few
months ago he had a drug ODhas permanent brain damage
motor facility is gone; and is still in the hospital. We don't know
what the outcome is going to be. I know the trauma that has gone
on in that particular family. Thank God it wasn't in my own
family.

You begin to see first hand once in a while some things like that
with friends that just impress on you the idiocy of getting into this
stuff. We can even go back farther than marijuana. Our biggest
drug abuse in the country has been alcohol. It is a drug as much as
anything else. We glamorize it and maybe some of it starts back
actually that far. I know we can't make every TV show into a
super piety, I guess I would call it, but perhaps it starts back that
far where we glamorize the use of alcohol and overlook marijuana
and pretty soon, it is cocaine, and where do you stop? I don't know.
It is a big problem. I hope the TV producers and writers are recep-
tive to going into some of this that deglamorizes that whole way of
life, if you will, as you have been forthcoming in doing what you do
in this area.

I think you are to be congratulated. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Rom. Thank you, Senator Glenn. I guess the one mes-

sage we have to somehow get home to those who think "it can't
happen to me" is that it can happen to any family.

I want to express, again, my appreciation to you. I might ask you
just one final question. Is there anything that you would recom-
mend to this subcommittee that Congress might do in this area?

Mr. MCRANEY. I think the thing that we have to du is keep the
channels of communication open and the cooperation continuing
between us. Again, none of us can do this by ourselves.

Chairman Rom. That is true.
Mr. MCRANEY. I honestly think this has to be viewed by the

American public as a war. The drug dealers have declared war on
us, and it is time to respond, but it is going to take every one of us
to do it, every citizen in the United States who feels this way had
better stand up and start speaking out because we are in a war.
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Chairman ROTH. Well, I share that sentiment. Again, thank youfor your leadership.
Mr. MCRANEY. Thank you, Senator.
[At this point in the hearing, Senator Glenn withdrew from the

hearing room.]
Chairman ROTH. I now would like to call forward Susan Newman

and Larry Stewart. If you would both remain standing. Raise yourright hand.
Do you swear the testimony you will give this subcommittee will

be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?

MS. NEWMAN. I do.
Mr. STEWART. I do.
Chairman ROTH. Thank you. Please be seated. Just let me very

briefly give a little c.,1 your background. I don't think that is neces-
sary, although I, again, want to express my appreciation to you,
Susan, and to you, Mr. Stewart, for your interest, concern and lead-
ership in this war against drugs.

Susan Newman is director of special projects of the Scott
Newman Center Larry Stewart is of the Caucus for Producers,
Writers, and Directors. Ms. Newman is an award-winning producer
who has worked primarily in commercial and cable TV. As you will
soon hear, she is a very articulate and avid spokesperson for the
Scott Newman Center, which provides cash and other awards as in-
centives for writers, producers, and directors to deglamorize drugs.

Mr. Stewart has produced and written many feature films of
many episodes of prime time TV series. He is a member of the
Caucus for Producers, Writers, and Directors, and is chairman of
the Caucus Committee on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

Ms. Newman, I will ask you, if you will, to beein with your testi-
mony.

TESTIMONY OF SUSAN KENDALL NEWMAN, THE SCOTT NEWMAN
CENTER, AND LARRY STEWART, CAUCUS FOR PRODUCERS,
WRITERS, AND DIRECTORS

Ms. NEWMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to clarify
something in regard to the cocaine issue. The new figures are in,
and the estimates are 5,000 new users a day.

Chairman ROTH. Tremendous.
Ms. NEWMAN. Dr. Sidney Cohen at UCLA has been conducting

research on cocaine and the findings are terrifying. Most drugs
have a definite time of escalating use, they steady off and then the
drug use declines. Cocaine use just keeps going up and up and
there is no decline in sight.

Chairman ROTH [interposing]. Would you mind pulling the micro-
phone just a little closer, please?

Ms. NEWMAN. Sure. Can you hear better now?
Chairman ROTH. Yes.
Ms. NEWMAN. Six years ago, my brother, Scott Newman, died

from an accidental overdose of drugs and alcohol. The subsequent
turmoil that his death created within my family prompted us to
form the Scott Newman Foundation.
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There is a lack of awareness and a strong denial factor present
in most American's thinking regarding chemical dependency. It
was precisely these areas of concern that prodded our decision to
harness our communication and film-making skills in an antidrug
prevention effort.

The stereotyping of a "chemical abuser" and the public's mis-
placed views as to the identity, the psychology, the geographical
and socioeconomic backgrounds of such a user require massive cor-
rections and new information. Combining Paul's knowledge and
connections within the feature film industry and my television and
cable background, we felt we might begin to dispel some of these
myths. Our united efforts might over the long run help our indus-
try to tackle this monstrous epidemic with a more sensitive and re-
sponsible eye, thus eliminating some of the inaccurate and glamor-
izing ways substance abuse is depicted through the media.

Briefly, I want tJ tell you something about the Scott Newman
Foundation. We have been in operation for 4 years. Our principal
objective is to combat proliferation of drugs among young
people. Ours is a program that deals with prevention rather elan
getting involved at the rehabilitation or counseling level. We feel
that a climate of acceptance exists in America today which offers
tacit approval for the abuse of drugs and alcohol. The goal of the
foundation is to reverse that climate through the sensitivity and
awareness of the media and, specifically, the entertainment indus-
try.

Ou: past accomplishments to date have included th:. Scott
Newman Drug Abuse Prevention Award, which was initiated as an
enticement to the network community to take a more accurate and
less glamorizing stand on the way in which drugs are depicted on
television. We award a $10,000 cash prize to six eligible categories.
The cash award goes to the writer, while tl.gyp network, producer,
and director receive statuettes for their participation. This endeav-
or is accomplished jointly through the National Institute on Drug
Abuse and the Associates for Troubled Children. I feel it has been
helpful. Our entries have grown significantly. This award is help-
ing to change the consciousness within the industry.

[Compilation of past recipients of the Scott Newman Drug Abuse
Prevention Awards follows:]

THE SCOTT NEWMAN CENTER,
Los Angeles, CA, January 14, 1.985.

CHARLES MORLEY,
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, U.S. Senate, Senate Russell Building,

Washington, DC.
DEAR MA. MORLEY. Per our conversation of last Thursday, he enclosed list is a

compilation of the past recipients of the Scott Newman Drug Abuse Prevention
Awards.

If you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Best regards,

SUSAN KENDALL NEWMAN.

Enclosure
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SCOTT' NEWMAN DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AWARDS

1980-81
Prune Time, 30 minutes

Archie Bunker's Place"Tough Love", Aired March 15, 1981 on CBS, TandemProductions/TAT Communications, Executive Producer Alan Horn, Pi Iducer. JoeGannon

Prime Time, 90 minutes or :urger
Scared Straight!Another Story, Aired October 9, 1980 on CBS, Golden WestBroadcasters, Executive Producer John T. Reynolds, Producer Arnold Shapiro.

Children's Programs
Stoned, Aired November 12, 1980 on ABC, Highgate Pictures, Executive Producer:Linda Gottlieb, Producer: J. Boyce Harman.

Prime Time, 60 minutes
No winning entry.

Daytime Drama
No winning entry.

1981-82
Prime Time, 60 minutes or less

Quincy"Bitter Pills", NBC, Executive Producer David Moessinger, Producers.Sam Egan and Michael Braverman.
Prime Time, 60 minutes or less

WKRP in Cincinnati"Pills", CBS, Executive Producer: Hugh Wilson, Producers:Blake Hunter, peter Torokvei, Steve Marshall, and Dan Guntzelman.
Documentary

NBC White Paper"Pleasure Drugs, The Great American High", NBC, ExecutiveProducer: Robert Rogers, Segment Producers Rhonda Schwartz, Paula Banks, andJewel Curtin.

Children's Programs
No winning entry

Prime Time, 90 minutes or longer
No winning entry.

Daytime Drama
. o winning entry

1982-83
Prime Time, 60 minutes

Quincy"On Dying High", NBC, Executive Producer: David Moessinger, Produc-ers Michael Braverman and Jeri Taylor
Prime Time, 90 minutes or longer.

Cocaine: "One Man's Addiction", NBC, Executive Producer Charles Fries, Produc-er: David Goldsmith.

Documentary
"Epidemic! Why Your Kid is on Drugs", Executive Producer: Jim Sieger, Produc-ers: Collin Siedor and Steve Byerly

Children's Programs
No winning entry

Daytime Drama
No winning entry
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1984

Prime Time, 60 minutes
"Knot's Landing""Reconcilable Differences", CBS, Executive Producers: David

Jacobs and Michael Filerman, Producer Petter Dunne.
Documentary/News Feature

"Growing up Stoned", HBO, Executive Producer: Dave Bell, Producer Ann Haw
sett.

Ms. NEWMAN. We have provided a technical advisory service
available to all professionals. This service responds to specific ques-
tions an individual may have, be it statistical data, medical ques-
tions and, in some cases, we assist in plot line development.

We have produced educational films which serve as trigger films
for discussion within a classroom situation. I don't want to contra-
dict Mrs. Heckler, but 3 years ago, we produced our first musical
video called, "Doin What the Crowd Does." We are very proud of
that film. Three years later, I think it still stziads own merit,
both from a production aspect and a tool for resistance training.

We have based these films on resistance training and assertive-
ness techniques, trying to give students an opportunity to under-
stand how they can, in fact, say "no" to drugs.

We have worked in both an autonomous fashion and in conjunc-
tion with other organizations to provide the entertainment indus-
try and, in some cases, community groups, with seminars and
workshops that promote antidrug awareness.

On occasion, our lobbying efforts have been successful in helping
to procure legis,. e changes and contributed to the shortened life-
span of a particularly irresponsible film, television program or ad-
vertising campaign that clearly endorsed the drug movement.

As of January 1, 1985, the Scott Newman Foundation joined with
the Health Behavior Research Institute at the School of Pharmacy
at the University of Southern California to become the Scott
Newman Center. Our effort was to bring two generally disparate
communitiesthose of art and scienceand combine their efforts
in an antidrug sense.

We are hoping to create high profile and engaging films that will
bring kids into the new stream of consciousness that it is OK to say
no to drugs. Research in Los Angeles is beginning to show more
kids think their peers are taking drugs than are in fact taking
drugs. In some communities drug use is down. That doesn't mean
we should stop our efforts. And that is a very small sampling of
our society.

We are very enthusiastic about the collaboration of our work
with this research team. We are hoping for enhanced achievements
in the area of drug and other dangerous sfance abuse preven-
tion amongst adolescents.

I think we must be very cautious with our natural desire to find
a culprit for the drug, alcohol, and tobacco epidemic in this coun-
try. The problem is truly of epidemic proportion. Currently, our
teenagers in America hold the title for the highest incidence of
drug abuse of any nation in the world. The pharmaceutical compa-
nies produce enough stimulants each year to provide every single
American, regardless of age, 25 doses. Half of those doses then go
into illegal channels.
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There are, in reality, many psychosocial factors which contribute
to the drug problem in this country. These factors include a break-
down iii communications within all our social institutions and rela-
tionships, both within the nucleus family and outside the family
situation. There exists gigantic misconceptions as to why there is a
drug problem and who is, in fact, the drug problem. We have a sty-
mied and drug abusive medical community. We have misguided or
nonexistent awareness-prevention programs within our schools. We
have a growing and continued threat of nuclear annihilation which
our children are very much aware of. We have a societal pressure
to ask our children to grow up quickly and assume adult status and
sophistication, and in many young minds, this means smoking dope
and drinking a lot of alcohol. We have an accessibility to chemical
substance which is immediate and staggeringly easy. It is not diffi-
cult to get your hands on these substances. When we have this gar-
gantuan network of mediaobviously including television, radio,
feature films, magazines, records, and newspapers. We have a
major group that can occasionally conspire to make a promotion of
fast-lane living and they rarely show the repercussions of such
living.

Is commercial television the only offender? Absolutely not. Are
they a big offender? We believe they are. There is an important
fact that I think needs to be recognized here. The dissemination po-
tential for television either as entertainment or education is far su-
perior to any other media form. Consider that a television program,
such as the Super Bowl, reaches 100 million viewers; consider that
your well-received movie of the week can reach as many as 40 mil-
lion to 50 million viewers and consider that a popular show, such
as "Dynasty," can reach 40 million viewers. In terms of the
number of people reached on any given day, the television medium
stands unchallenged.

The controversy rages on as to the specific and verifiable impact
of television on young people, which is clearly my interest, and the
population at large. The different definitions of media are wide
ranging. What concerns me is, has the media taken on the role of a
facilitator of social change, or perhaps an instigator, or perhaps an
accelerator of social change? I think these are things we must ques-
tion.

If you are questioning what the impact on our youth trulg is, the
following might be helpful to you. By the time the average child
graduates from high school, he or she would have spent 12,500
hours in the classroom and 21,000 hours in front of a television set.
The average child is exposed to 20,000 television commercials a
year. The average child can be exposed if they are a true TV junky
to up to 17,000 violent acts a year on television.

The research that is currently being conducted at the University
of Michigan, USC, Stanford, North Carolina, Colorado and a
number of other leaders in the field, cannot at this point give you a
definitive response as to impact. But I do believe, and so do they,
that it is more than reasonable to consider the, television does, in
fact, have a tremendous impact on our you areas of morality,
lifestyle and many social behaviors.

Ours is a society that demands immediate gratification. No gen-
eration has been better educated in this thinking than those of us
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raised in the early 1950's up through the late 1970's. Television
helps that problem by promoting easy answers to difficult ques-
tions. Advertising can compound this problem with a reinforce-
ment factor. They ask us continually, "Can't sleep?" "Can't stay
awake?" "Want to be slimmer?" "Constipated?" "Headaches?"
"Stress?"all sorts of questions. We have the magic answer with
our pill. They rarely suggest that we examine as individuals what
those problems might be involved with either physiologically or
psychologically. When we realize that this message of purchasing
manufactured drugs to solve life's problems is available, you have
got to consider the dangerous messages that that is sending to our
youth. Our culture does not gene-ally think of itself as being
trained to be addictive, but there are many factors currently that
are helping us to do just that.

With the over-the-counter-medication mentality so prevalent
today, it is fairly obvious to see how this mentality can transfer to
adolescents who are suffering serious emotional problems in the
trials and tribulations of growing up.

In 1964, the Surgeon General delivered his report on the health
hazards of cigarette smoking. There was, in f 1". an immediate and
dramatic drop in the number of Americans sm. sing cigarettes. Un-
fortunately, the number soon stabilized and, in some cases, revert-
ed back to their original state.

There was then a very serious and intense television campaign
launched in the late 1960's which advocated that Americans stop
smoking cigarettes. This campaign also started a slow but steady
decline in cigarette smoking. Meanwhile, Ken Warner, a leader in
his field, conducted a study. Warner is from the University of
Michigan. His interest was in a time-series analysis on the per
capita consumption of cigarettes. He specifically wanted to know,
was there an effect of national events in general that might have
had an effect on cigarette smoking. He found the Surgeon Gener-
al's report had an effect; he found the television campaign had an
effect, but he also found when the campaigns stopped, the smoking
began to climb steadily back to the original percentages or stabilize
in some cases.

Now, since those commercials, we have had almost 15 years of
constant bombardment through a number of media forms regard-
ing the detrimental health effect of cigarette smoking. The newest
study shows that 6 percent of our population stops smoking every
year, but 1 million teenagers start.

I think that these different studies help to confirm that when the
media stands together, they can have a very positive effect on a
major social health problem.

Goldberg, Gorn and Gibson published a paper entitled, "TV Mes-
sages for Snack and Breakfast Foods: Do They Influence Children's
Preferences?" A summary of their findings indicated that when
first graders were exposed to commercials showing highly sugared
foods that they then opted for more highly sugared foods. Those
kids who were exposed to pronutritional ads opted for more nutri-
tionally sound meals. Again, it was a small sampling; and they
were first graders, but I don't think we can ignore the impact that
the influences of advertising and role models of television have on
our youth.
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As recently as March 8, 1985, the Los Angeles Times picked upan article that said:
Violence on TV is Linked to Behavior of Children. WashingtonFor the firsttime, The American Psychological Association has taken a position on potentialdangers in television violence, concluding that there is a link between the mayhem

on the tube and aggressive behavior in children.

I am not trying to point a finger toward the television media
solely. It will take parents, first; community, second; school, third;and a number of other factors to combat the epidemic problem ofdrug abuse. But television has an immediate relationship with mil-lions of people on a daily basis. Like it or not, it has a responsibil-ity to be sure that its messages are not in any way glamorizing orirresponsibly endorsing any chemical use

Millions of children watch these shows, especially the episodic
format, devotedly. The positive or negativa role models that theirfavorite characters establish will have a lasting effect on theirjudgment m any number of social situations for the rest of theirlives. When a television show demonstrates that too much drinking
or drug taking has no apparent repercussions either on driving orone's performance socially or professionally, that portrayal is reck-lessly irresponsible.

The desire for young people to be accepted by their peers and to
emulate behavior of people they respect or admire is undeniable.
When a celebrity either in or out of character celebrates getting
high, many kids misconstrue that to be acceptable social behavior.
Considering that alcohol is responsible for 60 percent of all fatali-ties of motor vehicle accidents and, as Mrs. Heckler said, two-thirdsof our high school seniors have tried illicit drugs, that 6 percentare now using cocaine on a regular basis, and that 1 out of 10 chil-dren in grade school have significant drinking problems, this is nolonger acceptable.

Warren Breed and James De Foe conducted a study in 1982. Oneof the findings, and there were many, revealed that on CBS, for ex-ample, alcohol was ingested, referred to or sold every 15 minutesduring a 12-hour programming period from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.I have been harping on the negative. The climate is changing.
The public's receptivity in looking at these issues has changed verydramatically in the last few years. There have been shows thathave dealt with chemical dependency and abuse quite successfully.Some of these, and there are many, include: Quincy, The Bill
Cosby Show, MASH, WKRP, Archie Bunker's Place, Facts of Life,
NBC White Paper, and Not My Kid.

If you question what kind of impact this kind of programminghas, I would like to bring a couple of things to your attention.
There was an episode of Quincy called, "Bitter Pills," that dealt
with look-alike drugs. Look-alike drugs were pills or powders that
were legally filled with caffeine or a counterpart that looked exact-ly like qualudes or uppers or any number of drugs that the kidscould go into a head shop and purchase.

Now the problem was they might take 14 of these look-alike qua-ludes, but they might then get their hands on the real drug and if
they took 14 qualudes of the real drug, they were winding up inemergency rooms dead on arrival or with serious health problems.
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This Quincy episode showed the public what was going on. Their
immediate response and outrage was so overwhelming it helped to
create legislation outlawing these bogus drugs in the State of Cali-
fornia.

A more recent example was "Not My Kid." There is a local hos-
pital in Coldwater Canyon. After the show aired, they received 150
telephone calls asking specifically about their detoxification unit.
Two weeks later, there were 55 newly enrolled patients. This show
took some of the mystery out of rehabilitation and gave people the
courage to get help.

These are two small examples, but television has the potential to
be just as helpful in prevention techniques.

The first amendment and its important guarantees and an obvi-
ous fear of imposed censorship or Hollywood witch hunting made
me a little nervous about this hearing. This is the industry that
has supplied my well-being and my professional affiliation for 15
years. I am not involved in this hearing to do it in. I am concerned
about where their eyes might be a little closed as to some of the
direct influences tney can have. I have made some suggestions. I
don't know how popular they will be, and I would like to discuss
them with you now.

Each network has a committee or division set up to interface
with community concerns. These groups may be functioning under
the title "Public Relations" or "Community Affairs or Services."
For the most part, people are unaware of these committees whose
staffs might live in perpetual dread of `he angry letters they may
receive from a particular ethnic group recently slurred or stereo-
typed or a parent or teacher outraged by some reckless endorse-
ment of an antisocial behavior.

It might be advisable to set up a more formal and accessible com-
munity affairs department or community relations department
within each netwoe . Combining efforts with the networks' social
researchers, this division would then provide immediate channels
of information and guidance to concerned laypersons and industry
people alike, serving the community somewhat as our technical ad-
visory service does. This group could act as a clearinghouse be-
tween the population of viewers, the experts in a given field and
the artistic sources and programming people. Such a program
might establish a better level of communication, awareness and,
most importantly, followthrough.

Good intentions by an interested writer, compassionate teacher,
or parent and a network-controlled organization with tremendous
resources that remains hidden from most of the public view, seems
counterproductive. Coordination by the networks of all interested
parties would achieve a unified network for both accuracy, infor-
mation, and dramatic considerations.

My second suggestion is if all shows falling into the episodic
format were to do one show a year on chemical dependency, aware-
ness of the problem and possible solutions could be aired. The plot
line could stress nonchemical coping skills and improve positive
role models. It might, for example, promote health in other areas,
such as educating the public about high blood pressure or any
number of stress-related problems.
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Awareness is a beginning step toward, first, an attitude change
and then, more importantly, a behavioral change.

My third suggestionI hope there are no weapons to be thrown
at my back, but here it comes. Perhaps the time has come for thy,
networks and advertising council to return some of their plentiful
wealth back to the community. There already exists the fairness
doctrine, although it is currently being reevaluated. The advertis-
ing council does a series of public service announcements annually
at no charge. Clearly, the people producing these ads are not
always specialists in a given field. especially drug prevention. Also,
mandatory airing without specific guidelines as to programming
time may have an entire public service campaign miss its target
audience. Perhaps a small percentage of the networks and council's
net profits could be taxed or voluntarily donated. These moneys
could be spent for education, prevention, and research and perhaps
a portion of those moneys additionally could be channeled in coun-
teradvertising and programming.

The networks do have a social responsibility. Sometimes they aregood about it and sometimes they are not. I hope they don't see it
as a liability. Voluntary compliance in reevaluating messages run-ning rampant in today's television programming seems long over-
due. There must be a rethinking about the mixed and double mes-
sages we are sending our viewers. Positive role models, realistic life
situations that aren't miraculously tied up in 30 or 60 minutes are
a must. We must encourage our yuuth to develop alternatives to
drugs and give them the coping skills to do so.

America is currently looking at the staggering cost of $108 bil-
lion a year social liability due to alcohol, tobacco, and drugs. We
lose 10,000 young people a year. What of those millions who sur-
vive who have lost vitally important years of adolescent develop-
ment because they were caught in a chemical fog? These kids grow
up in greater or lesser degrees to be impaired adults. We need
these minds to address crucial planetary problems.

I, incidentally, find it somewhat unconscionable our Governmentis currently appropriating aid to seven countries who are the major
suppliers of drugs to the United States.

Television is our current babysitter, our educator, our compan-
ion, and our boredom alleviator, and it has an obligation. I person-ally feel, and many, many of us in the field do as well, that it is
put time for it to meet this challenge. Thank you very much.

Chairman Rom. Mr. Stewart, if you zan summarize, it will be
appreciated. Your full statement will be included in the record as ifread. On the other hand, if you want to read it, that is up to you.

Mr. STEWART. First, I would like to thank you all for inviting usto share with you what we have been doing in the creative commu-
nity over the lab:: 2 years. We have been operating kind of quietly and
within the community and are somewhat surprised to find ourselvesin front of a hearing--

Chairman Rom [interposing]. Would you pull your microphone
closer?

' See p. 107 for the prepared statement of Larry Stewart
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Mr. STEWART. The Caucus for Producers, Writers and Directors is
not a guild; it is not a unicn; it is not a lobbying group; it is an
organization of some 175 men and women, entrepreneurs, as well,
who are responsible for a great deal cf what our television audi-
ences view every night on prime-time television. We are very well
aware that we attempt to entertain 70 million people a night, 7
nights a week. We have an impact; we understand we have an
impact, and we are trying to be responsible with that impact.

We are also branching out just a little bit, and we have tried to
make an awareness situation in Hollywood with regard to the alco-
hol and drug use and misuse question on television. We have joined
in coalition with the Entertainment Industry Council. Three of our
membersmyself, Herman Rush, president of Columbia Pictures
Television Group, and Renee Valente, president of the Producers
Guildsit on the board.

Let me take you very quickly back to 1982. Our town was rocked
at the end of 1982, between September and Christmas, by three
tragediesthe alcohol-related deaths of Natalie Wood and William
Holden and the alcohol-related injuries of Mary Martin and Janet
Gaynor.

About that time, the local CBS station did a five-part piece
called, "Holly vood Alcoholic," in which a number of Hollywood
personalities, Admitted alcoholics, came on and said they probably
bought their own message over the years in portraying the charac-
ters they portrayed. They found themselves constantly lifting one
with apparently no reason, but it was something to do with your
hands or some place to walk, and they decried that policy for them-
selves and for the rest of the entertainment field.

A number of us on the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee of
the Caucus got an opportunity to see that program. We talked it
over and asked is it possible we as writers, producers, and directors
are gratuitously presenting alcohol use on television with no rhyme
or reason for its use? Are we selling subliminally to the American
public every night that alcohol-related behavior in any condition is
perfectly OK?

We talked long and hard. We found the enemy, and he was us.
And so we went to the caucus, and we proposed that concept to
them. We said, "Do you all agree with us? Are we all guilty?" And
176 people did a unanimous mea culpa and said, "Let's find a way
to do something about it and reverse the trend," and so we did.

We looked into the reports that Susan mentioned. Warren Breed
and Jim DeFoe are Ph.D's who came down and worked on shows
like "The Jeffersons," "All in the Family," and talked about the
appearance of alcohol and those shows and the role models using
it; how they might clean up the act a little bit.

So we looked into that, and we came up with a White Paper
which we called, "We've Done Some Thinking." It's a White Paper
we sent out, and we asked our colleagues to join us in doing some
thinking on this subject.

[The material referred to follows:]
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THE CAUCUS
FOR PRODUCERS WRITERS R DIkECTORS

TO WGA, PGA & DGA MEMBERS

WE'VE DONE SOME THINKING

On Sunday September 5 t982 a drunk driver plowed into a car containing Mary Martin
Janet Gaynor Paul Gregory and Ben Washer Ms Marlin was badly injured Ms Gaynor is still
in the hospital Mr Washer was killed Another statistic was added to the 25400 traffic deaths
per year due to misuse of alcohol in this country

There art , robably few among us who have not had some personal experience with this kind of
tragedy There are probably few who do not have at the very least some knowledge of thetragic
waste of youth talent ambition health love Support or lust plain right so thy Caused by themisuse of alcohol

We of the Caucus for Producers Writers and Directors have done borne elinktng Haveany of us
as members of the -reative community in Hollywood unwillingly glorified the casual use of
alcohol in one of our protects, Have we written it as macho' Directed d as cute, Proe.iced
as an accepted way of life, In short are we subliminally pulling a label of "pedecily okay
on alcoho. related behavior and selling it to the American people, The answer we tear is yes

Alcohol is the number one drug of choice in the United States The consequenceS of its misuse
are not cute macho or acceptable

Psychologists Warren Breed and James R De Foe have done a nurnbe of studies concerning
the effects of the media on alcohol abuse and in the past have worked with a number of our
colleagues in an advisory capacity They have made the following suggestions which we ask you
to loin us in considering

1 Try not to glamorize the drinking or serving of alcohol as a sophisticated or an ;dull
DorSuit

2 Avoid showing the use of alcohol gratuitously in those cases wher another beverage might
be easily and fittingiy substituted

3 Try to, 14 shOw drinking alcohol as an act vrty wh oh io so normal that ...yeryone mist incuige
Allow rnarai ters a chance to refuse an alcoholic drink by including non alcoholic alternatives

4 Try not to slow excessive drinking without consequences or with only pleasant cons aquences

5 Demonstrate trial there are no miraculous recoveries from alcoholism, normally it if most
difficult task

6 Don I associate drinking alcohol w.th macho pursuits in such a way that heavy drinking Is
a requirerneni for proving ones self as a man

7 Portray the reaction of others to heavy alcohol drinking especially when it may be a criticism
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Mr. STEWART. I will not read to you the whole White Paper,
but just some of the suggestions that we asked our colleagues to
join us in:

One, try not to glamorize the drinking or serving of alcohol as a
sophisticated or adult pursuit;

Two, avoid showing the use of alcohol gratuitously in those other
cases where another beverage might be a fitting substitute;

Three, try not to show drinking alcohol as an activity which is so
normal that everyone must indulge. Allow characters to refuse al-
coholic drink by including nonalcoholic alternatives;

Four, try not to show excessive drinking without consequences or
with only pleasant consequences;

Five, demonstrate that there are no miraculous recoveries from
alcoholism; it's a very difficult task;

Six, don't associate drinking alcohol with macho pursuits in such
a way that heavy drinking is a requirement for proving one's self
as a man;

Seven, and finally, portray the reaction of others to heavy alco-
hol drinking, especially when it may be a criticism.

We also pointed out in the White Paper that alcohol was the
number one drug choice in this country, and that is how we view
it. We know that there is little or no causal or gratuitous use of
drugs on television; it is always a crime. Too often our role models
were lifting one, had one in their hands. Everytime you turned
around, we were sending that message.

That White Paper went out to 4,000 writers, 2,000 directors, 700
producers, all of the network executive heads and appeared in
Emmy magazine with a subscription of 10,000 industry members,
and we got a terrific response. People saying, "Hey, we hadn't real-
ized we were doing that." "You know, you are right."

The networks got back to us with enormous support, and we
began to work together on this situationthe networks from their
end; we from ours. As late as last week, I was asked to address the
Standards and Practices and Programming Department meeting at
NBC on the West Coast just to revitalize this notion of what we
were doing.

When we put this together, there was one thing that we did
insist upon for ourselves. We were not going to be a policing orga-
nization; we were not going to try to intimidate our colleagues, and
we weren't going to monitor. We weren't going to say to the "Love
Boat" producers, you shouldn't have a bar there, because people
would drink on the show. We didn't say, "Cheers, close your doors
because you are about a bar." What we said is if you need alcohol
in a scene, use it if it makes sense; go for it. But if it is not about
alcohol, if it is not a scene that is in a timely celebration, what
have you, leave it out, use something else.

Let me give you a few of the responses we have had which are
kind of interesting to us. There is a show called, "Houston." There
is a format scene in that sh:,n, and it has to do with Houston and
his assistant looking over a case, on a computer, getting a readout.
The first 2 years of the show, they always stopped at the bar,
mixed a drink and then would go down to the computer. Duke Vin-
cent who is the supervising producer of Aaron Spelling Productions
is a member of the caucus. When the White Paper came out, he
looked it over. He said, "Well, we can do something about it."
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Now in the "Matt Houston" show, they still go to the computer.
When they stop at the bar, they pick up coffee or iced tea. No big
deal made about it. Just the booze isn't there in the role model'shand.

I am told by one of the directors of "Dallas" that the drinking on"Dallas"and it was prolifichas been cut back 70 percent.
Albeit, that drinking was in support of negative characters, they
still felt there was too much, and they cut it back.

Again, it was a result of looking over the White Paper and em-
bracing the concept. I recently directed an episode of "Hunter"
with Fred Dryer. In the first draft of the script there was a line inwhich Hunter, during a frustrated moment, said, "I'm going home
and watch television and I'm going to have a couple of beers. In
fact, I may have two or three.' I was going to mention that to the
producers, but the second draft beat me to it, and it was gone. Iasked why the lines had been deleted, and they said, "Well, we've
taken a conscious decision in this company, Larry, to cut out the
gratuitous portrayal of alcohol, particularly in our role model's
hands. You know what would be a good idea, it would be a good
idea if you read the White Paper the caucus put out." I smiled, said
thank you and walked away quietly.

What we are able to do is identify 22 hours of prime-time pro-gramming a week in which the companies involved made a corpo-rate decision to embrace this concept and in cooperation with the
networks have done so.

We don't, as I say, monitor the work of our colleagues. But there
are other organizations that do. Recently, when I was attending aJustice Department National Partnership Against Drug Abusemeeting, and the caucus is involved in that national partnership,
two organizations that do monitor the use of alcohol within the
body of entertainment shoe 's did report there has been a dramatic
decrease in the last 2 years. While they didn't give us the credit for
it, they acknowledged that perhaps we had a good deal to do withit.

We are about to put out a new White Paper that is for the new
young people in the business; and an update for people who have
seen it before but might want to get a little shot of it again to keep
their conscious awareness up.

We are going into a new approac:. of the caucus. It is something
we haven't addressed before. That is the area of feature motion pic-
tures and drugs. We find that the films that have been targeted tothe youth market seem to portray drugs as a given lifestyle for
young people. We find that a problem. We don't think that is true,and we don't think that is necessary.

Senator, if you will forgive me because I do want this to be very
specific and not off the top of my head, I want to read you a couple
of paragraphs of my testimony.

At a recent meeting of the caucus, we sat down and discussed
that problem. We felt perhaps we could find a way to impact on it
using the concept that we did in television, of self-regulation and
awareness. The problem was that we had to deal with the method-ology, how did you get to the independent motion picture produc-ers? It is no longer an industry of seven moguls who have edicts in
seven studios who say you will and won't do that. There are now
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scores of independent producers. It's a worldwide business. It is im-
possible to get to all those people up front, we had to find the
methodology and there is a methodology.

As I have stated, unlike the television industry which can be ap-
proached within a fairly tight perimeter of activity, the film indus-
try is worldwide and offers a constantly changing array of writers,
producers and directors, and we no longer have just six or seven
moguls. There is one authority, however, to which all producers
who wish to distribute a film in the United States must submit for
review if they want their film to get a rating, and it is to that au-
thority the caucus will address its recommendation.

A seven-member rating board sponsored by the Motion Picture
Association of America, the National Association of Thearter
Owners and the International Film Importers and Distributors of
America administer the rating system. This system identifies for
the consumer the level of possibly objectionable material contained
in the body of a given figure, i.e., sexual behavior, violence and lan-
guage. The standards were voluntarily accepted by the industry
and are considered the appropriate measure to judge film content.

Now, these standards were accepted by the three sponsoring or-
ganizations. Based on the premise that a methodol.. is already in
place, the caucus will recommend to the Ratings : ard that sub-
stance misuse and abuse be significantly considered in the rating
review. We believe that if misuse or abuse is depicted in a film and
no consequences of the act are shown, that a film should receive a
rating consistent with the ratings awarded to excessive behavior in
other areas being considered.

With this application of standards, it is conceivable that a film
depicting drug abuse and offering no consequences for that abuse
could receive an X rating on that one point aloneso be it. The
matter is in the individual control of the producer to change, if he
wants.

A possible alternative suggestion we would suggest is if there are
objectionable alcohol or drug-use scenes in a film that the rating
carry with it an additional identifying code, perhaps "SA," or "D."
Again, let the consumer know what the rating is about.

We, the caucus, together with the Entertainment Industry Coun-
cil, are aware this notion may seem radical to some of our col-
leagues, but we are convinced our society has ignored the battle-
field of substance abuse. We see future generations of our youth
under attack, and we feel those of us who attract the attention of
our youth with our films need to be responsible to them and to the
signal we send under the title of "entertainment." We are not
asking for more antidrug films, although we would be glad to see
them. What we are risking is stop selling our youth on a lifestyle
that must include alcohol to excess or drug use at all.

Senator, let me thank you for inviting us here. We are delighted
to be working with you, and we hope you will keep that channel of
communications that Jerry talked about open. We have our thing
to do in our profession. You have yours to do. The twain can meet.
I think without discussion of regulation, we can find a way to lick
this thing. Thank you.

Chairman Rom. Thank you, Mr. Stewart. I appreciate the testi-
mony of both of you. I am a strong believer that what we do in this
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area should be done on a voluntary basis. We don't want to get intothe kind of situation where censorship seem:, to be the answer. I
would like to ask you, if I might, a few questions on this rating just
to make sure I understand.

As I understand your testimony, this is done on a voluntary basis
by the makers of a movie?

Mr. STEWART. You submit it for a rating; yes.
Chairman Rom. There are, of course, different ratingsG, PG,

PG-13, R or X. What you are proposing is that there might be a
separate classification for either drug or alcohol abuse, is that cor-rect?

Mr. STEWART. We've opened up the possibility of two things. One,
we don't believe at this point the ratings board is giving alcohol
and drug abuse in films the same consideration that they do lan-
guage, nudity and violence. We are suggesting that they simply
give it the same identical consideration. If it is too much, give it
the rating it deserves.

As an alternative, or perhaps along with it, if a show gets an R,
for instance, and the reason for the R is substance abuse, then it is
"RSA," then the family at home knows the reason it is R is not
violence, language or nudity but because there is substance abuse
depicted and can make that choice, "I don't want my kid to go tothat film."

We think the consumer deserves that; we think the family de-
serves that. That is what we are going to ask them to do.

Chairman Rom. Ms. Newman, would you like to comment on
that proposal?

Ms. NEWMAN. Two and a half years ago, the foundation looked
into and wrote letters to the NRCA as to what the receptivity
would be for such a plan. At the time, it was negative. I am pleased
to hear it has changed.

Chairman Rom. I hear it said, I don't know if there is any truthto it or not, that the way to make a movie popular is to give it an
X rating; is there any truth to that charge?

Mr. STEWART. I don't think so. The really fine movies don't come
out with X ratings. There is some wonderful work done in motion
pictures worldwide. I don't think anybody sets out to get an R or
something that is going to entice kids to a theater.

What concerns me is the feeling on some producers' part that it
has to happen. He must have drugs depicted because the kids won't
come. I would like to point out there is a film out, "Purple Rain,"
$40 million in 7 weeks; no drugs depicted there. A kid's picture. A
film recently directed by Rob Reiner and Henry Winkler, "Sure
thing," No drugs are in that film. It is doing great. You can make
good films without depicting drugs. You don t have to make it as a
given for our youth.

Chairman Rom. Senator Nunn.
Senator NUNN. You read my mind, Mr. Chairman. That is exact-

ly what I was going to ask. Sometimes when I look in the paper
trying to find something other than an R-rated movie, I get very
discouraged as a parent. I do have the same thing on my mind that
Senator Roth just asked, really, whether indeed there is some ad-
vantage commercially to getting an rt rating rather than some
rating like PG or G or whatever. I have the suspicion that there
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may be a commercial advantage to getting an R rating, maybe not
X but R. Are you saying that is not true?

Mr. STEWART. Well, sir, I deal in films as well as television. I
have a film playing now. It is a horror film. We didn't set out to
get an R; we set out to make that particular story, and it happens
to have a reasonable amount of violence in it, and so it got an R
rating. We sure didn't want an X because we couldn't play the
film. An X-rated film most likely will not be played by the Nation-
al Association of Theater Owners.

Senator NUNN. Do you set out sometimes to get a better rating
than R?

Mr. STEWART. Sure.
Senator NUNN. Is there ever a conscious decision to really go out

to a higher rating for commercial purposes? I am trying to separate
morality from commercial reasons.

Mr. STEwART. I think for commercial purposes, a lot of films
figi "t an R and try to get up into a PG. If you have an R-rated pic-
ture, you are going to have a hard time playing television. In a PG-
rated picture, you are going to have a good chance to sell that film
after it has played out to commercial television.

Senator NUNN. I wonder if taat itself isn't breaking down? I
wouk: think it would be true 5, 6 years ago. I wonder if we are not
seeing more and more R types on television?

Mr. STEWART. You are, but emasculated. It always says, "Edited
for television." Those of us who are directors, we have been edited
onceto see happen to us again is pretty tough, but you are not
seeing very good R pictures because they get ruined on television.

There are R ratings that go out in adult kind of films which are
not pushed to youth market, and that may be language, nudity,
violence, what have you. There, again, if you are making a picture
for the adult market, it is one thing. But we are after these produc-
ers who are making the youth market pictures, the Cheech and
Chong, the folks who make those kind of pictures. We want to raise
that awareness and say you are playing to these young people. Stop
telling them this is their lifestyle. Stop demonstrating they must
take drugs in order to be "in." And the only way we can think to
do it is with the rating system. We hope the association will join us
in this.

Chairman Rom. As I understand it, these ratings apply only to
movies, including. _movies on TV?

Mr. STEWART. Yes.
Chairman Rom. They do not apply to TV shows?
Mr. STEWART. No.
Chairman Rom. Is there any merit in adopting such d code

for-
Mr. STEWART [interposing]. Television?
Chairman Rom. For television.
Mr. STEWART. I don't think so, Senator. Between what the net-

wo-ks are already doing, and they are doing an enormous job
reallyI have to deal as a director, as a writer and as a producer
with the network's broadcast standards, practices, whatever they
call them. They are reasonable people, but they talk to you on
every show. I have never stepped on a set to direct a filmand I
have directed over 100 hours of prime-tiLac television- -where I do
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not have in my hand the memo from Standards and Practices re-minding me about the policies of the networks with regard to alco-hol, drugs, sex, violence, what have you. They are not in a vacuum.Those people are talking to us all the time, and we are talking tothem, and it is an adversarial position of a kind, creative againstbroadcaster, but finally we cc together. We do really have thatresponsibility toward our viewers. Those folks are looking at thepublic air said they have loaned it to us for an hour. We make a lotof money on that loan. We have a responsibility to do it creativelyand commercially, and I think we try to do it pretty well. If yousuperimpose a code on television with the number of broadcasthours we are dealing with and that network show goes into syndi-cation and a whole different set of broadcast hours, I think it couldconfuse the issue pretty terribly.
Chairman Rom. Who has the final say in this kind of a matter,the producer or the community staff, whatever they may call it,who enforces the standards of the networks9
Mr. STEWART. Ultimately, who has the final say is not on thenetwork level or ours; it's at the station level where any station,any affiliate of any network can say, "I will not play that picture; Iwill not play it for this reason or that reason. It does not fit themores of my community." That is the ultimate. It rarely goes tothat. I would say the network has the final say because they arethe broadcasting entity. We present the work to them; they pay usfor the work. At that time, they must make the decision how theyare going to present it.
Very rarelyin fact, not in my memory- -has the network ac-cepted a picture and refused to play on those grounds because usu-ally those problems are worked out in the development. They areworked out rather harmoniously.
Chairman Rom. Ms. Newman, in your testimony, you referred toa 1982 study of CBS, wherein alcohol was ingested, referred to or, Ithink, sold every 15 minutes during a 1k -hour period. Would yousay things are the same today or have they improved since then?
Ms. NEWMAN. Clearly, things have improved on television interms of alcohol depictic'i. The consciousness is quite high. Whatconcerns me are the cloaked messages and double messages thatare going out. Also, it is not just the point of eliminating certain

behaviorpeople drink, people take drugs, people smoke cigarettes,unfortunately. I think it is just as important and most of the bi-havioral sociologists, research scientists, psychologists confirm this,that you must also start to show people turning these offers down.If, for example, in certain films a very popular role model wouldbe .ffered something, be it legal or illegal, and say, "No, I would..Aher have a soft drink". "No, I would rather have a Perrier,"that would also be helpful in, again, affirming that it is OK, youcan be socially acceptable and not drink, take drugs, or smoke.Chairman Ram. It sort of goes back then to the basic messagethat was talked about earlier, just say "No," if I understand whatyou are saying.
Let me ask you, have any similar studies been made as to thefrequency of drug abuse on TV?
Ms. NEWMAN. There have to date been no extensive studies as todrug refer ances on te1 vision. My understanding is that Breed and
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De Foe and a man by the name of Tom Adams, who is affiliated
with the Pyramid Group, have recently secured funding. In fact.
they may be spending those dollars toward that particular goal to
seeing how often and under what circumstances drugs are referred
to on commercial television.

Chairman Rom. You are with the Scott Newman Center, and I
understand part of your role is to lobby against films, TV programs
or advertising campaigns that you find irresponsible. How do you
lobby against their utilization?

Ms. NEWMAN. Well, in some cases, -,.t do that independently. We
bring letters; we may send them cert... studies and be bothersome
and just try to point out the irresponsibility of such a campaign.
Occasionally, we join forces with consumer groups or community
action groups, usually parent-oriented. They come to us appalled by
a particular type of film and ask us to join forces with their efforts
as an endorsement.

Chairman Rom. Let me ask this question, and then I will turn
to Senator Nunn. Is there any question in either one of your minds
but what television does have a marked impact on the behavior of
our young?

Mr. STEWART. I'm afraid, Senator, I'm not so sure that it has that
marked an impact.

Chairman Rom. Does it have any impact?
Mr. STEWART. I think there may be some. I think it may be sub-

liminal, but I do really feel the young people know they are looking
at a piece of glass and what is happening behind that piece of glass
is make believe. I don't subscribe to the notion any violent tenden-
cies of young people come from what they see on television, so I
must continue that on with the rest of it.

I do think that in our program, for instance, the caucus, simply
taking this out of the hands and because it is less and less evident,
people begin to forget about it as a role model and that it is the
thing to use. I don't think, as Jerry said, I don't think we should
preach about it. I am just not convinced that we sell to children the
make -believe as real.

I think adults tend to accept this more than kids do, but I think
kids know they are looking at a piece of glass. Mine did.

Chairman Rom. Ms. Newman?
Ms. NEWMAN. I don't agree with that. I think very clearly televi-

sion has an impact on a number of area. It can also be construc-
tive. We met ivith one of the social researchers at NBC, and they
do these little tag lines on early morning pr,gramming. One of the
episodes dealt specifically with what you do if you get lost in a
shopping mall. With the current concerns of child stealing and mo-
lestation, obviously, this is a major social concern. They received
several letters from parents whose kids, in fact, were lost and the
kid went totally by the instruction of a 60-second spot. A 4-year-old
kid managed to amble his way, follow instructionsgo and get a
sales person, not a stranger, and tell them you are lost. They were
then taken to the proper authorities.

That message, obviously, had an impact on that individual and
possibly saved him from a very horrible experience. So I think, and
most of my colleagues agree, that television has an impact. Again, I
am not saying it is the only impact on the drug problem of this
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country. But if kids are spending 7 hours a day in front of it, even
if they are doing other things while they are watching, I think it isundeniable.

Chairman Rom. Thank you. Senator Nunn.
Senator NuNN. Before I ask any questions, I want to say thatthis morning has been a very encouraging experience for me. Idual know of any drug hearing we have had, and I have been in-

volved in an awful lot of them, that has given me more hope be-
cause I think you are really getting down to one of the root causes
of the problem. I know that, particularly in the case of people who
have been involved in the entertainment production industry for along time, it is awfully difficult to teke the steps that you three,
including Mr. Mc Raney, have taken this morning in terms of yourtestimony. Of course, the more important thing is what you al-
ready have been doing rather than what you said this morning.That is part of it.

So I am encouraged, and I really want to thank all of you for
being here and certainly for what you are doing in your own wayin your own industry to direct attention and correction to some
very serious problems. I think it goes far beyond the drugs.

I happen to agree with Susan's view on the impact of television
more than I do with yours, Larry. I think it goes far beyond drugs.When you look at the statistics in this country on teenage pregnan-cies, for instance, or venereal diseases, it just almost knocks yourhead off in terms of what is happening. Something profound is hap-pening out there in our society, and drugs is certainly right at theheart of it.

There are other problems, too. The violence problem, the rapeproblemall of thatI think is here. I think the challenge is that,
consistent with the first amendment of the U.S. Constitution which
is cherished, we have got to redirect the profound influence makers
in our society in a different direction. I don't know how to do it.I agree with Senator Roth, part of the answer may be govern-mental, and I am going to ask a couple questions on that, but mostof the answer lies in the voluntary effort we have heard here thismorning.

Mr. Stewart, if I could ask you one or two questions. What has
happened to "family hour"? We heard a good bitperhaps thisought to be directed to our TV executives when they come upweheard that 4 or 5 years ago, and I went through one of those brief
periods of encouragement. What has happened to that undertak-ing?

Mr. STEWART. My impression is, sir, nobody watched it. I think
the broadcasters are the better ones to answer it for you.

Senator NuNN. That has faded from the scene?
Mr. STEwART. Pretty well, though there are a couple of shows onthe air, the NBC shows, there are a couple of shows which are

family oriented. They are doing marvelously and treated well. It
did not happen the way everybody wanted it to.

Senator NuNN. Didn't work out commercially?
Mr. STEWART. No.
Senator NuNN. It was measured by a commercial standard?
Mr. STEWART. Measured by accepted standards of the audiences.It didn't work.
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Senator NUNN. I remember very well reading a speech made by
then president of CBS, Arthur Taylor. That speech was in Holly-
wood, and I don't know if it was 5 years ago or 6 years ago. I hope I
still have it in my office. I would like to put it in the record at this
point, Mr. Chairman, if I can dig it up. But I remember two things
about that speech. One, it alleged, and I won't try to capture his
words; but it alleged that in our writers and producers, sex, vio-
lence, drugs, and alcohol had taken the place of creativity. He said
basically that the creativity that was necessary to be a commercial
success in the writing and producing business back in the 1950's
and 1960's had disappeared from the scene, not totally, but in part.
And he said that substituted for that was sex, violence, drug abuse,
so forth, that that was what was selling and as long as it was
bought, the people who produced would not have the sarae incen-
I've for creativity that they did back in another era.

[The speech referred to follows:]
NATIONAL RELIGIOUS BROADCASTERS CONVENTION, REMARXS OF ARTHUR R. TAYLOR,

WASHINGTON HILTON Harm, WASHINGTON, D.C., JANUARY 23, 1978

It is a great pleasure to be back among broadcasters. And it is a particular pleas-
ure to be with a group which understands so well the great responsibility which this
vastly influential industry has on our society. In the year or so that I have been
away from broadcasting as a profession, I have had the chance to step back and re-
think a bit about television and my own views of it. Time has reinforced many of
the views I previously expressed and changed a few others.

I want to talk to you today very briefly about what I believe is a choice of paths
that the television industry can take. I have a few points to make, and want to
share with you a series of beliefs that I hold about American television. Perhaps I
can persuade you of the correctness of those viewsperhaps not. You can invite me
back someday, if you want more punishment, for a more detailed discussion.

The history of television and the history of our society have moved in tandem.
Television in no other country is as open and diverse a medium as it is in the
United States. Perhaps this is because, as scholars have long pointed out, systems of
communication tend to reflect the societies of which they are a part. When I visit
the Soviet Union, I always find it remarkable how Soviet television is as closed and
monolithic as its society.

Btit we cannot afford to be complacent. For considering how television portrays or
distorts a society raises an issue of immense concern. I believe it is a part of the
issue of who we are as a people. What do we want to stand for? Are we a nation
that is to be governed by moral concerns? Can what appears to be a trend toward
venality and brutality be reversed? And which institutions will or can show us the
way the schools, the churches, the government, the home? Or will there be other
institutions which will lead?

Tied up somewhere in this last question is the role and the future of television
mass communicationwhich informs us, entertains us, and helps us form our view
of ourselves and of the world.

For many years, I have believed that private ownership was indispensable in the
scheme of American broadcasting, and that this system alone would insure the
airing of diverse viewpoints and the presentation of quality popular entertainment.
I continue to believe in the private ownership of broadcasting properties, as I be-
lieve in the free enterprise system. But I also believe that unless there are serious
changes in the current system, private ownership may not be a part of the future of
responsible broadcasting.

I believe that the future will demand a new response from the system:
One in which increased responsibility is taken on by individual broadcasters

around the nation.
One in which a few are not excessively enriched at the expense of the many.
One in which the demand for higher and higher profits now, though a desirable

goal in itself, does not impede the creation of a system which leads to more responsi-
bility, to more informative, wore creative programming, to programming which ele-
vates as it entertainswhich is the traditional function of art in all its forme.
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Let me relate to you some of my beliefs about how the present system can alterits course to merit both our continued support and the riches it creates for itself.Let's start with what I believe is the most brightly shining star in television'sgalaxyteftw;sion news. Because of television news, more people are better in-formed taan ever before in history It was television news which allowed us to bepresent at those Presidential debates, which for the first time allowed the Americanpeople as a body to evaluate the men who sought to lead us, side by side on thesame platform. And it was television news which allowed us to explore the moon. Ina different era, we would only have been able to read about these events.But there is an enormous problem inherent in this situation. Slowly but irresisti-bly, the journals of the printed word are being pushed to the wall. You know and Iknow of the many newspapers and magazines which are no longer published. Youknow of the struggle urban newspapers have just to survive. You also know of thesuburban newspaper monopolies which flourish only because they cover a beatwhich television does not cover wellevents of local interest, community news. Andmost importantly, they are supported by a revenue base of small advertisers forwhom television is an inefficient medium.
But this simply points out the problem. Print has a very hard time competinghead to head with televisionnot for the national and international news (printdoes a good job of that), but for the large advertiser who wishes to roach his poten-tial customer with the maximum impact at the lowest cost. Television is simply tooefficient and too cheap. As the marketing plans of networks and large stations growmore sophisticated, as the computers increasingly tell more about television audi-ences, the pressure on large advertisers to switch from print will become even morepowerful, if not irresistible.
Where, then, are we heading" To a condition is which support for print journal-ism grows short and the public diversity of opinion to which it lends so much isthreatened.
Remember all those dead publicationsthey contributed a great deal to Amerim'sinformation system. Do we want a future in which print is even weaker and inwhichand this is the pointtelevision, the inheritor, does not provide enoughdepth, enough context, enough analysis to replace what print now gives us?This is not an argument for special protection for print journalism. It will standit will fight. It has resources not yet tapped. It knows the seriousness of the stugglein which it is engaged, and perhaps it can prevailand that means more than justproviding a service for an elite.
This is an argument for television journalism to expand and deepen its coverageof the news. For the vast majority of ordinary citizens of this country get the bulk oftheir news this way, and they need to be well informed. This is a necessary condi-tion to maintaining the strength of this democracy.
The issue of an expanded evening news has been debated for years. The problemis not overly complex. Local stations do not wish to give any more time to their net-works. The more profitable a local station is, the :ore it resists.
The networks don't wish to put expanded news into time now dedicated to enter-tainment We have seen ample evidence that network news programs can be profit-able. But news does cost more. It generates lessagain, the consideration of profitand loss.
There is yet another unfortunate trend at the local station level, toward newswhich emphasizes the sensational and overly dramatizes the tragedies which occurin the lives of its viewers. Stories are being chosen and featured on the basis of theirattention-getting value rather than on their real significance to the life of the com-munity They are being presented in a manner which creates the most excitement,rather than that which gives the most objective assessment, and they are covered byreporters or anchor-people whose own well-projected images often overshadow theimportance of the news itself.
The Amencan public must be presented with the news they need to know to func-tion as effective citizens. Disasters, fires, murders, rapes, are all things which dooccur and are a part of the day's news, but do they occur with the frequency thattheir coverage seems to relative to the other kinds of news that have animpact on our jobs, our families, our government, our schools and the other vitalfacets of our daily lives? The role of responsible journalism is to function as the eyesand ears of the public, to select the most valuable stories and to cover them in a fairand unbiased way so as to inform the publicnot cater to its worst instincts in afrantic effort to compete for ratings and their associated profits.But when will the time come that television as an institution says we have achoicemore short-run advantage, or keeping a compact with the American people
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whom the industry must serve? When do we exercise this choice? Who should take
the first step toward compromiseand resolution? These questions must be raised

Let us now focus on another issue critical to the future of television and our socie-
ty, the fare of entertainment which television offers. I want to begin by sharing
with you two beliefs, both of which are subject to debate.

First, it has long been said that television is only a reflector of the society of
which it is a part, and that it does not lead or develop elements or events of that
society. I don't believe this. Television may reflect its society but, like thetrick mir-
rors in amusement parks, it often gives a distorted view. It frequently deals with
those subjects which most easily draw attention, and therefore makes them appear
to be more important or pervasive in our lives than in fact they are.

Television often presents as commonplace a problem or a life style which, while
existent in our society, is in fact unusual. Frequently, the problem or life style is
bizzare and the solution posed runs contrary to the standards which the majority of
us believe in and try to instill in our children.

In this light, when one considers that many Americans are sure that television's
portrayal of violence is a major factor in the rise of criminal behavior in children,
that television's preoccupation with one very personal aspect of human relations af-
fects institutions such as the family and marriage, and that the moral fiber of this
society is being influenced by a few peoplethe people who are in charge of the
medium of broadcastingthere emerges a rather interesting set of influences and
pressures. I would suggest to you that although it is hard to know where these influ-
ences and pressures will lead us or in what they will result, they indeed should give
all of us cause for concern.

I have another belief, and that is that violent entertainment hurts. It hurts those
things that are most human in people and encourages those forces which are the
antithesis of the reasons societies are formed in the first place. If the methodology
of scientific inquiry has not yet produced striking evidence of television as a creator
and reinforcer of human attitudes, then I feel in my bones that the methodology is
inadeuate, not the thesis. Someday, the methodology of inquiry, I think, will catch
up with that belief of mine, but what will we have done in the meantime? What
pillars of civilized life will we have eroded or helped to erode?

There is, however, a broader concern to be derived from the belief that television
is riot only a mirror but also a catalyst. If this is true, then we have put into the
hands of a very few people P major tool that, with others. will shape the future. Is
this what we mean to do? Are the concerns of our civilization sufficiently represent-
ed in the thinking of the few? What are the safeguards against abuse? How can ad-
ditional safeguards be balanced with freedom of speech, one of our sacred princi-
ples? Do we in fact have true freedom of speech when a few have a megaphone and
most have only the ability to shout? Good questions, I thinkones that people of
good will must wrestle with It is much more than an intellectual exercise, for its
resolution may well determine who has access to the minds of our people and who
will set the tone with which we will answer some of the pressing concerns of our
times Is our society to be a just society? A gentle society? A compassionate society?
This is what we are about We must not shrink from confronting these questions.

The second point that I would like to raise about television fare concerns the re-
sponsibility of broadcasters to act for the good of society. Inaction, negating of re-
sponsibility, is in many cases action itself. To illustrate this point, consider the
fellow who operates the crane with the big wrecking ball at the end. Would he ever
say, "Look, I'm not responsible for what the ball does I just set it in motion and
what it does after that is not my concern. Do I approve of what that ball does? My
answer doesn't matter. If I knock down other buildings in the course of my demoli-
tion work, this is not my responsibility."? Of course he wouldn't say it. Common
sense tells him that of course he is responsible for the outcome of a force which he
sets in motion.

Yet network officials have recently been asked if they personally approved of spe-
cific programs that had achieved ratings victories. In two out of three cases, they
replied that it was immaterial if they approved or not. What was important, they
said, was that a strain of mass entertainment had been correctly identified. If in the
process of entertaining, itlike the wayward wrecking ballknocks down a few of
society's pill irs, they apparently feel that their own view of this is not relevant.

I wonder if we have it straight in our heads as to what mass entertainment isor
should be Let me see if I can dramatize the point. There are many things which
people enjoy and appreciate, but which most people consider to be essentially pri-
vate matters If television frequently elects to .evade that privacy and deal with
these things in a superficial or tasteless manne in the guise of entertainment, by
doing so their very nature can be altered For example: most men like to look at
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unclad womena presumption I think few would dispute In fact, one could go fur-ther and say there is an enormous audience of men from 9 to 94 who would enjoylooking at unclad women--who would be entertained by this. Clearly, we now haveidentified a strain of mass entertainment. We have only to follow its precepts, dis-
claiming all responsibility, and untold riches will be ours. Its got to be harder thanthis.

But what have we done in this far-fetched example? Have we created a form oflegitimate entertainment? Or nave we taken the easy road, and in so doing caused achange in many people's preceptions of an important aspect of human relation-ships? Have we hurt the ability of our children to view each other as individuals, aspeople who think and feel and can be hurt, rather than as objects to be used and
manipulated? We have depicted a private experience and taken the human contentfrom it.

This is the tragedy of what I see occurring. The tasteless, the unfeeling, the cheapthrill of the moment, is being substituted for the far more difficult task of present-
ing tasteful, enriching mass entertainmenta task I believe responsible broadcast-ers recognize as theirs.

Original and inspiring entertainment can be created by illuminating the human
character, its problems, its trials, its current condition, its humor, its hopes, its be-liefs, its pain. God knows we have a need to shed light on the problems of life, of
families, of marriage, of human relationship. Television entertainment, as art formshave always done, can and should do all these things. It has to be more than simplyidentifying a basic appetite and milking it for all it is worth.

This is my greatest concern for the future of private broadcasting. For I have
always believed that the conscience of the broadcaster was the greatest safeguard tothe system. The premise of free broadcasting, like so many of our societal institu-tions, is based on the belief that decent men and women, given a public trust, willact responsibly in the public's interest. If this premise breaks down, if conscience isoverwhelmed by a mad scramble for the advantage in the short run, where will webe in the long run? In breaking down the safeguard of conscience, will the future ofprivate broadcasting be the forfeit?

Where does the role of the Christian broadcaster, the religious broadcaster, comeinto play? Where do you fit in this picture I have painted? Again, believe it isclear. One is a Christian broadcaster, a religious broadcasterby first and foremostbeing a responsible broadcasterto raise one's voice in support of responsibility, tosupport programming which entertainsas it lights the way.
I do not pretend it is easy for you who carry this responsibility to know where toturn. Our people themselves seem confused as to what they want, and the complex-ities of our society make the identification of the responsible and responsive coursevery difficult. But there are increasing numbers of signals; the PTA, the churches,are all becoming more vocal and providing their members with the influential out-lets they need to carry the message. And I believe that their message to the broad-

caster isgive us programs you would want your children to watch and adult pro-grams you are proud of. It sounds so simple, yet all it boils down to is the willing-ness to sign your name to the program schedule you broadcast.
Does this mean we should look forward only to a future of blandnessof safety?Not at all. I do believe that the American public is now ready and receptive to trialand experimentation, to the different. We must encourage and support the creative-ly of those who now stand outside doors of the television community. We must takerisk.
It is time, not for disclaiming of responsibility, but for taking responsibility. It isthe time, not for those who decide to avoid their own consciences, but for those whowill act on their consciences. For without that safeguard built into our system, thefuture is not hopeful. We need more conscience, more courage in the system, at atime sadly when it seems neither courage nor conscience are ever rewarded. Theneed is still there, howeverand people of strength will see it.
My personal theology tells me that the creator of us all expects the most from

those to whom the most is given. You are among those to whom the most has beengiven. The link between our conscience and our creator has always been clear.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any response to that, Mr. Stewart?The speech got a very chilly reception, I remember, in Hollywood.
Mr. STEWART. Well, sir, when the buyer of the product castigates

you for making what he asked you to sell him, yeb, you would give
him a somewhat chilly reception in Hollywood.
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Television entertainment programming is largely reactive to
what the audience wants to see. I think there is a show called "The
A-Team," which is maybe No. 1. A lot of weeks, very violent show,
but it is all comic-book violence. If the audiences didn't want to see
it, it wouldn't be No. 1, and NBC wouldn't be ordering the shows.

So we react to what the audiences say they want to see. That is
done by market research, ratings, so forth. If we didn't do what
they wanted to see, we wouldn't

ratings,
there, and Mr. Taylor was very

short-lived, by the way, at CBS.
Senator NUNN. I was going to add to that. He was fired at CBS.

Perhaps in spite of that speech and not because of it giving the net-
work the benefit of the doubt. I might say there are others at CBS
who have not made that kind of speech who have also been fired.

Mr. STEWART. That was an unfortunate speech he made. I re-
member it well. I would like to clear up one thing, Senator. I do
believe television has an enormous effect on the viewer. I was dif-
ferentiating between little children who I still think are looking at
a piece of glass, and then the impressionable ages, particularly
where kids start to go to theaters-13, 14, 15. Those are the ages.
Way down hereindicatingit just seems to me they are looking
at a piece of glass.

Ms. NEWMAN. I am not specifically referring to little, little
people. The networks take special care with the 2 to 11 year olds.
They do a lot of research. They have a lot of people on their case
about that programming.

I am more concerned about the very high-risk ages of 12 to 18
and those kids, I'm not sure, are in fact differentiatingthey know
they are watching television, but they also misinterpret that these
activities are, in fact, socially acceptable.

Senator Mimi. Thank you. You mentioned legislative changes, I
believe, somewhere in your testimony, Ms. Newman. Do you have
any specifics in terms of legislation that you would like to call our
attention to?

Ms. NEWMAN. Other than the "Quincy" and look-alike drug situ-
ation, which was subsequently outlawed in the State of California,
I don't. We were very proud of that accomplishment and much of
that was Jack Klugman. Most people know within the industry he
was very active in choosing social issues of importance and the net-
work was very good about backing him up.

Senator NUNN. You implied you would like to see a cutoff of for-
eign aid for countries who don't cooperate in curbing drug traffic. I
assume that would be in the legislative or executive arena?

Ms. NEWMAN. I think we definitely need to re-examine those
things. We seem to have difficulty in disrupting import-export
trade with these countries. I personally find it upsetting. Certainly,
there has been a lot of publicity about it in the last month or so,
and there are many Americans who have written to their Senators
in addition to calling me at the center and telling me their view-
points.

Senator NUNN. I share that concern. Some countries are striving
to help now. Colombia is paying a rather large price domestically
with some of the things they are doing to cooperate. One of the
things we are looking at now, and may have hearings on later, is
the allegation we ourselves, the United Staters, has become an ex-
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porting country in drugs, notably marijuana. If that is true, itraises the question of how do we go to other countries and say weare going to punish you for exporting to our country and if we arenow exporting to other countries, particularly marijuana. I under-stand a lot of it is in northern California.
Ms. NEWMAN. Major production of marijuana is in northern Cali-fornia. There are estimates the marijuana growers give the For-tune 500 Club a run for its money in terms of annual grosses. I

think when I go out to talk to parent groups or to teenagers specifi-cally, the first thing I say is look in your own back yard
Senator NUNN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, Iwant to thank all of our witnesses. You have really given me hope.We appreciate very much you being here.
Chairman Rom. Mr. Rinzel.
Mr. RINZEL. I just have one question for both witnesses, and that

is, wouldn't you both agree that if television does not influence con-duct, then there is an awful lot of money being wasted on televi-sion advertising today?
Mr. STEWART. I can't put the two together, sir. We stop all thedramatic input or comedic input for a commercial. Commercials

say to the people, hey, we are going to sell you something. We do itmore subtly. I don't think they are analogous as to impact.
Mr. RINZEL. Some of the most dramatic things I have seen on tel-evision are commercials.
Mr. STEWART. Certainly, the creative work is marvelous on someof them. The commercial for the Super Bowl with the people walk-ing off the cliff was the most marvelous piece of film I have seen. Idon't think it is analogous to say the impact is the same in com-mercials as the body of the show, in my opinion.
Ms. NEWMAN. I think the two elements working in concert canhave an active effect. If you have television shows that inadvertent-ly or consciously create certain messages and then the advertisers

bombard us with their messages, those messages can be misinter-preted by adolescents.
Mr. RINZEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NuNN. May I ask one other question? I believe Ms.

Newman mentioned her group uses letters and so forth when theyfind various productions objectionable. Mr. Stewart, from yourpoint of view and the perspective of your group, do you find it ob-jectionable or in any way an infringement of the first amendmentif nongovernmental groups get in touch with networks, get in
touch with, for instance, advertisers to en'ourage them M cut off
their advertising support for certain types of shows? Do you thinkthat raises any kind of constitutional problem with the first
amendmentnongovernmental emphasis?

Mr. STEWART. No, it would not in my view. The first amendment
problem is if it is governmental. There may be boycott of restraintin trade laws. I am concerned always about pressure groups. Wefeel with the public air and the public has a right to communicate
with us, and they do in droves to the networks, and the networks
very often share that information with us. Sir, I remember back tothose days when there was a fellow by the name of, I think it wasJohn Henry Faulk who went off the air as a news commentator be-
cause a gentleman who owned a series of supermarkets in Vermont
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and Maine blacklisted him; said he was a Communist and ruined
his career. I used to work as a casting director in a studio where
we had a book, every time we wanted to hire an actor ,we have to
see if his name was in red. If it was in red, we couldn t nire that
guy. Every now and then, we would check into it and find it was a
typographical error. You are talking about censorship and black-
listing of the worse kind, which I hope is dead in this country, and
I am very concerned about what you are talking about.

Senator NUNN. I guess there are all sorts of groups. I would
share some of your concern. On the other hand, it seems to me that
the public has a right to expect the head of a major corporation to
take some look at where his advertising dollars are going. Let me
turn it around and ask a question, if you were head of a major cor-
poration and were spending, say, $100 million a year on advertis-
ing, do you believe you have any kind of soc:r.1 responsibility c' re-
sponsibility even to your stockholders to take a look at what those
dollars are being paid to support?

Mr. STEWART. You bet your life. I think that is my responsibility
if that is the job you say I have. I don't want to be told how to do
it. I think I need to take that responsibility unto myself, which has
been our whole caucus approach, and what Susan is asking for as
well.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
Chairman Rom. Thank you very much. The hour is growing

late, and I apologize to our last panel of witnesses. We are very
pleased to have a number of senior officials from the three major
networks. We will hear first from Mr. Alfred Schneider, who is vice
president for Policy and Standards of ABC. Mr. Schneider has had
extensive experience with voluntary self-regulation of programs,
commercial standards.

Next we will hear from Mr. Leahy who is executive vice presi-
dent of CBS. Mr. Leahy is in charge of the Entertainment Network
Division and has a broad background in programming and broad-
casting and has been with CBS some 23 years.

Finally, we will hear from Irwin Segelstein, vice Chairman of
the Board oe NBC. Mr. Sege 'stein is an expert in programming and
has worked closely with the Hollywood producers who create the
programs.

Gentlemen, please raise your right hand. Do you swear the testi-
mony you will give before the subcommittee will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I do.
Mr. LEAHY. I do.
Mr. SEGELSTEIN. I do.
Chairman Rom. Thank you. Please be seated. I again appreciate

your patience and waiting. We will be interested in your comments
as to what the other witnesses had to say. Again, if you can, we
would appreciate it if you would summarize. Your full statement,
will be included in the record as if read.' Mr. Schneider.

' See p. 114 for the prepared statement of Alfred R. Schneider
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TESTIMONY OF ALFRED IL SCHNEIDER, VICE PRESIDENT,
POLICY AND STANDARDS, AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPA-
NIES

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am glad to abbrevi-ate my comments.
I am vice president of policy and standards, American Broadcast-

ing Companies. I appreciate the opportunity to present our views
on the subject of our role in deglamorizing drug abuse. We share
your concern about the important issue of drug abuse, and we long
felt that this issue should be viewed in the broad context of social
responsibility, and we accept that responsibility, in which broad-
casters, studios, production companies and others in the entertain-
ment industry can play a major role together with other represent-
atives of the private sector, the Congress and the administration.

My responsibilities include the development and implementation
of ABC's policies and standards concerning the acceptability of pro-
gram and commercial material scheduled for broadcast over our fa-cilities. That is done through the department of broadcast stand-
ards and practices, which operates independently of the television
network, so there is, in effect, a system of checks and balances, and
this department is separate from the program department's cre-ative evaluation as well as the economic considerations otsales.

The executive, managerial, and editorial staff brings to this de-
partment expertise in fields ranging from law, teaching, psychology
and early childhood education.

The broadcast standards and practices department annually
screens and analyzes approximately 51,000 commercials a year,
over 100 theatrical features anti in accordance with procedures out-lined below, reviews over 3,000 hours of entertainment program-ming and programs in development.

Each entertainment program is reviewed by an editor from the
story concept, treatment, script stage through final production and
editing. Where a particular television program series, or made-for-
television movie is expected to include sensitive, controversial orviolent portrayals, extensive discussions are held with the producer
to ascertain the manner in which he intends to treat the material
and to insure that he understands fully the applicable policies andstandards.

In certain circumstances, which is certainly more, in our judg-melit, significant and explicit than a pure rating system, an audio
and video advisory is broadcast before the start of programs to give
parents the opportunity to emeTfise discretion with knowledge withregard to the young viewer.

ABC's specific standard policy regarding drug use and abuse pro-vides as follows:
The use of illegal drugs or the abuse of legal drugs shall not be encouraged orshown as socially acceptable or desirable. When depicted, such use must be consist-ent with and reasonably related to plot and cl.aracter development. Care should beexercised to avoid glamorization or promotion of drug usage.
It is against this background that ABC Television has dealt withthis issue beginning in the early 1960's and 1970's. Let me citesome examples.
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In 1969, the daytime drama, "One Life to Live," for the first time
on television presented scenes from Odyssey House, the drug reha-
bilitation center in New York, as part of its storyline and plot. The
character in the program who required rehabilitation was used in
scenes as part of that program.

Since then, a variety of programs have treated drug abuse
themes and sought to deglamorize the use of drugs. That has been
reflected in many different ways, and in every segment of the
broadcast day ranging from "Good Morning America," telecast
from 7 to 9 a.m., through the daytime schedule and on into prime
time and late evening.

For example, on October 12, 1983, the entire two hours of "Good
Morning America" were devoted to problems of substance abuse.
Cohosting with David Hartman for this special program was Mrs.
Nancy Reagan. Among the topics covered was Mrs. Reagan's in-
volvement in an antisubstance abuse campaign; drug abuse in pro-
fessional sports; drug abuse in the work area; how parents should
deal with a child who is abusing or experimenting with drugs; teen-
age drug abuse and the effect of substance abuse in American busi-
ness.

Other segments on "Good Morning America" have covered teen-
age drug abuse, with Beth Poison, author of "Not My Kid, a Par-
ent's Guide to Kids and Drugs."

Only last Saturday night, March 16, the T.J. Hooker series,
which airs from 8 to 9 p.m. on Saturday night, had a _plot line in-
volving drugs. At the end of the program, William Shatner, the
actor who portrays T.J. Hooker, said to the viewing audience, "No
one is immune to the tragedy of cocaine addiction; with it, you lose
control of your life and your future. The only way to prevent it is
never to start."

For your younger viewers, ABC presented in 1980 an "after-
school special, from 4:30 to 5:30, entitled "Stoned," which was de-

signed for elementary school youngsters and teenagers. The pro-
gram depicted a high school student who experimented with mari-
juana u. an attempt to win peer approval. He learned the negative
consequenses of escaping reality, not only for himself, but for those
he loves when, while stoned on drugs, he almost caused his broth-
er's death.

As a result of this telecast, ABC received the first Scott Newman
Drug Abuse Prevention Award. Because of the importance of that
particular "afterschool special," "Stoned" was subsequently retele-
cast in 1981 in prime time.

Throughout our television network program schedule, we include
a number of public service announcements on behalf of the Nation-
al Institute of Drug Abuse, in addition to a variety of health, nutri-
tion and safety tips presented in children's programs on early Sat-
urday morning.

For example, one of our superfriends health tips shows a young
boy rejected by his friends for not joining them in taking drugs. Al-
though the boy is initially dejecta, Superman comes to the rescue
and reinforces his decision to stay out of the drug scene.

We have various programs in development, one of which is an
"afterschool special," which I bring to your attention called, "Dad's
on Drugs," where a 13-year-old faces the dilemma of recognizing
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that his father is hooked on drugs, and we are working with the
national 800 hotline operation in connection with the developmentof that story.

ABC News has also done much over the years in the area of drugabuse and timely hard news reports on "World News Tonight" andin network programs such as "Night line", "20/20" and "ABC News
Closeup." The "Night line" programs have examined children anddrugs, drug use in professional sports, drug dependent doctors,
drug smuggling, drugs in the entertainment business and a pro-gram entitled, "Turn in Your Pusher," in which Ted Koppel took alook at a controversial call-in show in which the public can reporta drug pusher to the police.

Segments of "20/20" have dealt with this issue. Only last Thurs-day night, a one-half segment of "20/20" was devoted to "The Sicil-ian Connection," reporting on the distribution of heroin and the ef-
forts being made in both Italy and the United States to stop thisunderworld drug operation.

In addition, ABC-owned television stations, the AT:-owned radiostations and the ABC radio networks have all coves ad drug abuseissues in their news and entertainment programming in innovativeways with examples too numerous to mention in this brief state-ment.
Mr. Chairman, we recognize that drug abuse continues to be acritical problem in this country, despite the efforts that are beingmade. Any solution must come from all segments of our societyworking together. We agree with this subcommittee that a substan-tial reduction in the demand for drugs is essential for reaching ameaningful solution.
One of the significant contributions our industry can make is tosensitize our viewers to the serious problem of drug abuse and toillustrate the tragic consequences for individuals, for families andfor society at large which inevitably follow drug involvement. Letme assure you that ABC will continue to assist in this effort.We thank you for the opportunity to express our views, Mr.Chairman.
Chairman Rant. Thank you. Mr. Leahy.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS F. LEAHY, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, CBS BROADCAST GROUP, CBS INC.

Mr. LEARY. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I,too, will read an abbreviated statement.1 I also appreciate the op-portunity to appear before you today sharing your well-known con-cern about the problems of substance abuse and hope to demon-strate CBS's commitment to quality entertainment programming
that emphasizes positive values. At the same time, I will attempt toshow the subcommittee how we avoid glamorizing drug use and al-cohol abuse in these same programs.

We at CBS share his subcommittee's deep concern about the se-rious and persuasive social problems and intend to continue to doour part as communicators to portray these problems realistically

' See p. 142 for the prepared statement of Thomas F. Leahy.
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and responsibly in the telor;sion prorams we offer to tha Nation's
homes.

The fact that television has become a significant part of our lives
carries with it enormous responsibility. As, in effect, invited guests
in people's homes, we at CBS, recognize we must provide entertain-
ment consistent with the highest standards.

Network television involves the close interaction of many differ-
ent businessesadvertisers, affiliates and, as you know, a large
number of program suppliersour partners so to speak, in the cre-
ative community, since the bulk of our prime time entertainment
is actually produced by others from whom vie acquire the broadcast
rights. Nevertheless, we remain an integral part of the process,
through our entertainment division specialists, at all stages of the
program development. This process begins at the concept stage and
continues through the script development and into and through
production.

At the same time, and paralleling the activities of the creati-ie
community, which include our entertainment development special-
ists, CBS Program Practices professionals provide counsel and over-
sight to assure that programs develop in consonance with CBS
standards.

CBS has definitive standards that we apply to all of our pro-
grams when illicit drug use or the use of alcohol is portrayed. If
characters are shown using illegal drugs, the depiction must be re-
lead to plot or to character development and the adverse conse-
quences of such action, must also be demonstrated. Drugs will not
be shown in a manner that suggests it is glamorous to use these
substances or that such use confess any kind of advantage to the
user. In fact, just the opposite is shown.

Also, CBS has attempted to impress on writers, directors, r.nd
producers that consumption of alcoholic beverages must not be por-
trayed in a gratuitous fashion and the consequences of alcohol
abuse are also exposed.

In addition to making sure that drug abuse or alcohol abuse is
clearly shown as unacceptable behavior, we also see the duty to
bring the tragic effects of illegal drugs to our audience. Often this
is done in dramatic fashion that may have impact on our audience
far in excess of the more traditional program vehicles, such as doc-
umentaries or discussions.

With this in mind, I point out that addressing concerns about
drug use and alcohol abuse is not new to CBS. Permit me to read a
brief passage supporting that statement:

In recent years, the problem of drug abuse in America has grown to epidemic pro-
portions. Narcotics addiction and its consequenceb have become a part of the Ameri-
can scene, requiring the urgent attention of concerned citizens.

I continue,
Viewers and listeners to the CBS Television and Radio Networks and the CBS

Owned Television and Radio Stations have been aware of the growing problem of
drug abuse for more than a decade. Many years before America's drag problem
grew to its ppresent level, CBS News was investigating the international drug traffic
and the CBS-owned stations were examining the social ills in their communities.

That is from a publicatiun entitled, "CBS Broadcast Coverage of
the Drug Problem," dated July 24, 1972.
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The concern reflected in that 1972 publication has continued
throughout the intervening years. As the nature of substance abuse
problems has changed reflecting changing patterns of drug use and
growing awareness of the problems involved in alcohol abuse, the
programming content has also changed.

Last season, we aired "License to Kill," a dramatic 2-hour movie
on the tragic results of drunk driving both to the offender's and to
the victims family.

This past January, the CBS Television Network broadcast "Not
My Kid," an intense drama about an affluent, seemingly carefree
family forced to come to grips with their teenage daughter's drug
abuse.

I have brought a very brief clip of that program with me. With
your indulgence, I would like to play it now. I think ycli also will
be interested in the material you will see following the program.

[Whereupon, a video tape was played.]
Mr. LEAHY. As you have seen, Mrs. Reagan graciously agreed to

appear after the program as part of our ongoing "read more about
it' project done in conjunction with the Library of Congress.

The Stockard Charming public service announcement that fol-
lowed the First Lady was something new and a little different for
us. We have fed several versions c.f chat PSA to our more than 200
affiliates 'n advance of the program and suggested they insert tele-
phone numbers of local action lines and drug-help programs that
are active in their communities.

Frankly, we were quite pleased with the results. The announce-
ment that you just saw brought forth more than a hundred phone
calls in the Delaware Valley area alone that evening, including one
from a 15-year-old girl who recognized herself in the film and en-
tered a treatment program the next morning.

Dr. Carlton E. Turner, Special Assistant to the President for
Drug Abuse Policy characterized the PSA effort as "a significant
contribution toward helping Americans overcome drug abuse."

Special programs and made-for-television movies, like "Not My
Kid," are very important in focusing attention on the problems of
drug use and the costs it imposes on the abuser, on the family, and
on society, but they are not alone. Several of our most successful
regular series programs have included continuing themes that viv-
idly portray the horrible consequences of drug use :-,nd often the
environment and pressures that lead to drug usage.

For example, since the beginning of this season on "Fr.lcon
Crest" there has been a continuing storyline about Joel, a el arac-
ter addicted to cocaine. The systematic deterioration of his physical
and emotional stability is shown as well as the criminal actisity he
must pursue in order to sustain his habit.

A few weeks ago, Joel was placed in a drug rehabilitation pro-
gram and as they say, we'll stay tuned.

Other prime time series with similar themes included "Simon &
Simon," as you alreadr heard, and "Knots Landing." A nine-epi-
sode sequence on the latter series dealing with one major charac-
ter's gradual dependency on prescription drugs and her fight to
regain control of her life received the Scott Newman Foundation
Award for writing about drug abuse.
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I have attached for the record a detailed list of recent programs
that deal with substance abuse. Our concern about illicit drug
abuse does not end with entertainment programs. CBS and its af-
filiates have carried innumerable stories exposing the extent of il-
licit drug trade and law enforcement efforts to curtail the flow of
these substances in their newscasts and on programs like "60 Min-
utes."

Finally, and I would like to emphasize this point, no single issue
has had more public service announcements devoted to it in the
last several years than substance abuseon our television network,
our two radio networks and on the radio and television stations
owned by CBS. My suspicion is that the same holds true for most of
our radio and television affiliates.

Mr. Chairman, for more than two decades, we have been in-
volved in efforts to discourage the use of illicit drugs and abuse of
alcohol. Our commitment to the realistic portrayal of drug use and
alcohol abuse is complete and continuing. Gone for good are the
days of the "happy drunk" and the "mellow drug user." We
learned that these stock characters, so commonly seen many years
ago, are no longer funny. But we must not be deceived into believ-
ing that broadcasters, however concerned and responsive, can solve
this problem. Television did not create substance abuse and it
cannot, alone prevent it.

CBS believes that solutions to these serious problems must stem
from the combined efforts of all segments of an informed society
parents, teachers, students, community groups, churches, Govern-
ment, and the media. Recognizing this role CBS will continue its
efforts to be part of the overall solution to this problem.

Mr. Chairman, we applaud this subcommittee, the Senate Drug
Caucus and, indeed, many congressional leaders for their tireless
efforts to address the tragic problem of substance abuse. Thank
you.

Chairman Rom. Thank you, Mr. Leahy. Mr. Segelstein.

TESTIMONY OF IRWIN SEGELSTEIN, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD, NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.

Mr. SEGELSTEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the subcommit-
tee. I will try to shorten my remarks. You do have the statement
we submitted, and I will see if I can just touch on the highlights.'

The broadcasting industry has really been involved with enter-
tainment programming and news programming about drug abuse
for a long period of time. I need only recall to you when "Days of
Wine and Roses" appeared on national television, from which a
motion picture was made, and the impact it had. Through all these
years, the broadcast industry, NBC and its colleagues and affiliates
have done a very good job both in entertainment programs and in
the news programsthe "Nightly News," the "Today" show on
NBC, and other NBC News specials.

As I came here this morning, somebody handed me a note about
something the "Today" show is going to do just a week from today,
I believe it is--next weeka look at the newest drug craze, says

' See p 172 for the prepared statement of Irwin Segelstein.
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this release, designer drugs. A rather frightening one-line descrip-
tion. The guest will be Dr. William Langstein of Santa Clara who
will talk about synthetic drugs that are so new they are not even
illegal. They produce a eu?horia, et cetera. The "Today" show will
do a story on it next week.

So on entertainment shows like "Knight Rider," "Riptide,"
"Highway to Heaven," "Hill Street Blues," "St. Elsewhere,"
"Miami Vice," and as you heard earlier, "The Cosby Show," we
have presented episodes dramatizing the harmful consequences of
drug involvement.

I suppose I should touch for a moment on the role of the stand-
ards department, which Mr. Schneider did describe functionally. At
NBC, the standards department works very much as it does at
ABC. We have a series of policies on drug addiction, drug abuse,
substance abuse, abuse of alcohol, and it is the standards depart
ment that works behind the scenes with the production communi-
ty, with the creative community to make sure that not only are
harmful moments deleted, but that some attempt is made to see if
we can introduce positive statements about drug abuse.

We, too, have attached to our statement a list of NBC programs
which have presented some information on the entertainment side
and public service affairs side. You will find that list attached to
my statement.

I did want to spend a little more time, however, on a few things
we have done that I think have been special. About 4 years ago, tokick off the television season, we did a public service campaign
which we called "Get High on Yourself." And it started with a 1-
hour special which had at least 50 entertainment and sports celeb-
rities in it, all of them drug free and all of them using their celeb-
rity status to make sure that the message was sent about the abuse
of drugs.

That kickoff special led to segments during the rest of the week.
Every one of the prime time shows and daytime shows and sport
shows in which some message was broadcast thematically related
to this campaign, and I thought it was very effective. It played on
the radio network as well and many of our affiliates picked it up
and played it locally.

Following up on that 2 years ago, we, in cooperation with the
National Institute on Drug Abuse, developed a campaign called
"Don't Be a Dope," and it consisted of public service announce-
ments, spotlighted young people and television personalities in
effect saying "no" to drugs.

We did some feature stories which we sent to affiliates to play in
their local shows, and we did a one-half hour program which was
in the form of a test, testing your knowledge and understanding of
dangerous drugs. The "Don't Be a Dope" package went to our com-
pany-owned stations and our affiliates. It was quite, I think, re-
warding for us to be able to do something like that. And I noted
that the U.S. Senate and the House of Representative did commend
NBC in a joint resolution back then.

The next effort, I think Secretary Heckler referred to it, was to
try to deal with the issue of peer pressure, and what would be the
appropriate way in a public service campaign to build on the "Just
Say No" kind of approach. This was combined with our "Don't Be a
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Dope" theme, and "Just Say No" for the next wave, the next the-
matic campaign in 1984 offered again to all the affiliates, using
stars from NBC shows.

I think we could go on and describe the campaigns done by our
own company. I know time is short. There have been extensive
campaigns done and yet this is not going to be a simple solution to
the problem because the problem didn't develop in a simple fashion
and won't be solved in a simple fashion.

As I read your letter in which you talked about what can be
done, wanting to deglamorize drugs, I think you heard this morn-
ing many things that have been done in the past and are being
done. Point 2 of your letter I think was really quite significant,
which is, how do we take what we gave donewhich seems to have
a lot less effect than we like to thinkand get it working better?
In what way can we integrate the various services at a community
level, church and school and parental with the entertainment in-
dustry, the council you heard described earlier, so that the work we
are doing somehow has greater impact against this ravaging prob-
lem?

Thank you again. Like my colleagues, I have brought a short
tape which perhaps will show you visually some of the material I
have described. And that will close my comments.

[Whereupon, a video tape was played.]
Chairman Rom. Thank you very much. Let me start out by

saying I know that each of you is doing many good things in this
area. What we are looking for are ways and means of strengthen-
ing our war against drugs. This is not easy because it is not an
area where I think regulation is the answer.

I understand NBC and ABC have written program standards, but
CBS at least at this stage does not; is there any particular reason
for that?

Mr. LEAHY. Senator, we have standards but we are right now in
the process of publishing them, so there will be written standards.

Chairman Rom. Are these standards normally made available to
the producers?

Mr. LEAHY. Yes; they will be. In fact, that information has al-
ready been available, but they will be more formally published
now.

[The CBS policy standards referred to which was subsequently
received by the subcommittee follows:]

CBS/BROADCAST GROUP,
New York, NY April 30, 1985.

Hon WILLIAM V. Rom, Jr.,
Chairman, Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on Govern-

mental Affairs, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: You may recall that at the Subcommittee's hearing on

March 20, 1985, a question arose concerning the availability of CBS's policies with
respect to the portrayal of drug and alcohol use in entertainment programs. In re-
sponse, I indicated that, although CBS's long-standing policies were well-known to
the production community, they had not been made generally available in written
form but were being readied for publication at that time. That has been accom-
plished and I am pleased to forward this copy.

If I can be of further help in this matter please feel free to call on me.
Very truly yours,

THOMAS F. LEAHY.

Enclosure.
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CBS PROGRAM STANDARL

CBS/BROADCAST GROUP PROGRAM PRACTICES-1985

FOREWORD

The CBS Television Network has been dedicated since its inception to presenting
the American television viewing public with entertainment and other programs ofthe highest calibre and standards. Over the years, this commitment has developedinto an extensive case history of program-by-program judgments as to what consti-tutes material suitable for broadcast on CBS. Although these broadcast standards
were never published in concise written form, generations of Program Practices edi-tors have conscientiously applied and refined them. Our broadcast standards tell aninteresting and important story about the CBS sense of public and corporate respon-sibility toward its viewers. That story is reflected in this publication of Program
Standards for the CBS Television Network.

INTRODUCTION

In order to understand the CBS Program Standards and the process by whichthey are applied, it is necessary to understand certain characteristics of ourmedium, our industry and CBS.
First, we exist for, and ultimately succeed or fail by, how well we serve the needsand interests of our viewing public. This public is vast, incredibly diverse and, webelieve, both knowledgeable and discriminating.
Second, we are built on human creativityour business is not derived from mate-rial resources but from people who strive to further human expression and develop.ment.
Third, we are a dynamic medium, never static but constantly evolving as the soci-ety we serve evolves around us.
Finally, we operate in an intensely competitive environmentthe most advancedand prolific media marketplace in the world. To survive, we must search for newand rewarding ways to respond to our viewing public.In this environment program standards must not only articulate important princi-ples of responsibility to our audiences, they must do so in a manner which does notinhibit the responsiveness, dynamism, creativity and innovation of the programs weare to present.
There is no way to feed a television program into a computer and determinewhether it meets appropriate standards for the "typical television viewer". Indeed,there is no "typical viewer". Each year CBS broadcasts over 6,000 hours of programsto a vast audience of widely divergent backgrounds and interests. Every viewerbrings a slightly different perspective to each program he or she watches. It wouldbe impossible to anticipate and address in one set of standards each and every po-tential viewer reaction to that which we broadcast. Our standards address the"mass audience" that watches us, recognizing that, in the final anaylsis, it is theindividual viewer that establishes his or her own standards, for it is in their powersimply to change channels or turn us off.
The standards to which entertainment programs broadcast on the CBS TelevisionNetwork are held are enunciated here. But it must be constantly appreciated that

program review is ultimately a subjective and personal process of skilled and caringindividualswriters, producers, directors, actors, programming management, Pro-gram Practices editors and viewersinteracting among themselves.

GENERAL STANDARDS

A CBS television program is a guest in the home. It is expected to entertain and
enlighten but not to offend or advocate. CBS entertainment programs are intendedto conform to generally accepted boundaries of public taste and decorum, althoughas those boundaries char over time, programs will strive to be contemporary. Inpursuing these goals, takes into account the suitability of the time period inwhich a particular program is to be broadcast and the corresponding differences inaudience composition and expectation.

Language
The language in a broadcast must be appropriate to a public medium and general-ly considered to be acceptable by a mass audience. Coarse or potentially offensive

language is generally avoided and if permitted for important dramatic reasons
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cannot be employed flippantly or exploitatively. Blasphemy and obscenity are not
acceptable for broadcast.
Nudity and sexuality

If consonant with prevailing societal standards, used for legitimate dramatic or
historical purposes and not perceived as exploiting the body for prurient interests,
certain degrees of undress are acceptable.

The depiction of sexual intercourse is unacceptable for broadcast. Scenes or dia-
logue involving sexually-oriented material n for reasons of plot or character
development must be presented with good taste and sensitivity and cannot be gratu-
itous or exploitative.
Characterizations

Creative imperatives of the script will dictate the behavior and mannerisms of all
characters. Character portrayals must be carefully crafted and sensitive to current
ethnic, religious, sexual and other prominent social concerns and unacceptable
stereotypes. Care is also to be exercised when depicting characters subject to physi-
cal or mental disabilities to ensure that such persons are not demeaned.
Accuracy and misapprehension

A CBS television program must be what it purports to be.
Programs or scenes containing elements whose technical accuracy is important to

maintaining public confidence in the integrity of a profession or institution must
strive to be accurate in all material mat*. Consultation with qualified advisors is
encouraged.

Presentations which could convey the misapprehension that a dramatized or pre-
recorded event is occurring "live" or in the form of spontaneous news coverage of a
contemporary event are not permitted. Use of words such as "bulletin" or devices
such as a horizontal crawl' are unacceptable and reserved solely for the use of
CBS News.

In any case where it may be unclear on its face what a broadcast purports to be,
appropriate viewer advisones will be considered.

Violence
As a component of human experience, the dramatic depiction of violence i3 per-

mitted. Here, violence is defined as "the Lse of physical force against persons. or the
articulated, explicit threat of physical fo-ce to compel particular behavior on the
part of a person." Accidents and incidents of comic violence are not included in this
definition. Any depiction of violence must be relevant to plot and/or character de-
velopment. It should not be gratuitous, excessive or glamorized. Violence should not
be used exploitatively to entice or shock an audience. The intensity and frequency of
violent incidents should be consciously reviewed to assure adherence to the forego-
ing standards. The use or portrayals of animals shall conform to accepted standards
of humane treatment.
Substance abuse

Character portrayals and scenes depicting the consumption of alcohol, drugs, ciga-
rettes and similar substances must be thoughtfully considered, essential to plot and
role development and not glamorized. When the line is crossed between normal, re-
sponsible consumption of a particular substance and abuse, the distinction must be
clear and the adverse consequences of abuse specifically noted and explored.

CHILDRZN AND TZLZVISION

Children watch television throughout the day, throughout the week. Parental su-
pervision and interaction is the best means by which to ensure that children do not
watch or are not confused or distressed by p which are intended for an
adult audience and which may contain mature themes and scenes. In certain cases
CBS will broadcast and include in the promotional material for a particular pro-
gram, viewer advisories intended to alert parents to the need for special attention.

Programs intended for the child audience are reviewed with special care and, in
some areas, to different and perhaps more rigorous standards:

Role Modeling. nets, "heroes", should exemplify the most positive ele-
ments of social and personal codes of conduct such as honesty, fairness, compassion
and respect for authority. Attitudinally, such characters should show respect for im-
portant societal institutions, concern for distinguishing right from wrong and com-
mitments to such ideals as justice, ethics and humanity. Characters which represent
unacceptable social and personal conduct need not be avoided but must be clearly
portrayed as undesirable.
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Violence.Violence should not be portrayed as a socially acceptable means of con-
flict resolution. It should not be glorified, made to seem fascinating, amusing or pal-atable. While villains may exhibit some violent behavior, this action should not be
imitatable, horrific or extended in its presentation. Acts which carry the potential
for violence should be clearly set in the realm of fantasy. Human Willis should notbe severely harmed or killed.

Jeopardy and Peril.While a certain amount of jeopardy may be appropriate in a
particular program, characters should not be placed in circumstances that provoke
excessive or prolonged anxiety, or suggest gratuitous psychological pain. Characters
should not be placed in hopeless situations and those in peril should be presented
with ways to overcome their predicaments.

Responsible Social Practices. Whenever appropriate, socially responsible atti-tudes and practices should be favorably portrayed and reinforced. When socially in-
appropriate or irresponsible behavior is portrayed, it should be disparaged and dis-couraged.

Commercialization.Program content and commercial messages must be clearly
distinct. (See CBS Television Network AdvertisingGuidelines.)

DRAMAS BASZD ON vier

The artistic device of combining elements of fact with elements of fiction to
produce a condensed dramatic whole is a long-standing and widely accepted one. It
is found in literature, the theater and cinema. It is equally appropriate to television.

There are many program forms which combine elements of fact and fiction. They
can be placed along a continuum which begins with pure and unequivocal fact at
one end and ends with pure fiction at the other. On this continuum are found pro-
grams based on legend, those adapted from specific autobiographies, those based on
particular biographies or histories, and, finally, teleplays derived from original re-search.

A viewer who is aware of what kind of program is being presented is capable ofevaluating the program in the light of his or her own knowledge and experience,
taking into consideration the professed limitations and idiosyncracies of that pro-
gram form and the material upon which it is based. Accordingly, the program andits promotional material should represent clearly to the viewer its genre and frame
of reference. In some cases, viewer advisories which label or categorize the nature ofthe program or the material upon which it is based, or present any other informa-
tion that may be pertinent to a full viewer understanding of the program may behelpful and will be used when appropriate.

Dramas based on fact adapted for television from another published source, and
so denominated, must faithfully represent, in all material regards, the lot andcharacterizations of the original work. The nature of further review by
Practices will depend upon the type of iiteizry work involved, its subject matter and
the background of the author. This review will seek to ensure proper viewer appre-ciation of the program according to the standards articulated above.

The original television drama based on fact, sometimes referred to as the "docu-drama", is a particularly challenging program form. Its material factual compo-
nents should be accurate and cannot be changed merely to enhance dramatic value.
Fictionalized elements consistent with the events being presented may amplify orenhance the story, so long as they do not materially alter or distort history. Any
presentation of a significant controversy should be done in a fair and balanced way.
To ensure the achievement of these standards and thereby the integrity of this pro-
gram form, the following guidelines are generally applicable.

Unsubstantiated elements may be included only if they do not distort the materi-al factual elements of the historical record.
Omissions of historical information which materially distort the perception of his-torical events are not acceptable.
Editing or condensation in the portrayal of historical events should maintain the

accuracy or value of those events. Distortions of time, changes in the sequence of
events or composite events which materially alter the historical record are to beavoided.

All characters, including composite characters, based on real rereons must accu-rately reflect those persons in reality and their actual rolv, end behavior in any
significant events in which they are portrayed. Thus, in a cniposite character based
on real persons, each of the characteristics and actions abordied to the composite
character(s) must be properly derived from the characteristics and actions of a real
person or persons involved in those events. Composite or fictional characters used in
roles essential to levelopment of the main plot(s) must be carefully reviewed to
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ensure that their fictional or representative nature does not undermine in any ma-
terial way the overall accuracy of the historical events portrayed.

Care should be exercised in the employment of production techniques, such as
casting, character and dialogue interpretation which have the potential to alter or
distort the historical record.

These guidelines are applicable to all dramas based on fact. Any program project
involving very sensitive themes or events which occurred in or are presently sur-
rounded by a highly charged atmosphere or which is to be broadcast in close time
proximity to the actual events upon which it is based is to be evaluated with great
caution.

THEATRICAL FILMS

Standards for r-..-grams created for television are applicable to films originally
created for theatrical release and subsequently broadcast on the CBS Television
Network. Application of these standards to theatrical films will take into account
the frequent inability to make changes for television in the film during its produc-
tion and the limited ability to excise material after a film is complete without unac-
ceptably altering its nature and creative integrity.

GAME SHOWS

CBS has adopted and continuously refines rules and procedures to ensure that
game shows are conducted honestly, fairly and as they appear to the public. These
procedures guard against contestant access to information which could jeopardize
the fairness u.,1 integrity of the game. Steps are taken to ensure that no contestant
is placed in advantageous or disadvantageous circumstances outside the game com-
petition itself. Disruptions that necessitate editing of the broadcast must be dis-
closed. All programs must conform to Sections 317, 507 and 508 of the Communica-
tions Act of 1934.

PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS

All promotional material must accurately and tastefully reflect the content of the
program to which it refers. Program material not cleared for broadcast cannot be
included in the promotional material for that program. Certain elements, while ac-
ceptable in the context of the program, may not be suitable for inclusion in promo-
tional materials. On-air promotion will be scheduled to ensure that it is appropriate
to the program in which it is placed.

PROCEDURES

Selection or creatic of entertainment p for broadcast on the CBS Televi-
sion Network is the responsibility of the CBS Entertainment Division. Some pro-
grams are wholly-produced by the Division. Most programs are produced for the Di-
vision by independent producers and production companies and licensed to CBS for
telecast. The Program Practices Department reviews all of these programs for com-
pliance with our Program Standards. Program Practices is not a part of the CBS
Entertainment Division or the CBS Television Network but a completely separate
and independent staff function of the CBS/Broadcast Group.

A television program begins with a spark of imagination in the mind of its cre-
ator. It takes form over a period of time through the collaboration of many people.
Program Practices editors are involved in this process from the very outset and
follow a program through all stages of its maturation to final approval of the com-
pleted project.

In many cases, the CBS Program Standards are clear and easily applied by the
producers themselves with minimal guidance from our editors. In other casesthose
mvolving novel themes or particularly sensitive subjects or program elements
more complex and sophisticated judgments must be made about the applicability cf
and compliance with the standards. Here, the involvement of Program Practices edi-
tors will be more extensive. Thus, the timing and extent of program review is deter-
mined on a program-by-program basis.

Generally, an editors observations on program compliance are offered at the con-
cept, outline, script, rough-cut and final cut stages. At the script stage, an editor
will issue detailed, often page-by-page, scene-by-scene or line-by-line, notes. Such
notes might range from requested dialogue or scene staging changes to directorial
cautions on the execution of a particular scene. Often alternative approaches to
problem areas are discussed with the creative team. This interaction between the
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Program F ractkea editor and the creative team continues through to the program's
completion.

When advisable, qualified experts may be consulted to provide the information
necessary to ensure accurate or appropriate portrayals. This is particularly true inthe area of children's television where child psychologists are frequently consulted.Original dramas based on fact are a unique and challenging program form and
review procedures are structured accordingly. Most are produced by independent
producers outside of CBS. The producer is expectW to undertake extensive and reli-
able research into the factual elements of the drama and should have the ability
and resources to do so. In applying the original drama based on fact standards, Pro-
gram Practices will test the producer's research through an evaluation of that re-
search and independent cross-checking, at times involving original research by Pro-
gram Practices and, when appropriate, swifically including personal interviews ofreal persons portrayed in the program. The nature and magnitude of original CBS
research and the process of factual verification will vary from project to project.
Projects will also be reviewed by the CBS Law Department and the nature and
extent of that review will be tailored to the particular program.

POSTSCRIPT

As noted at the outset, television is a dynamic medium. The PROGRAM STAND-
ARDS articulated here express the principles embodied in and the standards to
which programs broadcast on the CBS Television Network are held. But these
standards cannot be immutable. For the ultimate principle to which we subscribe is
that the viewer and society at large set the standards of acceptability. As culturaland social views change over time we must be prepared to respond.

Chairman Rom. At least to me it would seem very important
that the producers and others in the shows know exactly where the
networks stand.

Let me ask this question: If you buy a movie which has some,
shall we call them gratuitous dope scenes that show the use of
drugs without any negative consequences, would that movie be
shown at any time on your network without deletion? What would
your policy be?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. There is a practice in which I can speak for each
of the networks, every theatrical motion picture that is purchased
is subject to broadcast standards approval. We do editfor exam-
ple, in "Poltergeist," which will be shown v ry shortly, we have
shortened a scene where the main character is smoking marijuana;
in "American Gigolo," we deleted two sequences of people snorting
cocaine.

We do take those out and have the rigIrt to edit all pictures in
terms of our standards and practices policies.

Mr. LEAHY. That same practice is at CBS. Careful not to destroy
the storyline completely, it is executed.

Mr. SEGELSTEIN. When a motion picture package is brought to a
network, it is pretty clear there are some movies which might be
not acceptable. If they can't be edited satisfactorily, those pictures
don't appear on the network.

Chairman Rom. Mr. Leahy, could I ask you one question? I un-
derstand that on January 19, 1985, CBS aired during prime time
the movie "9 to 5" at 9 p.m. I don't know if you are familiar with
that. CBS originally aired the movie prime time on a Sunday Feb-
ruary 28, 1983. I haven't seen it but I am told the movie has at
least one extensive scene (1, oicting gratuitzug drug use. So if it is
your standard not to show .iem, was this in breath of that stand-ard?

Mr. LEAHY. I believe the scene you were referring to had some-
thing to do with a creation of a fantasy epiRode and marijuana was
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used to create that fantasy episode. That fantasy episode was im-
portant to the storylinc of that film. My guess is it would have de-
stroyed the logical progression of the story if you eliminated that
particular sequence.

If it were made for television, I suspect we might have used other
ways of creating the fantasy.

Chairman Rom. I guess what concerns me is that the exception
doesn't swallow the whole. For example, in the case of ABC on
drug use and abuse, the standard says:

Abuse of illegal drugs shall not be enccuraged or shown as socially acceptable or
desirable. When depicted, such use must be consistent with and reasonably related
to plot and character development.

It seems to me as one who has no experience in this area, that
that language is broad enough that you could almost say in any
storynot any, that is an exaggeration. There are many situations
where the use of drugs without negative consequences was neces-
sary for the plot. Isn't that a pretty big loophole or is it?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. It is not intended as a loophole. It is intended to
deal with the problem of oalancing creativity and creative rights
with those of the standards and practices, responsibilities of bring-
ing motion pictures to the home.

I think there are several aspects some of which Larry Stewart
touched on. I see my good friend Paul Newman there, and he and I
have battled over contextual pieces and where it belongs, or does
not belong in the program, and the aspect and reasons why it
ought to be contained and what the final thematic statement of
that program is saying.

I think those are the kinds of things we are taking into consider-
ation in making certain evaluations, subjective judgments. The key
is that our objective is not to glamorize the use of drugs or to en-
courage its use.

Chairman Rom. Let me ask you, you have heard some earlier
testimony about the desirability of including a rating on movies
that would indicate t )'at there is drug abuse or alcohol abuse.
Would you care to comment on the desirability of that approach?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think it would be improper. Mr. Stewart again
addressed himself to that in terms of the 3,000 hours of television
programming that we do. I think the effort

Chairman Rom [interposing]. I am sorry. I meant with respect to
movies.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Motion pictures do have that rating system, and
I think that is within the prerogative of the motion picture system.

Chairman Rom. As I understand it, what Mr. Stewart was pro-
posing is that there be either a new rating or a lower rating where
there was drug abuse or alcohol abuse. Would you favor including
that additional element in rating the drug abuse?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I am going to respectfully decline comment on
that and leave that ,A) Messrs. Valenti and Heffner whose experi-
ence in the motion picture area in terms of the basis for making
ratings is superior to mine.

Chairman Rom. Do you depend on them entirely, or do the
movies still have--
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Mr. SCHNEIDER (interposing]. The movies still have to meet our
requirements and we do the editing and make our judgments solelyin terms of our own standards and appropriateness and there will
be occasions when we will use an advisory or disclaimer depending
upon the theme.

We think it is most significant as we have done in the past in
certain of our movies. For example, to add a disclaimer which says,
"Tonight's film deals with the life of a male prostitute and contains
reference to sexuality and frank material. ' And we also add that
parental discretion is advised.

I think we go a little further with the ratings system where wefeel that particular programs or motion pictures require informa-
tion to the viewer in order to make a reasonable judgment.

Chairman Rom. Mr. Leahy.
Mr. LEAHY. I also agree. I think our standards effect the sameresults you would be looking for.
Current standards and practices, in effect, give you the result, I

think, that same rating system would accomplish.
Chairman Rom. Mr. Segelstein.
Mr. SEGELSTE!N. I heard Mr. Stewart for the first time this morn-ing. I don't know what the pros and cons of such a problem are. I

don't think I can answer as to whether the motion picture industry
should revisit its ratiiig system. Perhaps it shouldn't. I really
haven't thought about it at all until he expressed it. I am not sureI know the answer. It would not, whatever the rating system is,
have any effect on the kind of pictures and the editing process ofthose same films when they get to television.

So it may be a theatrical value for the box office, but not for tele-vision.
Chairman Rom. We have witnessed a number of excellent public

service announcements. Could I ask this question: Does the net-
work determine at what time those are shown with respect to yourindividual stations, or how does that work? How do you ensurethat it is seen at a time where it will do the greatest benefit for the
audience you are trying to reach, or is that left up to the variousstations?

Mr. SEGELSTEIN. The answer is yes and no. There are public serv-ice announcements that appear, if you will, within the network
schedule and to that extent, the network has control over whenthey appeardaytime, prime time, the likeand there are other
amouncements that either the network services its affiliates or,for that matter, the Advertising Council public service announce-ment system provides to affiliates and independent stations.And they in their own discretion schedule them as they see fit.

There was a reference this morning to some problem as to how
they are scheduled. I think the people who do the scheduling at the
stationsadvertising and promotion pecpledo have some knowl-edge of the viewing patterns in a media sense. An advertising
agency might place its commercial; they do have that knowledgeand they try to fit the right spots into the right holes.

Chairman Rom. I certainly would hope that is the situation. At
the same time, I suppose prime time is the most expensive time sothat the tendency at least commercially might be to show it at
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other times. Does the network try to give any guidance in these
areas?

Mr. LEAHY. I would think that we would all like to increase
public service exposures in prime time. It is really the toughest of
all areas. But I think the level of frequency and the amount of ex-
posure given to a cause in the period of 1 month when there are
sometimes 1,400 announcements, in effect, gives total penetration
even without the dominance of prime time working for you. So you
can achieve your result in other ways, although I would share with
you that we are always working to increase the prime-time expo-
sure.

[Further information relating to the above follows:]
CBS/BROADCAST GROUP,

New York, NY, February 1, 1985.

Mr. CHARLES MORLBY,
Chief Investigator, U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Investigations, Senate Russell

Building, Washington, DC
WAR MR. MORLEY: In accordance with our telephone conversation, I hope that the

following provides the information you wish.
The total number of drug-related public service announcements made available on

CBS Television Network facilities for the years 1981 through 1984 is

Demo 1984 1983 1982 1981

Wm* 56 48 18 14

Nighttime 149 29 72 80

McNees programs 9 1 2

Total 214 78 92 94

These announcements came from one organization, HHS/National Institute of
Drug Abuse, and were furnished through the Advertising Council. With the in-
creased awareness of the drug problem, the rotation of these announcements -within
our public service scheduling dui ng 1984 was increased considerably over and
above the Ad Council rotation. Additional drug-related public service announce-
ments have been received from the American Lung Association and Kiwanis Inter-
national Foundation.

Since the public service announcements scheduled on our air are provided by
public service organizations, certain guidelines and criteria are applied in evaluat-
ing those organizations acceptable for public service time on our facilities. Attached
is a copy of our Guideline and the Request For Information by which all public serv-
ice organizations are reviewed, as well as scripts/photoboards of all drug-related
messages being rotated within our public service cheduling as cf this date.

If you have any questions or if there is any further information you might need,
please do not hesitate to call me.

Sincerely,
ALICE M. HENDERSON.

Chairman Rom. Do you have any idea how much in dollars the
three networks have contributed by broadcasting public service an-
nouncements?

Mr. LEAHY. It's a staggering figure. I know the substance abuse
is something in the $10 million range alone.

Chairman Rom. Annually?
Mr. LEAHY. Yes, sir.
Chairman Rom. By all ,hree networks?
Mr. LEAHY. No; I am ji st talking ahout CBS. That may be iliac-

curate. I would have to double cheek.
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Mr. SCHNEIDER. We are conducting a campaign on "Don't Drink
and Drive" twice in the evening in prime time. We are running 5-
second public service announcements with that message. We do not
attribute dollar values to it because that varies from market tomarket.

Mr. SEGELSTEIN. I really should know something close to ananswer to your question because I am also a member of the board
of directors of the Adve.tising Council, which is in the business of
servicing public service announcements and of trying to measure
their dollar value. I'm afraid I simply don't have that number. Per-
haps we can ask the Ad Council to send you that information.

Chairman Rom. I would appreciate if you would.
I will ask one more question and then defer to Senator Nunn. I

guess this is directed at you, Mr. Leahy, and that is on the so-calledhotline tags.
Mr. LEAHY. Yes, sir.
Chairman Row Is it my understanding that your network hassome reservatio' -bout using them? If so, I was wondering whatthe basis cf .,as?
Mr. LE.tHY. I will be glad to address that. Your earlier question,

apparently there is information in the house, total public service
dollar figure was a the neighborhood of $193 million. That is forall public service announcements in the year 1984.

Chairman Rom. For your network?
Mr. LEAHY. Yes.
Chairman Rom. That is even a lot of money up here.
Mr. LEAHY. Our history has been that when you put an 800number on national television, the chances for gridlock, for tele-

phone gridlock, are substantial and the overload in response tothat particular message could be larger than any operation is capa-ble of handling. So that our preference is to work with our affili-
ated stations and allow them to place their local numbers on the
scree-I where the controls are closer to home and the amount of re-
sporu-:e is more manageable. Most important, if help is reallyneedec: and that cry for pain is loud t nd serious, there is a way ofgetting help to that individual when you are talking about a neigh-
borhood servif:e that is available and willing and able.

Chairman Rom. Is there any concernI ask this not in criti-cismis there any concern of possible legal liability?
Mr. LEAHY. When we work with third parties, we assure our-selves that the thi-d parties are legitimate and capable becausethere would be a major problem in getting involved with someiody

who is not capable of following through. Then, all your good work
boomerangs on you and causes more problems than you originallyhad.

So we work very hard to assure ourselves that we are dealingwith capable professional people. And our affiliates, when theywork 'th third parties, as would be the case in such a situation as"Not Kid," must assure themselves they are dealing withpeople that, indeed, can deliver the help they intend to deliver.
Chairman ROTH. Senator Nunn.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. T. want to thank all

our witnesses for being here today. I know the time is running late,and I will make my questions brief, but very seldom do we in the
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Congress have a chance to quiz three major networks. It is very
hard to pass up a lengthy set of questions, but I will refrain from
d Jing so.

Family hour, what happened to that?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Could Igo ahead, Tom.
Mr. SEGELSTEIN. It has a strange history. A lawsuit was filed

against the networks by the producersnot the caucus. Was it
Norman Lear? And he won.

Senator Nurml. Who was that?
Mr. SEGEISTEIN. Norman Lear, Embassy Productions, a well-

known producer who sued to prevent the family hour from going
I may be the only nonlawyer in the room so I can't help you, but I
do remember

Senator Nurml [interposing]. Do you remember what the grounds
of the lawsuit were?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. It was on first amendment grounds. It went into
the Federal Court in California before Judge Ferguson. That deci-
sion was remanded on appeal to the FCC to determine whether or
not State action was involved arts if I recall, FCC reviewed the
practices of then Commissioner vy iley and I'm not sure of a final
resolution of that, but at the ument, I think the rendered decision
has remained dormant.

Following that practice of the family viewing hour, and aside
froz. the legal ramification, a great deal has happened in the in-
dustry in terms of the availability of other services in multiple dis-
tribution outlets. Cable, VCR's, direct satellite broadcasting, and I
think whileand speaking for ABCwe as broadcasters take into
consideration the demographics of the audience between 8 and 9
o'clock, during which fan viewing hour applied, I can tell you
from a standard practice k...:)int of view, we still look carefully at
the kind of programming that goes into 8 and 9 o'clock remecting
the fact that independently we look at the question of who is view-
ing at that time, what our responsibilities are in terms of family
watching together and the kind of programming that goes on
during those time periods.

Senator Niirl. Could you get your lawyer just to An aish to us a
little summary of the legal status of that, what was the final
result?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Be happy to.
[The information received subsequent to the hearing follows:]

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES,
New York, NY, April 12, 1985.

Hon. WILLIAM V ROTH, Jr.,
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
U. S. Senate,
Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your letter of April 2nd regarding the
March 20th hearing before the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
on the role of the entertain.nent Industry in the deglamorization of drugs. I, too, am
pleased with ABC's progress in the campaign to combat drug abuse.

The family viewing hour 18.806, to which you refer, were filed in 1975 by the Writ-
ers Guild and an independent producer, 'tandem Productions, against the three tele-
vision networks, the Nationil Associat. on of Broadcasters, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission and each o: the FCC's Commissioners. See Writers Guild ofAmer.
ica West, Inc. et al. v. FCC et al., 423 F. Supp. 1064 (C.D. Cal. 1976), 609 Fed. 2nd 855
(9th Cir. 1979). The suits alleged hat the three networks und the NAB were coerced
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by the FCC to adopt and implement the family viewing hour in violation of the
First Amendment to the Constitution and Section I of the Sherman Act. The Sher-
man Act antitrust claims were stayed and the case was tried on First Amendmentgrounds only. In 1976, the United States District Court f.ir the Central District of
California declared the family viewing hour to be a violation of the First Amend-
ment. In 1979, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit rev Ased on
jurisdictional grounds and ordered that the claims against the government defend-
ants be referred to the FCC and the claims against the private defendants be held in
abeyance pending the FCC proceedings. In 1983, the FCC concluded that tb .t actionswhich formed the basis of the complaints against the FCC defendants were neither
unlawful rit. improper and that the NAB's family viewing policy was not the resultof coercion by the Commission. Thereafter, the court cases were settled and dis-
missed without further judicial rulings.

As I indicated in my testimony, the available information regarding public service
announcements is limited. For example, we do not know the extent to which manyof the public service announcements broadcast by the ABC Television Network are
actually broadcast by an affiliated station, because of the station's commitment for
the time period involved. At the same time, we certainly agree it would be valuable
to have more information concerning the impact of PSA's in this area To that end,
as part of our participation in the Department of Justice sponsored National Part-nership to Prevent Alcohol and Drug Abuse Among Youth, we are encouraging the
funding of a research project to review and evaluate the effectiveness of PS A cam-paigns. We have further urged that any PSA's created by the Partnership be field-
tested to ensure that they reach the target audience and have the desired impact.

I hope you and the Sub-committee will find this information of assistance.
Sincerely,

ALFRED R. SCHNEIDER,
Vice President Policy and Standards.

Senator MINN. Ms. Newman made three or four suggestions.
Can I get you to react to them? One, and I will try to summarize it
according to her, it might be advisable to set up a more formal and
accessible community affairs department within each network. I
think you heard the rest of that. I won't repeat Could you react
to that, each of you?

M r. SEGELSTZIN. We do, and it does exist, and it is an outreach
situation all the time. We have special interest meetings, and I
have attended them, and so they are not a well-kept secret. Our
staff are in contact with organizations. Their job is to listen to or-
ganizations, not to hide from them. We had two meetings, I recall,
last year. One in the east and one in the west. They were attended
by what we call "special interest groups", people whose points of

range from the Girl Scouts to the AFL-CIO, National Council
or Negro Women to the gay activists, and all had their say. Two of
those were done; one east, one west.

The previous year we did one with a very large groupnative
Americans, congressional wivesone up in Princeton on values, so
that a lot of tha. is happening and has been happening for some
period of time.

Mr. LEAHY. I have to tell you if somebody wants to get their
hands on me, they have no trouble, so I don't think we are not ac-
cessible. We are very accessible. In addition to what happens on
the network level; at the local level, which is really the face of thenetwork to the community, stations have large community affairs
departments, and, indeed, spend a great deal of time ascertaining
the needs of the community. So that the network speaks to a com-
munity through its affiliate, and i think that dialog is rather effec-tive.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Same thing applies at ABC. There is a communi-
ty affairs office. Jane Paley is the operator. The door is open all the
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time. She works closely with the affiliated stations. She is the one
who determined the hotlines were used, "Something Abcit
Amelia," which dealt with incest, and "Surviving," a recent pro-
gram dealing with suicide. She brought to the table a psychologist
in the medical field to help us in that program.

Senator NuNN. You all believe you are doing satisfactorily in
that area?

Mr. LEAHY. I would just say we are always trying to improve,
Senator, but I think there is accessibility, and there is dialog.

Senator NuNN. Point No. 2 she made, quoting, "if all shows fall-
ing into the episodic format were to do one show a year on chemi-
cal dependency, awareness of the problem and pr ;sible solutions
could be aired, the plot line could stress nonchemical coping skills
and improve positive role models."

Could you react to that?
Mr. SEGELSTEIN. I hce no negative reaction to it. I don't know

whether if you actuall3 sir a count of the shows that are attached
to my statement, whe I would find fundamentally if it is not
every program over the 22 naurs of prime time, then it is close to
it. Some I think perhaps might not be app:opriate or there is a cre-
ative process in which the producer and the editors may choose to
do it, compared to other things.

But on a formalized basis, I don't think it is necessary. I paid
some attention to what Jerry McRaney said. You can get too heavy
handed about it to where kids will tune out or adults will tune out.
So where it is ,:one, it has to be done well. It cannot be just ram-
rodded into every episode and every program, but if it could be
done well, I see no reason why it shouldn't be.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. McRaney is a multifaceted performer, and we
support and encourage his enthusiasm on substance abuse. I would
feel reluctant to legislate that enthusiasm on any creative process.
I don't think it we-Id be effective without the compassion and com-
mitment you saw m Mr. McRaney's testimony. It wouldn't come
across as effectively as it did.

Senator NuNN. When you say "legislate," you are not talking in
reference-

Mr. LEAHY [interposing]. I am talking about the networkthe
network imposing it on the creative community.

Senator NuNN. Thank you.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think the best thing that the Scott Newman

Foundation can do is their award program. Quite frankly, I don't
think we can find ourselves practically in the position of respond-
ingwe deal with 250 special interest groups a year with many
varied concerns. I don't want to set a priority in terms of which is
more serious than others. I think if you look at the schedules of the
networks, you will find that there are throughout the year a
number of programs dealing with the issue, and I think that is
where it has to stay.

Senator NuNN. The third suggestion Senator Roth already cov-
ered in part, but it relates to the times of running public service
ads. Do you have any feeling about whether this would be the
proper subject of either legislation or governmental-type action? Or
do you believe the networks themselves should keep a close moni-
toring of this? A "ou ^atisfied with the amount of exposure? It
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seems to meI don't know what the target group is heremy gen-
eral feeling, based on testimony we have heard, not just today but
over the years, is that this is a pretty young audience you are
aiming for.

For instance, I believe it was ABC, Mr. Schneider, that showed
on your drug abuse spots for 1984, that you had four prime time
out of 77 total with 21 morning, 21 daytime and 35 late night. The
real question is, are you reaching the young audience with those
ads? Are you putting these ads in periods of time when it is very
nonlucrative to the netwc Is and to the affiliates and, therefore,
missintacti audience?

Mr. EIDER. It really does not involve itself in economics al-
though the end is that you can certainly make that determination.
The scheduling of public service announcements are determined by
a separate office outside of the sales or programming department,and they are usually scheduled in several ways.

One, the attempt to reach a particular audience as by reason of
the PSA. Two, whether or not there was room in that program,
both in terms of some programs running short and the time that is
available for a public service announcement. It is left to the local
station as to 'rake that determination as to that particular PSA.
We can insert, as we have done with the "don't drink and drive,"
take five seconds out of a particular area of the program format
and have a special program as we have done in the past with en-
couraging families to watch progr together and from time
to time various efforts are directed tow that kind of activity.

There is no question prime time is less accessible than other day
parts with respect to drug abuse PSA's. We have tried in the early
Saturday morning children's programs to design special 3-minute
segments of a particular program to deal with the issue in a littlemore depth than a 30-second spot. There are a r umber of PSA's.

A number of years ago, they did not direct themselves to peer
approach, as I think some have done here, which are very good. We
found that youngsters were feeling that they were b.Ang talked
down to by some of the PSA's, and we found they were not the ap-
propriate ones. With respect to the partnership on alcohol abuse,
we have suggested a research project that might undertake to findwhat are the appropriate PSA's.

Senator Mimi. Mr. Leahy?
Mr. LEAHY. The only thing I would like to add to that is the per-

ception of what the viewer sees. That is, the basic skeleton network
schedule on top of which the local station inserts its PSA commit-
ment. In our collective homes, we will see a different number of
PSA's in different places, which are the combination of both net-
work and local. So it will increase from a

Senator MINN [interposing). I know advertisers, companies, do a
penetrating audience survey when they place their millions of dol-
lars in advertising; they know what audience they are going for;
they know age groups; they know times; they know who is watch-
ing. I know that is how you sell your programs.

Has anybody for any of your networks done that, to take a look
at what you really are doing with your public service announce-
ments, what audience are penetrating? Have you done a corre-
lation like you do on your normal advertising?
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Mr. LEAHY. I would hope, and I believe, the strategy is in place.
Whether we analyze it to the extent you are discussing, Senator, I
don't know, but clearly the audience composition is known and the
PSA has a desired audience. And I would hope they are marrying
both the desired audience and the composition.

Senator NUNN. Where would we find that out? Could somebody
find that out for us?

Mr. LEAHY. I could find out from CBS.
Senator NUNN. Would you mind each of you submitting a brief

letter back as to whether that has been done and, if so, the results?
[The letters referred to follow:]
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CBS /BROADCAST
GROUP
MS inc., 51 Wee 52 greet
Wee Yolk Neefork100111
(2121 975-20111

Theme F la"
Elsa". Vlos President
CBS Enledeinment
CBS Television PeeesteS

PERM SLI8-rwrq

O
APR -4'11985

rporpnn nrp--s

_
ON INt6"--.1

.Dear Mr. Chairman: April 17, 1985

Thank you for your letter of April 2 and your warm expression of
support. Once again, please permit me, on behalf of CBS, to expreas
my gratitude for the opportunity to share with the Subcommittee some
of the highlights of our recent efforts toward the deglamorization of
drugs as well as other activities which have served to inform the
audiences of the CBS Television Network of the dangers inherent in
substance abuse and the resources available

to assist victims of drug
and alcohol-related problems and tueir families.

In response to your inquiry as to whether Public Service
Announcements scheduled on the CBS Television Network were reachinp,
the target audience, adolescents and young adults, CBS Audience
Research has undertaken a study of the month of January, 1985.
During that month, PSA's dealing with drunk or drugged driving,
alcoholism and substance abuse were scheduled on behalf of the
following organizations:

American Academy of Pediatrics
National Council on Alcoholism
National Institute on Drug Abuse
National Safety Council

S.A.D.D. Students Against Driving Drunk
U.S. Department of T:ansportation

Based on published A.C. Nielsen Company data, an analysis was made of
the potential audiences for the 98 such announcements made available
to our afZiliatea in Januray. If all of these PSA's were carried by
the stations which cleared the program in which they were placed,
estimated total audience impressions were:

Households Adults
18+

Teens

12-17
Children

2-11
Gross Rating Points
(GRP'S) 436.1 250.5 104.0 68.1

Gross Audience
Impressions
(in millions) 370.22 421.97 21.91 22.38

CBSAImeckett Group CBS teienvon Neteseir
CBS Entertainment CBS Sports CBS Nees CBS Teleineron Won* CBS Bad*
CBS ThOncat F.Ims CBS Opeastions and Engineer ag
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Gross Rating Points represent the sum of ratings for all programs in
which the 98 PSAs appeared, each rating point being equal to one percent

of the universe--television households, adults, teens, etc. Gross

Audience Impressions convert Gross Rating Points into millions of

households or audience members.

You have also asked for a summary of the so-called "family viewing "
case, Writer's Guild of America, West, Inc. et al. v. American
Broadcasting Companies, Inc. et al.

This action was brought in 1975 in the U.S. District Court for the

Central District of California . It alleges, inter alia, that the

adoption and application of the Family Viewing amendment to the NAB Code

violated the First Amendment.

The Family Viewing amendment to the NAB Code stated, 1.1 pertinent part:

"Entertainment programming innappropriate for viewing by i

general family audience should not be broadcast during the
first hour of network entertainment programming in prime time
and in the immedir?.ely preceding hour."

The plaintiffs in this case were:

Larry Gelbart
Susan Harris
Norman Lear
William Persky
Paul J. Witt

Danny Arnold
Allan P. Burns
Saaur Denoff

Edwi 3yd Weinberger
Writers Guild of America, West
Directors Guild of America, Inc.
Screen Actors Guild, Inc.
Concept Plus II Productions
Tandem Productions, Inc.
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The defendents were ABC, NBC, CBS, the NAB and the FCC.

Each complaint in this case sought declaratory and injunctive relief
against the private defendants on both First Amendment and antitrust
grounds, and against the government defendants on First Amendment and
Administrative Procedure At theories.

In November 1976, after extensive discovery and a lengthy trial, the
District Court held that the FCC had violated both the First Amendment
and the Administrative Procedure Act, and that the network defendants
and the NAB were liable for violations of the First imendment for
conspiring with the FCC to adopt the family viewing policy and to
enforce it against each other and other FCC licensees.

Defendants appealed and in November 1979, the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals reversed the 1976 District Court decision that the "family
viewing" policy was a violation by the FCC, the NAB and the three
networks of the First Amendment rights of program writers and
producers. The Appellate Court said that, before proceeding in the
District Court, the plaintiffs were required to svbmit to the FCC itself
their charge that the actions of the FCC went beyond legitimate
"jawboning." The U.S. Supreme Court denied plaintiffs' request for
review.

In March 1981, in accordance with the Ninth Circuit's decision, the
District Court ordered plaintiffs' claims against the government
defendants referred to the FCC. After reviewing the facts of the case,
the FCC, in September 1983, ruled that the FCC did not act improperly in
"jawboning" the networks to implement the Family Viewing Rule.

In September 1984, the parties entered into a settlement regarding the
Issues remaining before the District Court. The case was dismissed by
stipulation. As part of the settlement, the parties agreed to keep the
settlement t.21-ms confidential.
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Plea,e be assured that we stand ready to provide any further
clarification the Subcommittee requires on these materials.

Very truly yours,

The Honorable William V. Roth Jr., Chairman,
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,
Committee on Governmental Affairs,
United States Senate,
Washington, D.C. 20510

cc Mr. Robert A. McConnell
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1825 K Street N W
Washington D C 20006 202 §.33 3600

July 19. 1 on5

Received by

Subcomm ittee in Inutiptions

JUL 19 1985

the Honorable William Roth
Chairman
Permanent Subcommittee on Inv,stigations
United States Senate
100 Russell Senate .-e Building
Washinqton, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Roth:

This letter is intended to supplement the testimony
of Mr. Irwin Segelstein, Vice Chairman of the National
Broadcasting Company, Inc., which was presented during
hearings before your Subcommittee March 20, 1985.

In your followup letter to Mr. Segelstein, you asked
for a report an the family viewing hour lawsuit, and
any available information about whether public service
announcements are reaching and having any measurable
impact on the target audience (adolescents and young
adults).

Regarding the family viewing hour request, it is our
understanding that the witness from ABC, Inc., agreed
to furnish that report.

Regarding your second request, NBC first conducted a
review of the available research in order to determine
whether any of that research considered the possible
impact of anti-drug abuse programming on the attitudes
and behavior of young ,,ersons. We found no studies or
surveys focusing on that relationship.
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We then decided to take a survey of our five owned
television stations*/ in order to identify the number

of anti-drug abuse me:-ages broadcast during a fixed

period of time, and to calculate the reach of those

messages to particular viewer groups. We chose
the period Zanuary 1 to May 31, 1985, for this survey.

The anti-drug and alcohol abuse messages included in

this survey ware produced or inspired by such

organizattolis as the National Federation of Parents

for a Drug Free Youth, Alcoholics Anonymous, Students
Against Driving Drunk, Mothers Against Drunk Driving,

National Parent-Teachers Association, National
Institute on Drug Abuse, U.S. Department of Trans-

portation, and the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration. In addition, some of these messages

consisted of station editorials and replies on the

subject of substance abuse.

There are two attachments to this letter. The first

attachment covers the gross, or total, impressions

for each NBC-owned station (listed by city of license)

directed at children, teenagers, and adults (ages 18

to 34).

To demonstrate how to read this chart, take the

statistics for our static," fa Washington, D. C.

That station broadcast 899 messages during the

survey period, generating 742,000 impressions to

teenagers. These messages did not necessarcly reach

742,000 individual teenagers. Rather, this, number

represents the total impressions made on tnose
teenagers who viewed one or more of these messages.

*/ NBC owns and operates five television stations:

WNBC-TV, New York; WMAQ-TV, Chicago; KNBC, Los
Angeles; WRC-TV, Washington, D. C.; WXYC-TV,

Cleveland. These five stations together have

the potenti7.1 to reach approximately 20% of

the nation's television households.
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The second attachment covs-s total survey universe
estimates. Simply put, this chart lists the numner
of persons in each viewer group residing in the local
service area for that station. For example, there
are 729,000 teenagers living in the area served by
our Washington station.

Reading the two charts tc7ether, for our Washington
station, there were 742,000 impressions made to a
potential teenage audience of 729,000 teenagers, for
an average frequency of one message per teenager.
For our stations in Chicago, Los Angeles and Cleveland,
our anti-abuse messages reached teenagers with much
greater frequency than one impression per person.

Beyond this survey, it is impossible for us to measure
program impact, if that tern is defined as the
extent to which viewers are influenced by these
messages. Suffice it so say that we hope these
messages inform, sensitize and in some cases warn
our viewers about the dangers of substance abuse.
Furthermore, we believe this survey of our owned
stations further demonstrates NBC's commitment to
the fight against abuse.

I hope you find this letter responsive to your
inquiries.

RDHJr:alh

Attachments {2)

Sincerely,
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE PSA'S - (Januarr - Mar 1985)

GROSS IMPRESSIONS

NBC OWNED TELEVISION STATIONS

JAN - MT 4, PSA's TEENS ADULTS CHILDREN TOTAL

(12-17) (18 -34) (2-11)

NEW YORK (918) 1,256,000 5,319,000 1,720,000 8,325,000

CHICAGO (548) 3,281,000 10,360,000 6,159,000 20,100,000

LOS ANGELES (585) 5,656,000 24,336,000 10,106,000 0,600,000

WASHINGTON (B99) 742,000 2,571,000 1,251,000 4,567,000

CLEVELAND (945) 2,671,000 9,665,000 2,582,000 15,138,000

TOTAL 5 MARKET 13,808,000 52,501.000 22,121,000 88,730,000

Source: NY, Chi., LA, Wash. NSI
Cleveland ARB

TSA UNIVERSE ESTIMATES

THUS ADULTS CHILDREN

(12-17) (1B-34) (2-11)

NEW YORK 2,013,000 6,121,000 2,851,000

CHICAGO 995,000 3,154,000 1,555,000

LOS ANGELES 1,246,000 4,464,000 2,019,000

WASHINGTON 729,000 2,350,000 1,038,000

CLEVELAND 878,000 2,745,500 1,317,600

TOTAL 5,861,000 16,654,500 6,760,000

Source: NY, Chi., LA, Wash. NSI
Cleveland ARB
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Mr. SEGELsrEiN. We can do that. I do not know the answer to the
question you are asking because there are not as many spots in
prime time as there are in the early morning show or late night
show, but I doubt you would see, for example, a children's spot late
at night to the extent it may be a mismatched audience, as you
suggested.

I would hate to let this pass without going back to the point with
respect to the problem we are talking about here today. There are
programs dealing with it, as you saw in "Different Strokes," the
one Mrs. Reagan appeared on, and other such programs so that
absent PSA's does not mean messages are not being sent at all
during prime time.

In fact, to some extent, those messages are better, more meaning-
ful, more effective when contained within programs, such as "A
Highway to Heaven," 8 o'clock Wednesday, the new Michael
Landon show.

In early evening when the young people are there, they are not
without some kind of message.

Senator NUNN. I would agree with that. I think the more you
can put that in the early programming, which is one of the sugges-
tions, the better off we all will be. If you could let me know wheth-
er there is such analysis and, if so, what it would be. Thank you,Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Rom. Mr. Segelstein, we had gotten the impression
that PSA's were only used in times that were available and not
been sold; is that correct or incorrect? So there would be less time
available?

Mr. SEGEI2rEIN. No. Networks provide or they schedule at NBC
a number of spots that are carved out for PSA's. They are not sold
or unsold spots. They are prepared and provided for public service
announcements, and we see them all the time. You have seen the
most recent barrage, I think heavy, during the question of the
famine in Ethiopia where you saw PSA's quite clearly. Those were
regularly scheduled spots.

There are some public service announcements that the networks
send out to their affiliates where they may be covered by a com-
mercial if the spot is sold out. Where there is no sale, a public serv-
ice announcement plays to the local community. For example, in
the "Today" show where network advertising appears, we send
public service announcements out during the local advertising
breaks and many stations play them and many replace them with
commercials.

I could not. for example, tell you the incidence of playing versus
covering in the local stations. Each of them makes their own
choice. That is why there is some confusion as to whether they are
replaced.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Let me add something to it. I think there are
three different aspects to public service announcements. There are
those we schedule on the network in which there is a rotation
going on in cooperation with the Ad Council and with other inde-
pendent groups who submit public service announcements to the
networks for inclusion in network programs. Those are usually con-
tained in some kind of spots which are unsold, in other times
where there may be a shortage in a particular program that has
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been supplied by a producer, will place in connection with a certain
campaign. Those spots may be accepted by a local station or may
be covered by a local station, either with its own selection or public
service announcements or commercial at their discretion.

There are also spots which are scheduled and placed within a
network program; for example, we were on a priority for "get out
the vote." ABC had its own campaign to see if we could raise voter
registration, voter participation just before this past election, and
we scheduled within our network with cooperation of our affiliates
and own stations and particular schedules, as we have done with
drunk driving. You have various programs and priorities which
take place from time to time dictating a public service.

The dangerous thing you can do with programs is there are a
number of special interest groups, each thinking that their particu-
lar problem is the most important and you must obtain a cer-
tain-

Senator NUNN (interposing(. We see that occasionally around
here.

Chairman ROTH. I don't want to bring this to a close, but it is 2
o'clock. Let me make one .!omment, if I might, on special interest.
As Sam Nunn said, we are well aware of that. On the other hand, I
have to say in all candor, I look upon drug abuse and alcohol abuse
in a little different category than at least what we here on the Hill
call "special interest."

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I do, too, Senator.
Chairman ROTH. Let. me put it this way: We appreciate what the

networks are doing, but like all constituents, we would like you to
do more. We think this is a key problem. We think the television is

a factor and has an impact on this problem, while it certainly is
not the only factor, it is a very important one, and so I would hope
that all three networks would review and help us --

Mr. LEAHY. !interposing]. Just on that one point, I forgot to men-
tion, in the prime time aspect of public service, during the holiday
weekend, periods, both at Christmas and New Year's last year, we
followed every show in prime time with voice over drunk driving
messages for that 3-day period. We did use prime time very effec-
tively during a special period.

Chairman ROTH. Let me in closing these hearings just say the
bottom line, I hope you all three have enough influence to make
these entire hearings a public service announcement.

I think Mr. Rinzel has something.
Mr. RINZEI.. I just wanted to submit for the record, Mr. Chair-

man, if there is no objection, a letter from MTV Networks, Inc.,
which sets forth its programming guidelines relating to drug abuse
and some accompanying materials.

The material referred to follows:(
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MTV NETWORKS INC

hIich.k Vonteld
\ice President
Program Standa-d. and Pubh, Rt,poiralotht

March 14, 1q85

Mr. Dan Rin.T1
Staff Director
Permanen Subcommittee on Investigations
S.R. 100
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Rinzel:

I enjoyed our recent meeting and am writing in response to
questions you raised concerning MTV Networks Inc. (MTVN), the music video
industry and the important subject of drug and atcohol abuse by the young.

At the outset, I wish to reiterate that MTVN is keenly aware of its
social responsibility tc provide programming of the highest quality and
to inform its viewers about social issues relevant to them. In this
regard, our video channels have:

Voluntarily adopttJ program content guidelines relating to drug
and alcohol abuse.

Aired a significant number of Public Service Announcements
(PSA's) warning against drug and alcohol abuse in addition to
messages on behalf of a large number of community organizations.

Begun working with the New Jersey State Governor's "Committee
on Children's Services Planning" to collaborate on the
production of a series of PSA's discouraging drug abuse by
young people.

In order to help you to better understand the nature of our
ousiness, allow me to provide you with some backgound on MTVN and the
relatively new video music industry. MTVN distributes three basic cable
networks--Nickelodeon, MTV: Music Television (MTV), and VH-1/Video Hits
One. Cable operators license our services and provide them to
subscribers as part of the "basic" cable package, i.e., subscribers to
basic service do not pay a premium fee for MTVN services as they do for
premium movie channels.

75 Rockefeller Plaza Ne York New York 115119 (212)484-80;2
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The Nickelodeon channel is a 13-hour per day, seven day per week,
young people's entertainment service which serves audiences ranging from

pre-schoolers through teenagers, and which has earned recognition by

national parent and teacher groups. As of December lt84, based on the

A. C. Neilsen National Meter, there were 24.0 million households

subscribing to a basic cable package offering Nickelodeon.

The MTV channel is a 24-hour per day, seven day per week. rock
video music service offering a programming format which blends video

music clips with on-air personalities (*VJs.), music news, original

animation, on-air contests, interviews with recording artists, concert
tour information, promotions, specials and documentaries. As of December

1984, based on the A. C. Neilsen National Meter, there were 25.4 million
households subscribing to a basic cable package offering MTV. The MTV

channel is designed for young adult viewers between the ages of 12 and 34

years old, who are rock music fans.

VH -1/Video Hits One was launched on January 1, 1985, with over
three million households subscribing to a basic cable package offering

the service. It is a 24-hour per day, seven day per week video music

service designed to appeal to the 25-54 year old contemporary music

viewer. Videos programmed on this service include contemporary and soft
rock, some rhythm and blues and some country music. The VH-1 program
format blends these video music clips with VJs, celebrity news stories

and interviews with recording artists.

As we discussed, music videos are visual versions of popular audio

recordings. They are generally produced by record companies or recording

artists for the purpose of promoting record sales. Although music videos
hai teen produced prior to the introduction of MTV in 1081, they took on
greater significance to the record companies and recordio artists in the

United States after the introduction and success of the MTV channel.

Music videos constitute a new art form which was popularized by

MTV. MTVN is committed to presenting its product in a manner designed to
entertain its viewers and to satisfy their programming preferences, while
at the same time fulfilling the company's social responsibility to the

public to present programming of the highest quality.

Accordingly, with regard to drugs and alcohol, MTVN has voluntarily
adopted program content guidelines which exclude videos which endorse,

condone or glamorize illegal drug use or alcohol abuse. All videos

submitted to us for consideration are reviewed with the above guidelines

in mint.

As we have indicated, videos are furnished to us as finished

products and while we are not involved in the creative development of a

video or its content, there is an awareness of and respect for our

standards by suppliers who are interested in the videos being aired on

our channels.
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With specific reference to Public Service Announcements (PSA's),
the company's three channels have aired a significant number of PSA's
warning against drug and alcohol abuse. We have also shown messages on
behalf of a large number of community service or ?nizations, including:
National Institute on Drug Abuse, Office of Smoking and Health, American
Lung Association, American Cancer Society, Leukemia Society of America,
American Red Cross, National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse, The
Crime Prevention Council, Planned Parenthood, National Safety Council,
American Dental Association, American Diabetes Association, Alliance to
Save Energy, United Negro College Fund, Joint Council for Economic
Education, National Dairy Council, National Wildlife Federation, The
Forest Service, Big Brothers/Big Siste.s, National 4-H Council, Boys
Clubs of America and Girl Scouts of the JSA.

I am enclosing two recent press releases issued by the company, one
of which relates to a drug abuse PSA and one of which relates to a voter
registration PSA. MTV was the first to air an anti-drug PSA featrring
characters from the motion picture, 'Gremlins". Because of the its
exposure on MTV, the 'Gremlins. PSA generated strong international
response and interest--and as a result has just won an International
Broadcasting Award. We are proud of the role we take in helping to
educate young people at 'xi important community issues such as these.

Also in the area of drug abuse PSA's, we have been working with the
U. S. Department of Health/Office of Public Health to air one of its
PSA's. Similarly, we have been working with the New Jersey State
Governor's "Committee on Children's Services Planning" to collaborate on
the production of a series of PSA's discouraging drug abuse by young
people. The project is supported both by the Governor's Committee and
NTV (via donations of on-air time, production supervision, editorial
counsel, press, promotion, etc.I.

The company has also been responsive in the area of alcohol abuse
having aired numerous PSA's on that subject on behalf of such groups as
the Will Rogers Institute and Alanon.

The airing of PSA's by MTVN is done on a voluntary basis. None of
our agr^ements with cable operators requires us to perform this service.

In response to your other inquiries concerning MTVN and music
videos in general, record companies have provided MTV with rock music
videos at no cost to MTV since promotional value is derived from their
exhibition on MTV. The company has also concluded agreements with
certain record companies (CBS, Geffen, RCA, MCA and PolyGram) which, in
exchange for payments and in some cases advertising time, will assure the
continued availability of music videos to MTV and will provide some
videos for periods of exclusivity on MTV. The terms of these agreements
are proprietary and are required to be kept confidential.
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The decision to select a song for video treatment is the decision

of the artist and record company. The video is seen as a promotional
tool, with the artist and record company generally trying to pick the

best songs from an album to put into video music format, all in hopes of

furthering record sales.

The MTV channel has played over 2,500 titles since its inception in

1981. These titles have generally included the top rock music releases

as well as those that are less well-known, all of which are produced by

record companies and artists.

Music videos are also exhibited via broadcast television, UHF

stations, other pay and basic cable networks, home video devices, video

music clubs, nightclubs and discos. (There is also a service known as a

video pool, which is essentially a distribution service formed to

purchase videos and then distribute them to nightclubs, etc.)

In addition to the PSA press releases, we have enclosed a

representative listing of MA's aired by the company as well as some

other descriptive pieces about MTVN. Our annual report will be publ.shed

later this Spring and I will be happy to furnish one to you should you

wish.

We believe we exercise our responsioility to the audience we serve

with professionalism and good taste. Should you have additional

questions, please let me know.

MY /cm

cc: Barbara Kammerman

1 01

Sincerely yours,
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Specific Examples of Public Service Announcements
Aired by MTV Networks Inc

Name of Sponsor Group PSA Description
(Where Available) (Where Available)

1) American lung Association Brooke Shields

2) Leukemia Society of America Tan

3) Leukemia Society of America Quincy

4) leukemia Society of America Chips

5) Leukemia Society of America 14AS'11

6) Band Aid PSA Fight World Hunger

7) Child Abuse Prevention N/A

8) Interfaith Hunger Appeal N/A

9) Peace Corps N/A

10) American Red Cross N/A

11) Humane Society Pet Owners

12) Environmental Protection Agency Save Your Energy

13) Environmental Protection Agency Asbestos Information

14) Keep \merica Beautiful Clea) Community

15) Aid to Higher Education N/A

16) N/A Forest Fire/Smokey Bear

17) United Negro College Fund N/A

18) Crime Prevention N/A

19) People for he American Way "Eggs"

20) People for the American Way "Music"

21) People for the American Way "Sports"

22) N/A MTV Cigarette MASH

23) American lung Association Freedom from Smoking

1 112
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24) American Lung Association "Non-Smokers Rights"

25) The Hunger Project "The Time Has Come"

26) Distilled Spirits Council NFL Discus Spot

27) Leukemia Society of America Symptoms

28) U. S Navy 'Controller"

29) U. S. Navy "Supply Officer"

3D) Juvenile Diabetes "Get A Handle On It"

31) N/A basketball Stars/Anti-Smoking

32) N/A Peer Group/Anti-Sm

33) AMC Cancer Research Center Rock'n'Roll To Go Album

34) Institute for Drug Education Drug Abuse/Parents Resource

35) Alliance to Save Energy " Slithering Energy"

36) National Committee for Prevention

of Child Abuse "Take Time Out"

37) American National Red Cross "Chorus"

38) Forest Service/U. S. Department

of Agriculture "7,,0 Million Years"

39) Department of Transportation "Crashing Glasses"

40) Independence Sector "Lend a Hand"

41) Crime Prevention Council "Jenny"

42) Leukemia Society of America "Aren

43) Leukemia Society of America 'Town"

44) National Institute on Drug Abuse "Teddy Bear" (Marijuana)

45) Alliance to Save Energy "Slithering Energy"

46) United Negro College Fund "Leontyne Price"

47) American Cancer Society "A Lony Time Ago" (Cigarettes)

48) American Cancer Society "Daddy Told Me" (Cigarettes)

49) National Institute on Drug Abuse "It's A Fact: Pot Hurts/Locker
Room" (Marijuana)

SO) National Institute on Drug Abuse "It's A Fact: Pot Hurts/
Comments" (Marijuana)
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51) National Institute on Drug Abuse "Just Say No" (Various Drugs)

52) Office of Smoking and Health 'Star Wars Robot" (Cigarettes)

53) Nassau County Medical Center
"We're Not Candy" (Medicine)

54) Will Rogers Institute
"Brooke Shields" (Alcohol)

55) National 4-H Council
"Community Service"

56) National 4-H Council
"Computers"

S7) National 4-H Council
"Conservation"

58) National Dairy Council "Copies"

59) Forest Service "Anti Pollution"

60) American Dental Assoc.
"Don't Get Bad Mouthed"

61) American Lung Assoc.
"Don't Let Your Lungs Go To
Pot" (Marijuana)

62) National Dairy Council "Eat To Win"

63) National Dairy Council "Family Breakfast"

64) Girl Scodts of America 'Famous Formers"

65) National 4-H Council "Food S Fitness"

66) Bonneville Me!la Comm 'Told 0-"

67) Forest Service "Jeffrey Pine"

68) National Wildlife Fed. "Kermit The Frog S Fozzie"

69) Alabama Power Company "Louie Lightning dug/Home"

70) Alabama Power Company "Louie Lightning Bug/Power
Lines"

71) Boys Club of America More Than A Club"

72) Will Rogers Institute "Obesity"

73) American Dental Assoc. "On Guard"

74) American Dental Assoc "Overboard"

75) Planned Parenthood "Parents-Teen Service"

76) National Safety Council "Pedestrian Visibility"

77) National Satety Council "Playground Safety"

78) National Dairy Council "Prospecting For Snacks"

F I 4
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79) Virginia Conference "Recyclable" 'Alcohol)

Council on Ministries

80) Will Rogers Institute " Ricky Schroder/Kid Snacks"

81) will Rogers Institute "Ricky Schroder/Kids Sports
Safety"

82) Bonneville Media Comm 'Right Moment"

83) National Safety Council "Road Runner-Coyote"

84) Alabama Power Company "Sailing Bug"

85) National Safety Council "School Bus Safety"

86) American Dental Assoc. "Scoops on Scrub"

87) American Diabetes Assoc "Scott Baio"

88) National Safety Council "Seesaw/Crossing"

89) Boy Scouts of America "Snoopy's Cub Pack"

90) American Dental Assoc. "Super Dooper Sugar Snooper"

91) National Safety Council "Swing/Slide"

92) Planned Pa-enthood "Talk Fith Your Teens"

93) Al-Anon/Family Groups "Teenager" (Alcohol)

94) American Humane Society "Travis & His Dad"

95 Planned Parenthood "Unintended Teen Pregnancy"

96) Girl Scouts of America "VIP's"

97) Bonneville Media Comm "Who Broke My Window"

98) American Dental Assoc "Witches Brew"

99) People for Ethical "Chilly Dog"

Treatment of Animals

100) People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals "Hot Dog"

1' )5
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Contact: Dorene B. Lauer
Manager, MTV Publicity

MTV TO TELECAST 'VOTER REGISTRATION'

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS STARTING SEPTEMBER 3

MTV: MUSIC TELEVISION will telecast a series of PSAs, sterung September 3, urging
young people to register to vote. These 30 second spots will feature chips from videos by
rock personalities such es Cynch Limper, Huey Lewis and Peter Wolf, es well as a tag line
from the artist, suggesting that viewers register to vote. In addition, several stylized
conceptual video spots will be produced for this public service campaign.

The voter registration PSAs ere produced by Danny Goldberg and Tim Sexton for Citizen's
Vote, a non-partisan, non-profit organization. The PSAs will be airected by music video
luminaries including Martin Kahan (Motley Crue's "Too Young To Fall In Love," Ian
Hunter's "Ail Of The Good Ones Are Taken); Jay Dubin (Billy Joel's "Uptown Girl" end
"Goodnight Saigon"); Francis Delia (Rockwell's "Somebody's Watching Me," Well of
Voodoo's "Mexican Radio" k end Jeff Stein (The Cars' "You Might Think').

Les Garland, Vic° President, Programming, MTV: MUSIC TELEVISION commented, "In
the 1980 election only 38% of all the eligible 18-24 year olds voted. Since a large
percentage of MTV's audience is in that age bracket, we decided to run the PSA's to
encourage those people not registered to vote, to exercise their voice in aemocracy."

MTV: MUSIC TELEVISION is 6 programming service of MTV NETWORKS INC.

'a,

072784

I683P

M-3, M-I1
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Contact: Donald A. Bridges
Vice PresidenP ...,rporete Communications

Dorene B. Lauer
-Manager, MTV Publicity
(212) 944-4758

MTV TO TELECAST DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PSA

Starting this week, MTV: muac TELEVISION wiU telecast s special drug abuse

prevention public service announcement. The 60-second spot, featuring characters from

the Werner Bros. film "Gremlins," will premiere on MTV, Wednesday, November 14. The

PSA was directed and produced by Seth Pinaker of N. Lee Lacy Associates for ACTION, a

division of the Federal Government, in association with the National Institute on Drug

Abuse.

111384

1888P

M-3, M-11

MTV MUSIC TELEVISION IS A PROGRAMMING SERVICE OF MTV NETWORKS INC

75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N Y 10019 (212) 484-8680
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Mr. RINZEL. It is also our stairs understanding that the Direc-
tors Guild recently adopted a resolution to encourage its members
to take steps to deglamorize drugs and alcohol abuse, and I request
the record be kept open for a period of two weeks to allow the addi-
tion of that information.

[The information received subsequent to the hearing, follows:I
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April 2, 1985

Mr. Charles H. Morley
Chief Inves'igator
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chuck:

Following is clarification of the motion passed by
the National Board of the Directors Guild of America

at its meeting on March 2, 1985.

It was unanimously moved, seconded and
carried to concur in the Senate res)lution
urging the entertainment industry to con-
tinue to use the enormous resources at its

aisposal to communicate the dn.:gaze of drug

usage to our citizens and to deglamorize
drug and alcohol abuse through such positive
efforts.

If you require anything further, please let me know.

Si9cerely,

1 9

,/(--de,e4/
Michael H Franklin
National Executive P -ector

2,3115, 1220

2'2 MO 0310
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Chairman ROTH. Without objection. Thank you very much. The
subcommittee is in recess.

[Whereupon at 2 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

PREPARED STATEMENT 010 LARRY STEWAICT FOR PRODUCERS, WHITENS, ()MEV-TOES
CAUCUS

SIENDOR WIN AMA MEMBERS Cr 111E CONEITTEE, I AM PLEASED 10 BE ME TODAY REPFUMENTING

THE PECOLICERS, WRITERS, DIRECIORS CAUCUS, 10 TELL YOU AECLIT OUR EFECITIS 10 DEGIAICRIZE

112 USE AND ABUSE OF AU:OHCL AND MUDS Ct4 IELEVISICS AIM IN FILMS FOR OVER TWO YEARS,

WE HAVE BEEN PARTICIPATING 10 CREATE AN AWARENDIS WITHIN CUR I/USW 10 PROVIDE RE-

SPONSIBLE GUIDCINES AIRED AT DECREASING DIE FORIRAYAL OF ALCOHOL UM Ct4 PRIME TIME

TELEVISICN. CAMMDLY, WE ARE SURPRISED 10 FIN) =SELVES BEECRE THIS =CATE HEARING

BECAUSE CC.. EFECRIS HAVE LARGELY SEEN CCKFIxED 10 INIER-ACTICN WITH CUR =LEAGUES IN ISE

CREATIVE ONMUNITY SING. WI urr,AN (AIR mon IN THIS AREA IHE INIERED kV AWARD=

IN HOLLYWC00 HAS GLOM AS nactorsArat BY THE FACT THAT THREE OF am CAUCUS IONBERS -

RENEE VALLNTL, PiuslImr MOULICLItS GUILD, IfFINAls RUSH, PRESIDENT OF COUJNBIA

TtlEvISION GROUP AM) WSW', A SO SERVE ON THE BOARD OF DIRECICRS WITH TICE

ENTERTAINWEYT INDUSTRIES COUNCIL, INC

111E CALLUS FOR PFCCUCIRS, WRITERS, AND DIRECIORS IS tor A CHILD, IT Is tor A UNICS,

IT IS KIT A LOBBYING CR11P, IT IS AN CRGANITATION OF EIRE 175 D1MVIDUALS,
MANY OF

Mil ARE ENTREPREAEINS MAID ARE FtESFCNSIBLE FOR INAT 111E AMERICAN PUBLIC VIEWS C14 TEL-

EVISICN EVERY NIGHT WE HAVE PORMED THIS CAUCUS FOR 111E PURPOSE OF ASSUNDO A KBE

DIRECT RESPONSIBILITt 10 THE AMERICAN VIEWING PLNLIC IN TELEVISION PICGRANKINO

RELATED FIELDS CAT WE CO IN OUR WORK :AS AN iuPAcr ON 70 MILLION PEOPLE EVERY NIGHT.

IN 1.982, BEIVEEN SEPTEMBER 5 AND THANKSGIVING, THREE TRAGEDIES FOZIED FELLYNCCO

FIRST, MARY MARTIN AND JANET GAYNDR WERE CRITICALLY INJURED IN A CAR ACCIEENT CAUSED

BY A ORME DRIVER. SECCAND, NATALIE 11031D, AFTER A FL GLASSES OF WINE, SLIPPED AND

DOMED TRYING 10 POIKIBI AN ACT SHE HAD PERFORMED MARROW TIMES. MO THIRD, BILL

113IIE1 DIED ALCM IN HIS ROOM BE.:AUSE HE WAS TOR DRUM1 10 KNOW THAT HE WAS BLEEDING 10

MATH. 11EM TRAGEDIES HELPED WAKE ITS UP ME MADE US PAY A LOT MORE ATTENTICN 10 THIS

NOBLER AND OUR RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE AMERICAN VIEWING AUDIENCE.

(107)
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SOON AFTER TILAmscivING CRS AIRED A IcrAL TELEVISION SERIES Ose FIVE NETKSPIECES CALLED

TIE "HCELTACOD ALcCIDLIC TILE ONMEITATNI ItrIMOuCED =IKE perpARD, JAN CLAritti,

GARY CHOSEN, SILECKIF GREEN, AND OTHERS - ALL FAMILIAR pERSCNALITIES - MIN ARE ADMIT-

11D, BUT RECOVERING, ALCOMLics ThEY TAILED ABOUT THEIR MN Itf:viDuAL PECBLINS DEAL-

HITH ALCOHOL WITHIN THEIR MILIEU AND IN FILMS, AND AS THEY BEGAN 10 TALE, A RE.,-

CLONING TIME HAPPENED They WERE REQUIRED Fit II TIME 10 TIME,VMD UNE AM) MORE OFTEN,

70 PERFORM will A CLASS OF ALCCH21. IN THEIR HANDS THEY BEGAN 10 NOTICE UNTO THEL6ELVE3

"WE'RE DOING IT TOO MUCH EVERYTIME WE WALK INTO A FIXIM, THE ICE IS ALREADY THERE. WE

EVEN WALK INTO AN ELEVATOR AND SCHIEHLE SAYS 'SO YOU WANT A " WHAT THEY OZNCLUDED

WAS THAT BEV Eau= THEIR CAIN MESSAGE AHD ENDED UP AS MPEIESS ALCOHOLICS FKII1EVER,

WE FELL THEY HUI) Fur Rau our TITAT THEY ARE ALcouctas win A GREAT DEAL OF HCFE,

AND THEY FINALLY RIOXATT Hopf 10 IS.

I AM THE CHAIRmAN OF TILE DRIX. AID ALCCNOL ABUSE CCINITTEE OF THE CAUCUS. I HATCHED THAT

SID/ As DID A En 011LER PIMPLE ON OUR COMMITTEE WE 0Or TOGETHER 10 IDOL( INTO THAT NO-

'nom ART. HL, HIE LTTLATIVs ARTISTS MK) MANUFACTURE TELEVISICN, GOING SCMETTUFE 10 ADO

To TILL mr111 TITAT ALair)L IS AN OKAY TILING 10 1X7' HUE WE KITTING A SLAILImINAL STAID a+

ALCOHOL-RELATLD BEHAvion AS BEir- PERFECTLY ALRICMT, WE DISCuSSED THIS IN CONITTEE,

AM) TIEN WE ANNE:ACD THAT WE HAD MUM) THE ENEMY, AM HE WAS us WE WERE THE ONES MK)

CREATED 'DIE lax moms, AM) (INSTANTLY PUT A GLASS OF AUZOROL IN THEIR HANN, AND WE

SOLD 'DOT 10 'III' AnnucAN runilc war( NicaiT So WE 'HNC To TIFF CALcus AND we LAID THE

NOTION our lo mAyiu Ai All. mirrirmr, ALoclioL UST: TOO mum MO MUcli loco: IS

HAPPENING C*: a.EvisToN, AND As proDucERs DIRECTORS, AN) HRITERs, YF HER. RISICKSIBLE

FOR THAT

AMR 'CH DISCUSSICN, 11U CAUCUS aiARGED THE COMMITTER 10 FIND A WAY TO REVERSE THIS

TREND IN DOING so, WI 511111) itrAvII..f ON THE JAMS DE FCE AID WARREN BROM STUMM THAT

WERE REONIENDED SY A DIRECTOR OF 'THE JEFFERSTNS TELEVISION SIKH/ OREM AND DE DX

room as impROviNG .,11o10.1 JI ITTIMN'S IMAM flY LIMITING AILCNOL USE ON TILE SHOW, AND

TIE? ALSO HAD lICM77) StrurasruiLy 11111 PEOPLE FIKAT "08511", "(IL IN HIE FAMILY ", 'THE

112
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BOPERS", AND 'air t AT A TIME AFrot CAREFULLY sitTNING THEIR RisrAnoi, WE Awe=

THEIR AppflOACII

IN CARRYING OUT OUR GOALS, we CECIIk2) WE WERE NOT GOING 10 BE A PRwSSURE GROUP WE ARE

IN A BUSINESS THAT FACES EVERY PRESSURE GUS' THAT WAS EVER BORN, AND WE DID NOT WANT

70 LCOME COLLEAGUES PRESSURING COLLEAGUES OUR TACTICS WERE NOT 10 POLICE, NOT 10

INTIMIDATE, our 10 CREATE SOMEIHING THAT WOAD MAKE SOME SENSE TO CUR COLLEAGUES FROM

111S, 111E WHIM PAPER ENTITLED 'WE'VE ECNE SOME 'THINKING" WAS BCFN THAT oavrAns THE

FOLLGUING SUGGESTINS

1 TRY NOT 10 GLAMORIZE THE DUNKING CR SERVING OF ALCOHOL AS A SCPHISTICAIED

OR AN ADULT PURSuIT

2 AVOID STONING IMF USE OF ALowi. GRATuri0L6LY IN 1106E CASES "HEN AMMER

BEVERAGE War BE EASILY AND FITTINGLY SUBSTITUITD

3 TH 'CT 10 SIM DRINKING ALCOHOL AS AN ACTIVITY WHICH IS SO "Nommiu. THAT

EVERYONE MUST INCULGE. ALLOW CHARACTERS A CHANCE 10 WEISE AN ALCOIOLIC

DRINK BY INSLUDING NON-ALCOECLIC ALTERNATIVES.

TRY NOT 10 SUN EKCESSIVE DRINKING 4I1HOUT CONSEQUENCES, OR WITH ONLY

PLEASANT CONSEQUDCM

5 DELENSTRATE THAT THERE ARE NO MIRACULOUS REOOVER'ES FREW ALOCHOLISM, NOR -

MADLY, IT IS A MOST DIFFICULT TASK

6 DON'T Assoc1ATr DRINKING ALCOHOL Will MACHO pC1151.111S IN SUCH A WAY THAT

iLLAVy DRINKING Is A Hal, ,11040,4T FOR PROVING CNE'S SELF AS A MAN

7 pc6TRAy 1HE REACTION OF OTHERs TO HEAVY ALCONCL DRAKING, ESPEcIALLy 111101

IT ANY BE A CRITICISM

THIS 'WHITE PAPER WAS snYT TO ;,000 wRITERS, 2,300 DIRECTORS, 703 PICEUGERS, ALL NET-

WORK HEADS, AND ApPEARLO IN Daly MAGAZINE 41111 A SUBSCRIPTION OF 10,000 INDUSTRY MEM-

ERE WHAT WE HAVE SLGGESTDD '0 OUR Cc1LEAGUES IS THAT WE WIRE ALL GUILTY OF SOMETHING

'MAT WE WERE Nor PAYING I.Nounfl VrTENTION 70 WE ASICED 111134 TO JOIN us IN THINKING ABOUT

113
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THIS PROBLEM AND TO SEE IF MERE WAS A WAY TO OORRECT THIS SITUATION THAT WE HELPED

CREATE AM) THEY HAVE JOINED US WE ARE GETTING A LOT OF RETURN FROM OUR II 3LLEAGUES

WHO ARE SAYING. "MY GOD, WE mem REALIZED WF WERE DOING THAT WE DIDN'T REALM THAT

OUR STARS Inn DRINKING ILO NMI ON OUR SHOWS"

WHAT OUR CEMITITE HAS ATTEUPITO 10 DO WAS TO BRING AN IDEA TO THE ATTENTION CF THE

CREATIVE CCOMUNITY, AND WE FELT cowmen THAT THAT CUMMUNITy WOULD RESPOND IN A POS-

ITIVE WAY ON ITS OWN AND THAT'S ENE APPROACH WE TOOK WE THOUGHT WE ARE SENSIBLE

PEOPLE AND WERE TALKING 10 SENSIBLE PEOPLE - OUR COLLEAGUES WE ARE NOT A CENSORSHIP

UODY, tn. AEU. SU1 W1NL tEl TILL 111. -pow aIvr' 11EN SIC= NI:MIMI 1111LIH ivmt CN 110

COAT, WE ARE NOT (DING TO TELL "CHEERS" TO OCHE CM THEIR DOORS BECAUSE IT'S ABOUT

A BAR BUT IF DRINKING T MIME TO THE STEM, WHY SRN IT' IF IT IS GERMANE, POR-

TRAY IT BUT CO SD WITH THE AWARJO THAT METIER WE LIKE IT ER mar, THE PEOPLE WE

CREATE urozmr (IDLE MEWS 111AT IS WHAT WE ASKED FOR - THE AWARENESS OF OUR OOLLEACUES.

WE THINK WE WORK WITH AND ARC PART OF A ZENSITIVE AND CARING GROUP OF PECFLE, WE CO

0H THAT WE WORK WITH A DEDICATED GROUP OF PEOPLE RIO UNDERSTAND OUR IMPACT IN PRIME-

TIVr rmrvisicti AND WE Amt' TO OE RESPONSIBLE ABIOJT IT

SINCE nu IULLASI, 01 110. P4PLR 110 CAUCTS IIAS RUIN RDDOCNIZLD AS TIC LEADLR IN 111E

CREATIVE COM:NITS IN 11E PURSUIT OF DOGLAMORIZING OF rmr USE OF ALOOMOL CAN 111J-VISIoN

AFTER TAO YEARN 111 CAUM CAN NOTE WITH PRILC 4 1EASIIRABLE IMPACT OF MIL succalarials

OFFERED IN 'WE'VE DONE SOME THINKING"

THE FOLLOWING GVUTLES REPRESENT NOT ONLY THE PROGRAMS MENTION BUT THE APPLICATION OF

THE cam= AS IT IWOLLTs Pillow= OF THE smws

1t4
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A oFfISION WAS 1tAur DY THE PECOLCMS OF 'MATT EICUSION'', AND WHAT HAD BE-

COWL A 'FORMAT' UtINAINE SaM (WITH NO MIATICHSHIP 113 IIIL pun) WAS CHANGED ME

-KEW- SCLNE RETAINS BUT MT BEVERAGE ARE N:01 MN-ALCOHOLIC CAUCUS 141313ER DUKE

VINCENT, SUPERVISING PRODUCER OF HOUSTION, CMFIESIED THAT THE WHITE DAPER SPURRED ME

CHANGE

EVEN THOUGH MOST OF THL DUNKING PORTRAYED ON "DALLAS" (AND THERE WAS A IDT) WAS IN

SUPPORT OF HE ',Er-471w IMAGES OF 93E OF THE CHARICTERS, A RECENT REPORT MN ME OF

THE 'DALLAS' IMCMAR OIRLTTORS TOLD US THAT ME USE OF ELICOHEL IN "DALLAS' PECGRAN3

HAE BEEN CUT WIN 93E Y PUCE* "CRLY WHIM IT HELPS SATISFY ME incr. SE MS

TO 3 11/F MU MN

A RD:LW EPISODE. OF "ULMER" [LAD FRED CRYCR, WHO PLAYS RUEEIER, TELLING HIS PAREER

"I'll (D1M, Ida AM) HAY/ A MIR IN FACT WAYBE I'LL HAVE 1110 OR TIMIE " LINES

you IN TIE rlIEHT [AWE OF MI SCRIPT IN 11F SEEOND DRAFT iturnra EXPRESSED LIES FRUS-

TRATICNS 'Imam THIS BUM INCLUDED WHEN ASKED AMIN THE DELETION, 'me accurivE PIO.-

DUCFR 111AT 1111118, AN) PARTICULARLY FRED DRYER, WERE CINSIDCRED MOLE ICCEL S,

AND THAT 11E POLICY WAS TO AVOID ALCOHOL USE IN THE SHOWS WHERE PCSSIME HE EXPLAINED

EURTIRIL TILIT wurrin OF MC MISCUE IIAD NOT KNOW TIE POLICY AND 90 HAD MIMED
DIALLE[1,1

ME /MEE PROLIIANS CCSCRILLED RLPRLSINT ME MOULT OF FOUR SEPARATE CONDANIES

TOGETHER ARE RESPONSIBLE IM OVER TWENEY-7713 HOURS OF FADE TIME TELEVISICI1 WE HAVE

VT MONITORED CUR COLLEAGUES' WM BUT OTHERS HAVE A RECENT CEIEEENT To THE cAtrus

REpResarrivrive AT A JUSTICE OLVARTIENT CLINFEREICE ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE INDICATED THAT

110 OFCANIZATICKS IIIIICH 113111111 ME PC/32$ M OF AIL313-1C BEVERAGE LEE IN THE

/MY OF iNTI1ETAIHHEET IMTlJUTE, IIAVI rourrrn To THEIR EfINIFIIS 111AT 1111111- LAS 15101 A

DRAMATIC naccrioN OF 11.(1301. RSI IN THOSE PROMANS

1,15
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AT 11115 TIM] 1111 (AL* pRIPAP.D MI ITPDATI OF WE WHITT' PAPER WHIM IS ADDRESSED 10

1111' SAME 01 (01.11A:LTS AS A ROAINDI.R, AND 10 111E NEW PIDPLL WIC NAVE liNIERED

ItIAL,MH AM) rul FIMIT rINI 11. WILL INCLUDI 11)1 IIIIODLX FRS, WRI11 AID DIRIr -

11ac, W110 Al) INVOI VII, IN ,IAY I all DRAM

WHESEVER 1110 CAUCUS APPROACH HAS BEEN EXPLAINED IC PECPLE OF LIKE MIND AND INTERESTS,

THE RECEPTICN HAS ALWAYS BEE)] CNE OF ENTHUSIASTIC ACCEPTANCE AND ADMIRATION WEI FILT.EvE

OUR suCICE35 IS OA= ON TWO PRINCIPLES /MEP IT SIMPLE, AND DCN'T TRY 10 APPLY

PRESSURE

AT A RLI2MT MELTING OF MR OCANITFEE THE SUBJECT or DcalswE MIS -USG AND ABUSE CF AL-

COWL A.1D DRUGS IN THEATRICAL MOTION PICTURES WAS r ISCUSSED ERAS THAT TARGETED THE

YOUTH MABK1T Inv pnrrricuimuY ADIALFSSFD 1ff MOMITIS OF THE ONMITITE FELT THAT THE

(ALOIS arNT TO 1Y171,CP A LONCIrT THAT wEtTLD OMR AN INCENTIVE FOR FILM (REDUCERS 10

SIGNIFICANTLY air mac AND HOPLTULLY CINPLETELY ELIMINATE SCENES WHICH DLT.ICT THE SUB -

STANK AItt-o

THE %CIDERS OF TIE COMMITTEE FELT THAT 1St SAME PRINCIPLES USED IN TELEVISICN COULD

APPLY TO FILM IT WAS lOWEVIR 11IL RETIE: MOT( OF RAISING THE AWARENESS LEVEL THAT

SPIRRID 7111 inS(1,)0N

UNLIKE THE 111.111SION INDUSTRY MUCH CAN BE APPIEACHED WITHIN A FAIRLY TIGHT PERIMETER

OF ACTIVITY 111E FIIA INDUSTRY IS WORLD WIDE AND OFFERS A CONSTANTLy CLINGING ARRAY OF

PTCOITHS, PRI notCCITES NO TENSER ARE THEIR SIX OR SEVEN STUDIO MOGULS WND

CAN SIMPLY WUCE AN FDIC!' 70DAY IS 1SF DAY OF THE IICEPENDANT PRODucricts COMPANY

At 71IL'.1 ARE SARIS OF 111111 THERE IS CNE Al/DIMITY, HEMEVER, 10 WHICH ALL OF

THE PRODUCLRS WID wisn 10 DISTRIBUTE A FILM IN THE UNITED STALES MUST SUDMIT (ill REVIElf

IF 111E? WANT 1111 III I 1 1A1 hIV13.4 A RATING AM) IT IS 70 THAT AlMIORITN THAT 7111' Gurus

WILL ADDRL-SS ITS arcastrmwria4 A SEVE)] RATINGS EGARD SPONSORID IT! THE MOTION
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PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEME DINERS AND THE INTER-
FLAN

NATICNALADFCRITIRS AND DEMIDITCES OF AmERICA, ALEINISTER THE RATING SYSTEM THIS

SYSTEM town'. us toz ill waitron ra. ED/71. OF vossinve OftLYTICNA1 MATIRIV cyrrrArcz)

IN THE BODY OF A GIVEN FILM, 1 e SEXUAL BEHAVIOR, viouram, AND LANGUAGE THE STANDARDS

WERE VOINTARILY ACCEPTED BY TILE DEUSTRY AND ARE CONSIDERED THE APPROPRIATE MEASURE

TO LOGE FILM cortrin, ACCEPTED BY THE MREE smnsaum CEGANITATICMS. RASED ON THE PRE-

WISE THAT A UEIHOCOLOGY IS ALREADY IN RACE, THE CAUCUS WILL RECOMMEND TO THE RATINGS

MAIO , MAT SuesTANY AND ABUSE BE SICNIFICANILY CCESICERED IN THE RATING RE-

VIEW WE BE.IEVE TEAT IF MIS -USE OR ABUSE IS DEPICT ED IN A FILM AM) ND CCESEQUENZES (F

ME KT ARE SHOWN MAT DIE FILM SEWED RECEIVE A RATING CONSISTENT WITH ME RATINGS

AWARDED TO MISSIVE 13ENAVICE IN THE OTHER AREAS BEING CCESIDERED RIM THIS APPLICATICN

CIF STANDARDS, IT IS CaCEIvABLE THAT A FILM DEPICTING CMG ARISE AND OFFERING NO OJN-

SITIONTIS FON MAT Amcw cum D 11/1 AN "r RATIrr. ON MAT ONE POINT Alan, SO LE

IT DIE MATTER 15 IN THE INDIVIDUAL PRCCUCERS CCNTROL. A POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE
SUGGESTION

WE WILL OFFER WILL SUGGEST THAT IF THERE ARE CBJECTICNAL AND/OR DRUG USE SCENES

IN A FILM THAT RIF RATIIC APPLIED CARRY WITH IT AN ACOMCNAL IDENTIFYING CITE PERHAPS

WF OF THE GULLS WITH ME ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES OXINCIL, ARC AWARE THAT

IBIS YJLION ..LAY srIN RADICAL 10 SOLE OF Cl)!) COLLF.AGI/FS, air WE AR!' CoNVINCID THAT OUR

SOCIETY IS AT WAR MID *rvvr BATILEFIEID IS SUBSTANCE ABUSE WE SEE FUTURE GENERATICNS

CF OUR yOM1 UNDF7t ArrAci: WF FEE, THAT 11126E OF US MO ATTRACT ME ATTENTION OF MR

YCUTH WITH OLR FIJCS NEED 10 OE RESPZESILIE 10 ME IN ME SIGNALS WE SS 4) UNDER THE

TITLE OF ENTERTAINMENT WE ARC NIT ASKING FOE MERE
ANTI-DRUG FILMS, THOUGH WE WOULD BE

GLAD TO SEE INEM. WHAT WC ARE *SKIM IS THAT WE S1CP SELLING OUR YOUTH CH A LIFESTYLE

THAT MUST INCLUDE ALCOOL USE, TO EXCESS AND DRUG USE AT ALL.

I want 'AIN LIICL 10 THANK YOU OR I3DIALI OF THE CAUCUS, FOR ME CRIORTUNITY TO BE HERE,

AND PDR TUE TIME YOU SAVE GIVEN US, AND THE ATIINTION
YOU ARE BRINGING TO THIS IMPORTANT

ISSUE WE ARE 411-LING 70 WOE WITH YOU IN THE BEEF INTEREST OF THE yarnt OF OUR NATICN,

AN) IF STAND READY in IN ,NNY WAY WT CAN
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RES STATE.W.N.1 OP ALFRED R SCHNNIIIM.R, VICE PRESIDENT, POLICIES A NI)

SiANIIARIAS, AMERICAN BROAIX'ASTING COMPANIES, IN('

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee,

my name is Alfred R. Schneider. I am Vice President,

Policy and Standards, American Broadcasting Companies,

Inc. Thank you for the opportunity to present ABC's

views on the subject of television's role in deglamoriz-

ing drug abuse.

ABC shares your concern about the important

issue of drug abuse and the serious problems it has

caused in this country. We are pleased that the past

efforts of ABC and others in the entertainment industry

have been recognized by members of this Subcommittee.

We have long felt that this issue should be viewed in

the broad context of social responsibility in which

broadcasters, studios, production companies and others

in the entertainment industry can play a major role

together with other representatives of the private

sector, the Congress and 'c he Administration

My responsibilities include development and

implementation of the ABC policies and standards con-

cerning the acceptability of program and commercial

material scheduled for broadcast over our facilities.

The ABC Department of Broadcast Standards and Practices

reports to me. That department has the responsibility

of reviewing, prior to broadcast, all network commercial

and programming material other than news, public affairs

and sports.
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Before giving you examples of what ABC has

been doing in the drug abuse area, let me first explain

that the Department of Broalcast Standards and Practices

operates independently of the ABC Television Network so

that there is, in effect, a system of checks and

balances. The department is separate from the program

department's creative evaluations as well as from the

economic considerations of the sales department. The

Broadcast Standards Department has a fulltime staff of

80 persons based in the two major centers of production,

New York and Los Angeles.

The executive, managerial and editorial staff,

consisting of 54 persLas, brings to the department

expertise in fields ranging from law, teaching, English

and social sciences to communications, psychology, jour-

nalism and early childhood education. This diversity

makes for a whole greater than the sum of its parts,

contributing to the insight and sensitivi.y needed to

make sound judgments on matters of law, good taste and

acceptability. The Broadcast Standards and Practices

Department annually screens and analyzes about 51,000

commercials and over 100 theatrical features, and in

accordance with the procedures outlined below it reviews

over 3,000 hours of entertainment programs and program-

ming in development.
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Each entertainment program, series and made-

for-television motion picture is reviewed by an editor

in the Department of Broadcast Standards and Practices

from the story concept, treatment and script stage

through final production and editing. Where a particu-

lar television program series, or made-for-television

motion picture is expected to include sensitive, contro-

versial or violent portrayals, extensive discussions are

held with the producer to ascertain the manner in whPth

he intends to treat the material and to insure that he

understands fully the applicable policies and standards.

In certain circumstances, an audio and video advisory is

broadcast before the start of programs to give parents

the opportunity to exercise discretion with regard to

younger viewers.

ABC's specific Broadcast Standard policy

regarding drug use and abuse prorides:

The use of illegal drugs or the abuse of
legal drugs shall not be encouraged or shown
as socially acceptable or desirable. When
depicted, such use must be consistent with and
reasonably related to plot and character
development. Care should be exercised to
avoid glamorization or promotion of drug usage

"

It is against this background that the ABC

Television Network has dealt with the issue of drug

abuse beginning in the 1960's and 1970's. Let me cite

you some examples. In 1969 the daytime drama, ONE LIFE
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TO LIVE, for the first time on television, presented

scenes from Odyssey House, the drug rehabilitation

center in New York, as part of the storyline and plot.

A character in the program, who required rehabilitation,

entered Odyssey House where scenes were taped and made

part of the program. This was considered revolutionary

for its time and was hailed as an important milestone.

Since then, a variety of ABC programs have

treated drug abuse themes and sought to deglamorize the

use of drugs. This has been reflected in many different

ways and in every segment of the broadcast day, ranging

from GOOD MORNING AMERICA, telecast from 7:00-9:00 A.M.,

'hroughout the daytime schedule and on into primetime

and late evening, with entertainment programs, public

service announcements, made-for-television motion pic-

tures and theatrical films. For example, on October 12,

1983, the entire two hours of GOOD MORNING AMERICA were

devoted to problems of substance abuse. Co-hosting with

David Hartman for this special program was Mrs. Nancy

Reagan. Among the topics covered were Mrs. Reagan's

involverent in an anti-substance abuse campaign; drug

abuse in professional sports; drug abuse in the work

area; how parents should deal with a child who is abus-

ing or experimenting with drugs; teen-age drug abuse and

the effect of substance abuse in American business.
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This program received a great deal of attention and

praise for its effectiveness.

Other segments on GOOD MORNING AMERICA have

covered teen-age drug abuse, with Beth Poison, author of

"Not My Kid . . . A Parent's Guide to Kids and Drugs";

how drug abuse can overtake a person's life, which

featured Larry Gatlin, a recovered drug user and country

western singer; and drug abuse in professional sports,

with interviews with Senator Paula Hawkins and with

Mercury Morris, the former football star who was con-

victed of selling cocaine. Other GOOD MORNING AMERICA

programs have detailed how various celebrities, includ-

ing Mrs. Betty Ford, Elizabeth Taylor and several major

league baseball players, have overcome their dependen-

cies on drugs and alcohol.

Only last Saturday night, March 16, the T. J.

HOOKER series, which airs from 8:00-9:00 P.M., had a

plot line involving drugs. At the end of the program,

William Shatner, the actor who portrays T. J. Hooker,

said to the viewing audience, "No one is immune to the

tragedy of cocaine addiction . . . with it you lose con-

trol of your life and your future. The only way to pre-

vent it . . . is never to start." The concept used in

delivering this drug abuse message resulted from discus-

sions between the producer of the program, Columbia

Pictures Television, and the National Institute on Drug
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Abuse in Rockvil'.e Maryland. And last year our popular

DYNASTY program series had a recurring storyline about a

character in the program, Peter DeVilbis, who was

addicted to cocaine and whose deterioration was depicted

throughout the season.

For our younger viewers, ABC presented in 1980

an AFTERSCHOOL SPECIAL, from 4:30-5:30 in the afternoon,

entitled 'Stoned' which was designed for elementary

school youngsters and teen-agers. The program depicted

a high school student who experimented with marijuana in

an attempt to win peer approval. He learned the negr-

tive consequences of escaping reality, not only for him-

self, but for those he loves, when, while stoned on

drugs, h, almost caused his brother's death.

As a result of this telecast, ABC received the

first Scott Newman Drug Abuse Prevention Award, the

Certificate of Merit from the Chicago International Film

restive' and an Easy Award from the National Academy of

Television Arts and Sciences. Tae Scott Newman Award

was established by the National /net_ to on Drug Abuse,

the Scott Newman Foundation, the Writers Guild of America

and the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences

to encourage the television community to become involved

in drug abuse prevention. Because of the importance of

this particular ArTERSCHOOL SPECIAL, 'Stoned" was subse-

quently re-telecast in 1981 in prime time.
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Throughout our television network program

schedule we include a aumber of public service announce-

ments on behalf of the National Institute of Drug Abuse.

In addition, a variety of health, nutrition and safety

tips are presented in children's programs in an enter-

tait,Ing way. For example, one of our Superfriends

Health Tips shows a young boy rejected by his friends

for not joining them in taking drugs. Although the boy

is initially dejected, Superman comes to the rescue and

reinforces his decision to stay out of the drug scene.

These are merely representative examples of

what ABC has been doing over the years in its continuing

effort to deglamorize drug abuse. And we have various

programs in development, one of which is an APTERSCHOOL

SPECIAL entitled, "Dad's on Drugs," where a 13 year-old

faces the dilemma of recognizing that his fattier is

hooked on drugs. In an upcoming episode of the LITTLES,

ABC's most popular children's program series, a child

must deal with her mother's drug problems. Attached to

this statement is a summary of ABC programming which has

dealt with these important issues.

ABC News has also done much over the years in

the area of drug abuse, both in timely hard news reports

on ABC'S WORLD NEWS TONIGHT and in network programs such

as NIGHTLINE, 20/20 and ABC NEWS CLOSEUP. For example,

last month NIGHTLINE made an in depth examination of
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drug dealing with "A Look at Escalating Violence in the

World of Drug Trafficking.' In recent years other

NIGHTLINE programs have examined children and drugs,

drug use in professional sports, drug dependent doctors,

drug smuggling, drugs and the entertainment business and

a program entitled "Turn in Your Pusher,' in which Ted

Koppel took a look at a controversial Baltimore radio

:all-in show in which the public can report a drug

pusher to the police.

Segments of 20/20 programs have examined drug

abuse on the job, drug misuse among the elderly and the

continuing trend of heroin as a middle class drug. Only

last Thursday night, a one-half hour segment of 20/20,

'The Sicilian Connection,' reported on the distribution

of heroin and on the effort being mad', in both Italy

and the United States, to stop this underworld drug

operation. This was followed by an interview with

William Webster, head of the F.B.I. The 20/20 segment

entitled 'A Father Fights Back" profiled one New

Yorker's crusade to get drug pushers out of his neigh-

borhood. Another called "Getting Straight' took a look

at a highly successful, but
controversial, adolescent

drug treatment facility in Florida.

The one-hour documentary, ABC NEWS CLOSEUP,

has, is the past, examined such topics as The Cocaine

Cartel", 'Teenage Turn-On: Drinking and Drugs" and The
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Methadone Connection". In addition, the ABC owned tele-

vision stations, the ABC owned radio stations and the

ABC radio networks have all covered drug abuse issues in

their news and entertainment programming in innovative

ways with examples too numerous to mention in this brief

statemeat.

Mr. Chairman, we recognize that drug abuse

continues to be a critical problem in tt's country,

despite all the efforts that have been made. Any solu-

tion must come from all segments of our society working

together. We agree with this Subcommittee that a sub-

stantial reduction in the demand for drugs is essential

to reaching a mee.ningful solution. One of the signifi-

cant contributions our industry can make is to sensitize

our viewers to tte serious problem of drug abuse and to

illustrate the many tragic consequences for individuals,

for families and for society at large which inevitably

follow drug involvement. Let me assure you that ABC

will continue to assist in this effort.

Thank you for this opportunity to express our

views.
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SECTION I:

PRIME TIME SERIES PROGRAMMING

PRIMP TIMr SERIES PROGRAMS

1980

3/80 STONE *Just A Little Blow Retween Friends"

A major drug dealer is captured after Stone's daughter
is arrested for possession of cocaine.

3/80 FAMILY "Such A Fine Line"

Nancy's ex-husband .eff lies to and steals from the
Lawrence family in order to maintain his cocaine habit.
The program clearly depicts some of the potential
negative consequences of drug abuse.

11/80 CHARLIE'S ANGELS 'Street Models and Hawaiian Angels'

The Angels are hired by a distraugt father when his
daughter is found dead with drugs in her body. They go
undercover as models at the agency for which she worked
and discover that it is a front for cocaine dealers.

11/00 CHARLIE'S ANGELS "Diamond Read Angels'

Fhile scuba diving off Hawaii, the Angels unwittingly
stumble onto an attempt to sell two million cuiiiars
worth of marijuana and aid the authorities in capturing

the would-be dealers.

12/80 HART TO RAPT "Murder is man's Best Friend"

The Hart's uncover a drug smuggling ring posing as a

dog food manufacture.-.
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PPIMF TIME SERIES PROGRAMS

1981

1/81 CHARLIE'S ANGELS "Waikiki Angels*

A congressman hires the Angels to find his daughter who
has been kidnapped and is being held against her will
in a secluded beach house and on drugs. The Angels
rescue the young woman and apprehend the hoods who have
been terrorizing the community.

1/81 VEGAS The Andreas Addiction"

Dan is helplessly involved in a drug deal after he is
plied with PCP and heroin. He is able to overcome the
drugs and break the drug ring.

4/01 AMERICAN DREAM 'Crossing Patterns'

A narcotics agent goes undercover at the high school
and discovers the custodian is the one supplying drugs
tc the students.

10/81 FALL GUY Pilot

Stuntman Colt learns that a country-western singer has
been dealing drugs at a 'ocal bar. He is able to stop
the dealer who sells dru. and terrorizes his victims.

12/81 FALL GUY 'Colt's Anools"

Colt is hired to bring in a convicted drug dealer and
rapist. He manages to prevent a huge cocaine sale and
deliver the criminal to the police.

12/81 FALL GUY The Japanese Connection"

Colt apprehends and arrests the Rio Brothers who are
wanted for selling moonshine, as well as for mariivana
smuggling.

12/81 STRIKE FORCE "Magic Man"

When a 15 year old leaps to his death under the influ-
ence of LSD, the Strike Force uncover a drug factory
which preys on youngsters at school.

1 ?9
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PRIME TIME SERIES PROGRAMS

1982

3/82 TODAY'S FBI "Gulf Coast Murder"

An ex-policeman is found dead and Pen Slater, of the

FBI, is asked to investigate for possible mob cornec-
tions. In the course of this thvestigation, he
apprehends a drug kingpin and seizes a six million
dollar cocaine shipment.

3/82 T. J. BOOKER "God Bless the Child"

Booker and his partner Romano find a sixteen Year-old
corpse, her arms riddled with fresh needle marks and

uncover a ring which is illegally dealing drugs from a

hospital.

4/82 GREATEST AMERICAN HERO 'Captain Bellvbuster and the
Speed Factory'

Maxwell and Ralph stop a drug smuggling outfit which is

masquerading as a fast food chain outlet.

12/82 THE FALL GUY "Bell On Wheals"

Colt and his partner Bowie are hired to find a woman

wanted on an assault charge who is a member of a roller

derby team. During the course of the investigation,
they discover that the team's coach is running a drug

dealing operation.
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PRIME TIME SERIES PROGRAMS

1983

2/83 THE LOVE BOAT "Vicki's Dilemma"

Vicki's boyfriend is addicted to pills, but he makes
her promise not to tell anyone. When he collepses,
they both divulge t:. truth and he takes a step toward
rehabilitation.

4/83 THE RENEGADES "Target: Marciano"

Captain Scanlon and a police psychiatrist assign the
renegades to find an escaped, psychotic drug dealer who
has threatened to start shooting random victims.

10/83 TRAUMA CENTER "No More Heroes"

A man desperate for drugs invades the Trauma Center and
creates a hostage situation where a man is shot. The
Trauma Center use their skills to save the man's life,
in addition to controlling and apprehending the
criminal.

11/83 MATT HnUSTON "China Doll"

In investigating the murder of C.J.'s friend, Houston
uncovers and stops a heroin-smuggling ring in
Chinatown.

11/83 HARDCASTLE 4 McCORMICE "Filler H's"

A huge drug trafficker pretends to have gone straight
by making "8" movies. Hardcastle c McCormick prove it
is only a front.
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PRIME TIME SERIES PROGRAMS

1984

1/84 T. J. HOOKER The Snow Game'

Hooker, working undercover, traps and apprehends
members of one of the world's largest drug smuggling
rings.

1/84 HOTEL "Tomorrows"

Dave helps his law school buddy save his mother, who is
being turned into a junkie by her husband. The mother
is rehabilitated and her husband is arrested.

1/84 MATT HOUSTON "Criss-Cross'

When Lt. Novelli is arrested for a ten million dollar
drug theft from the police property room, Houston
proves his innocence.

2/84 T. J. HOOKER "Hot Property'

Stacy is engaged to an attorney involved with the mob,
who uses her to steal cocaine taken in a drug bust.
She ultimately testifies against him, leading to his
conviction.

7/84 HAPPY DAYS "School Dazed"

nne of Joanie's students is addicted to sleeping pills.
Joanie and her family try their best to counsel her and
convince her to stop taking them.

11/84 T. J. HOOKER "Hardcore Connection"

Hooker teams with an ex-prostitute who helps 1ead him
to a drug-dealing cop in order to clear the name of a
murdered vice sergeant.
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11/84 HOTEL "Detours"

Mrs. Cabot becomes addicted to pain killers. While she
first tries to treat herself, the addiction is dis-
covered and she seeks professional help.

11/84 T. J. HOOKER "Anatomy of a Killing"

An execution-style murder thrusts Hooker into working
with a former partner whose daughter is discovered to
be a heroin addict and the girlfriend cf a man involved
with the killing.

84
Season DYNASTY

A recurring story about Peter DeVilbis who was addicted
to cocaine and whose deterioriation was depicted
throughout the season.
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PRIME TIME SERIES PROGRAMS

1985

1/85 HOTEL 'Love and Honor'

A man uses diplomatic immunity to hide his heroin
addiction and the drug-related death of a woman he is
with at the hotel. The death and the smuggling activi-
ties are discovered and he is turned over to the
authorities.

2/85 STREET HAWK 'Dog Eat DOW'

Jesse apprnashes a well-known female rock singer and
video actress for a police anti-drug promotion. Soon
after, her manager is murdered, her mentor is kidnapped
and she is left holding a mysterious cassette.

TBA THE FALL GUY "Split Image"

Colt acts a deadly peril. His quarry ripped off two
maior rival crime bosses in a drug deal and both bosses
are dote-mined to kill the man and anybody with him.

THA MACGRUDER S LOUD "The Price of Junk'

Jenny works undercover in a Cuban heroin ring while
searching for the mother of a 10 year old boy she has
befriended.

TBA T. J. HOOKER "Outcall"

A massage parlor-prostitution operation is the subiect
of Vietnamese gangsters who deal in narcotics and
extortion.
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SECTION II:

MADE FOR TELEVISION MOTION PICTURES

MADE FOR TEEEVISICN MUMS

1980

3/14/80 WHERE THE LADIES GO

The story of a country-western clbloltere bored housewives
go looking for companionship. One of the women, Helen's
abuse of pills leads to an overdose which she recovers
fromwith the understanding and help from her husband
who realizes he needs to spend more time and attention
with his wife.

5/23/80 REWARD

An unorthoka cop's murder investigation comes across a
drug ring an a college campus which is seducing college
students with the offer of drugs. Dolan, the cop, breaks
the drug ring's grip an the campus community.

6/1/80 THE DESTRUCTERS

A US Ebbassy official stationed in Paris is determined
to bust a multi-million dealer narcotics operation which
has prochtoed drugs which are anaggled into the US. Through
the infiltration of the drug ring the operation is stopped
resulting in a major stoppage of drug traffic into the
States.

9/28/80 MARILYN: THE UNTOLD STORY

A Docudrama of the life of Marilyn Monroe. During the
course of the story, we see the increasing dependence

on alcohol and drugs that occured in the later part of
her life. This drug end alcohol abuse lad finally to
her tragic death, which was the result of the combining
and overdose of the two substances.
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1981/1982

5/20/81 SHE'S IN THE ARMY NOW

A behind-the-barradcs look at five young women in the
US Army reveals the rigors and romantic roar -ins of
basic training. One of the recruits who is assigned
to drive patients to and froothedispensary is seduced
by her boyfriend into delivering stolen drugs to him
on base. Finally, both she and her boyfriend are
arrested and she must endure the tough correctional
center treatment.

5/21/82 DREAMS DON'T DIE

Teenagers in the Inver City face the difficult decision
of peer group pressure to avoid drugs. Kirk, a fifteen
year cad drug dealer flaunts his success and threatens
those kids in the neighborhood who don't use drugs
until Denny, a young men who has dreams of brooking
out of the ghetto far elates a plan to cooperate
with the police in breaking Kirk's teenage drug ring.
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MADE FOR TELEVISION KNIO:15

1983

1/23 624/83 MALIBU, PARTS I 6 II

A young Midwestern couple encounters temptation, seduction
and deception among the wealthy, famous and glamorous
residents of California's fabled beach community. %ten
one of the characters discovers that her husband is
having an affair, she attempts suicide through an over-
dose of pills - a classic call for help. When she
is out of immediate danger, she and her husband recognize
their need to re-emoraine their lives and marriage.

3/6/83 BABY SISTER

Nineteen year old Annie drops out of college and moves
to Los Angel a to live with her older sister Marsha.

Maxsha'sboyfriendia a doctor who works in a local
clinic and in one scene has a major altercation
with a local drug addict and dealer who comes to
the clinic desperate for drugs. The doctor refuses
him. One night later the addict breaks into the
clinic andis discovered by Annie. While the doctor
and the addict struggle, Annie calls the police and
the addict is arrested.

5/27/83 THE SINS OF DORIAN GRAY

An update of the cLasnic Oscar Wilde tale, this time
telling the story of a female Dorian. Early in the
story she meets a young photographer who falls in love
with her. When she arranges for him to appear on
television the pressure is so great that he nearly
overdoses on pills just prior to browl-A qt.

7/7/83 THE LAST N1NIA
(Pilot)

A white bo6, found by Asian family and reared as one of
their own and is instructed in the dying art of the
Ninjas. During the course of the story he investigates
and stops a gang involved in illegal =airs smuggling.

7/28/83 SHOOTING STARS

Tmoacbanswho had portrayed private detectives on
television suddenly lose their jobs and become actual
private detectives. During one of their cases,
they are framed to appear as heroin dealers but they
manage to have the real villains arrested.

10/9/83 THE MAKING OF A MAI:: MODEL

Unable to cope with his shallow career, a young male model
begins to become involved with drugs. Although he is
finally able to pull out of this dowerd spiial, his
roommate does overdose and dies. Eventuslly the young
man gives up life in the fast lane for the simpler
pleasures of his hometown.
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MADE FOR TELEVISION KNEES

1985

2/17,18,19/85 BOLLY1400011WES

A behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Two disreputable
lasers try to interest the story's hero in drugs. Buddy,the hero, and his girlfriend refuse to became involved.

2/10/85 SURVIVE%

Distraught over his brother's suicide, a young boy takes
a handful of pills in a suicide attempt to gain attention.
In a dramatic confrontation with his mother, She points
out to his that suds an overdose doesn't

solve problems,
but will ocly get him dead.

Airdate LOVE LIVES ON
TEA

A teenage girl with a serious drug problem is forced by
her parents to enter a drug

rehabilitation program. Through
support of her peers at the center and her family She
is able to kick her habit.
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SECTION III:

GOOD MORNING AMERICA

6/22/83 TOPIC: Drug addicted and alcoholic doctors.

Dr. William J. Farley, Medical Director of the Impaired
Physicians Program of Georgia and former drug addict.
Dr. Charles Brown, an alcoholic under treatment at the
Impaired Physicians Program.
Dr. James Sammons, Executive Vice President of the
American Medical Association.

8/10/83 TOPIC: Drug usage by professional baseball athletes.

John Candelaria, professional baseball player.

10/12/83 Entire two hours devoted to substance abuse. Co-
hosting with David Hartman for this special show was
Nancy Reagan. Among the topics broached were the
following:

1) Mrs. Reagan's involvement in an anti-substance
abuse campaign.

2) Drug abuse in professional sports.
3) Drug abuse in the work area.
4) Dealing with a child who is abusing or experiment-

ing with drugs (parenting).
5) Teen age drug abuse.
6) The effect of substance abuse on American buciness.

2/23/84 TOPIC: Use of illegal drugs by professional baseball
players.

Ken Moffett, former Executive Dirctor of the Baseball
Players Association.

2/28/84 TOPIC: Now Ms. Ford overcame her dependencies.

Betty Ford, former drug dependent alcoholic.
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2/29/84 TOPIC: How Ms. Taylor overcame her dependencies.

Elizabeth Taylor, former drug dependent alcoholic movie
star.

3/26/84 TOPIC: How Mr. Moore overcame a $400 -a -day drug habit.

Sam Moore, a rormer drug dependent singer.
Joyce Maclver, Mr. Moore's manager and companion.

4/25/84 TOPIC: Fducating the public to the drug abuse problem
among the young.

Dr. Mitchell Rosenthal, President of Phoenix House.
Wendy, a 17-year-old drug abuser who appears in a
P.S.A. for Phoenix Rouse.
Arthur, a former drug abuser who helped write Wendy's
commercial.

5/14/84 TOPIC: Michael Jackson's involvement in the govern-
ment's new campaign aga. lt teenage drunk
driving.

Elizabeth Dole, Secretary of Transportation.

9/24/84 TOPIC: Drug Abuse in Professional Sports.

Senator Paula Hawkins (R -FLA), Chairperson, Senate
Subcommittee investigating drug abuse in professional
sports.

Mercury Morris, former professional football player who
was convicted of selling cocaine.

1/18/85 TOPIC: How drug abuse can overtake a person's life.

Larry Gatlin, a recovering drug addicted alcoholic
country western singer.

1/25/85 TOPIC: Teenage drug abuse.

Beth Poison, Author of Not My Kid...A Parent's Guide
To Kids and Drugs.
Sonya Linkfield and Jeff Piedmont, former teenage drug
abusers.
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SECTION IV:

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING

10/78 (1AUCHO

In an effort to fulfill his mother's dream of returning
to Puerto Rico for a visit, a young boy becomes a drug
runner. Re is almost caught but the scare he experi-
ences makes him realize what he is doing and tell the
truth to the police.

1977 -

Present SUPERFRIENDS RFALTR TIP "The Hazards of Taking Drugs"

A youna boy is rejected by his friends for not ioininq
them in taking drugs. His friends abandon him on a
deserted road when Superman comes to the rescue and
reinforces his decision to stay out of the drug scene.

9/81 STONED

In an attempt to win peer approval, a high school
student experiments with marijuana. He learns that
escaping reality has negative consequences not only for
himself but for those he loves when he almost loses his
brother in an accident while he is stoned.

IN ORMELOPMENT

BABY FACE

A young police woman poses as a student to uncover a
narcotics operation in a school.

DAD'S ON DRUGS

A 13 year old faces the dilemma of recognizing that his
father is hooked on drugs.

PRESCRIPTION FOR DISASTER

An episode of the "Littles" series in which a child
must deal with her mother's drug problem.
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SECTION V:

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

SECTION VI:

THFATRICAL FILMS

1980-85

The following motion pictures have had deletions made to reduce
or eliminate the use of druas:

5/80 LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR

Two scenes of cocaine use deleted.

8/80 LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS

Shortened a sequence of two main characters smoking
marijuana and deleted the imitatable aspects of the
scene.

2/81 SHAMPOO

Deleted a sequence of woman smoking a marijuana
cigarette.

2/83 AMERICAN GIGOLO

Deleted two sequences of people snorting cocaine.

7/8 CAN'T STOP THE MUSIC

Deleted a sequence of two main characters discussing
and smoking marijuana and references to other drugs.

1/85 WOLFEN

TBA

Deleted all shots of a woman using cocaine.

poLTERGETST

Shortened a scene of main characters smoking marijuana
and eliminated any imitatable aspects of the sequence.
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The following motion pictures contained negative consequences of
drug use:

SATURDAY NMRT FEVER

The main character rejects the use of drugs and is
contemptuous of their use by others.

CALIFORNIA DOLLS

A female wrestler is hooked on pain pills and alcohol
and the positive main character clearly declares his
disdain for their use.

MOMENT BY MOMENT

A female character who is dependent on pills and drugs
is criticized by the positive main character who also
strongly condemns the use of marijuana.
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PREPARED STATEMENT of? THOMAS F' LEAHY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, CBS/
BrioADcAerGRoup

Mr Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the

opportunity to appear before you today, sharing your well known

concern about the problem of substance abuse. I hope to demonstrate

CBS's commitment to quality entertainment programming that emphasizes

positive values and norms. At the same time, I will attempt to show

the Subcommittee how we avoid glamorizing drug use and alcohol abuse

in these same programs. We at CBS share this Subcommittee's deep

concern about these serious and pervasive social problems and intend

to continue to do our part as communicators to portray these problems

realistically and responsibly in the television programs we offer to

the nation's homes.

Network television appeared on the scene as an entertainment

medium almost forty years ago. As our culture evolved over time, so,

too hzs television programming. In addition to entertainment, we now

offer a broad spectrum of programming which includes news, public

affairs and sports as well as entertainment. But the basic staples

of network television, the entertainment programs themselves, have

also evolved over tine, continuously seeking to determine and then

to mirror the ever-changing tastes, interests and des7:res of our

audience.
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The fact that television has become a significant part of our

lives carries with it enormous responsibility. As,in effect,invited

guests in people's homes, we at CBS, recognize we must provide

entertainment consistent with the highest standards of taste and

propriety. And, although this necessarily involves numerous

subjective judgements, we try to, bring to the process a sensitivity

to contemporary attitudes as well.

Network television involves the close interaction of many

different businesses. There are the advertisers who select our

medium as the most efficient means of reaching great numbers of

viewers, there are the numerous broadcast group and individual owners

of the more than two hundred stations which may elect to carry the

programs we present. But, as many of you know, there are also a

number of program suppliers, our partners in the creative community,

since the bulk of our prime time entertainment is actually produced

by others from whom we acquire the broadcast rights.

Nevertheless, we remain an integral part of the process, through our

entertainment division specialists, at all stages of program

development. This process begins at the concept stage and continues

through script development and until the program product comes to

fruition. At the same time, and paralleling the activities of the

creative community and the entertainment development specialists, CBS

Program Practices professionals provide counsel and oversight to

assure that the program develops in consonance with CBS standards.
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Whether produced by outside production companies or from within

our own organization, each element of the schedule - daytime dramas,

primetime series, specials, made-for-television movies, theatrical

motion pictures, children's programs and the like - come under the

scrutiny of many professionals with diverse backgrounds and

experiences. Thus, we bring into play a cross-section of attitudes

and perspectives that collectively help to underscore the standards

of excellence for which CBS is known.

CBS has definitive standards that we apply to all of our programs

when illicit drug use or use of alcoholic beverages are portrayed.

If characters are shown using illegal drugs, the depiction must be

related to plot or character developement and the adverse

consequences of such actions must also be demonstrazed. Drugs will

not be shown in a manner that suggests it is glamorous to use these

substances or that such use confers any kind of advantage to the

user. In fact, just the opposite is shown. Similarly, CBS has

attempted to impress on writers, directors and producers that

consumption of alcoholic beverages must not be portrayed in a

gratuitious fashion and the consequences of alcohol abuse are also

exposed.
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In addition to making sure that drug use or alcohol abuse is

clearly Shown as unacceptable behavior, we also feel a duty to bring

the tragic effects associated with the use of illegal drugs to our

audiences. Often, this is done in a dramatic fashion that may have

an impact on our audience far in excess of other, more traditional

programming vehicles such as a documentary or discussion. As we

discovered in children's programming many years ago, the

intertwining of education and entertainment is usually much more

successful in holding the attention of an audience than the

educational message standing alone.

With this in mind, I point out that addressing concerns about

drug use and alcohol abuse is not new to CBS. Permit me to read a

brief passage supporting that statement:

"In recent years, the problem of drug abuse in America has grown

to epidemic proportions. Narcotics addiction and its

consequences have become a part of the American scene, requiring

the urgent attention of concerned citizens . . . Viewers and

listeners to the CBS Television and Radio Networks and the CBS

Owned Television and Radio Stations have been aware of the

growing problem of drug abuse for more than a decade. Many

years before America's drug problem grew to its present level,

CBS News was investigating the international drug traffic and

the CBS Owned stations were examining the social ills in their

communities."
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That is from a publication entitled CBS Broadcast Coverage of

the Drug Problem, dated July 24, 1972. It goes on to describe an

impressive number of broadcasts going back to a 1959 hour-long

documentary on the CBS Owned station in Los Angeles and to a two

year long investigation begun in 1962 by CBS News which resulted in

the highly acclaimed CBS REPORTS: "The Business of Heroin,"

broadcast in January 1964.

The concern reflected in that 1972 publication has continued

throughout the intervening years. As the nature of the

substance-abuse problem has changed reflecting changing patterns of

drug use and the growing awareness of the problems involved in

alcohol abuse, the programming content has also changed. Thus, four

years ago, we aired a children's afternoon special that dealt with

peer pressure among teenagers to experiment with drugs and a

made-for-television movie about an aspiring young athlete who became

an alcoholic. CBS has continued to broadcast programming with

similar and related themes in all dayparts and with particular

etention to our younger viewers.
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Last season, we aired "License to Kill," a dramatic, two-hour

movie on the tragic results of drunk driving both as to the offender

and the victim's family. This pa.t January, the CBS Television

Network broadcast "Not My Kid," an intense drama about an affluent,

seemingly carefree family forced to come to grips with their teenage

daughter's drug abuse.

I have brought a very brief clip of that program with me and,

with your indulgence, I will play it now. I think you will also be

interested in the material you will see that followed the program.

(Play tape)
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As you have seen, Mrs. Reagan graciously agreed to appear after

the program as part of our on-going "Read More About It" project

done in conjunction with the J " -ary of Congress. This project

calls viewers' attention to books available in most libraries that

can be read for further information on the topic of the broadcast.

In this case, the bibliography dealt with various forms of treatment

for drug-related problems.

The Stockard Charming public service announcement that followed

the First Lady was something new and a little different for us. We

fed several versions of that PSA to our more than 200 affiliates in

advance of the program and suggested that they insert local

telephone numbers of action lines, drug -help programs and the like,

that are active in their communities. In addition, should they

wish, they could also provide addresses and i.rbers for the national

PRIDE organization. In all cases, the affiliates were directly

involved in mobilizing local resources, state and local agencies and

volunteer groups, to provide assistance to viewers in their own

communities.
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Frankly, we were quite pleased with the results. The

announcement which you have just seen brought forth more than 100

phone calls in the Delaware Valle area that evening, including one

from a fifteen year old who recognized herself in the depiction and

entered a treatment program the next morning. In Southern

California, a 17 year old secret d q-user watching with her parents

excused herself when the numbers came on the air, called one of them

and asked for help. Dr. Carlton E. Turner, Special Assistant to the

President for Drug Abuse Policy reported in his letter to me of

February 7:

"Following 'Net My Kid,' one treatment facility received over

500 calls for help and the National iederation of Parents (NFP)

received and continues to receive, requests for assistance in

finding treatment facilities for young people on drugs. Levels

of telephone requests at PRIDE, Georgia State university, in

Atlanta are above normal . . Phone numbers for both groups were

listed at the end of 'Not My Kid.' "

Dr. Turner characterized the psa effort as "a significant

contribution toward helping Americans overcome drug abuse."
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Special programs and made-for-television movies like "Not My

Kid" are very important in focusing attention on the problem of drug

use and the costs it imposes on tne abuser, family and on society.

But they are not alone. Several of our most successful regular

series programs have included continuing themes that vividly portray

the horrible consequences of drug use and, often, the environment

and pressures that lead to drug usage. For example, in one episode

of "Ligney and Lacey," when Detective Cagney discovers her new

boyfriend is a habitual user of cocaine, she confronts him with the

choice of seeking professional help or being arrested for his own

good. Yet another episode underscored the difficulty inherent in

the rehabilitation process. Since the beginning of this season on

"Falcon Crest," there has been a continuing storyline about "Joel,"

a character addicted to cocaine. The systematic deterioration of

his physical and emotional stability is shown as well as the

criminal activity he must pursue in order to sustain his habit.

A few weeks ago, Joel was placed into a drug rehabilitation program.

. . stay tuned.

Other prime time series with similar themes have included "Simon

and Simon" and "Knots Landing." A nine episode sequence on that

series dealing with one major character's gradual dependency on

prescription drugs and her fight to regain control of her life

received a Scott Newman Foundation Award for writing about drug

abuse. I have attached, for the record, a detailed list of recent

programs that deal with substance abuse.
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Our concern about illicit drug use does not end with

entertainment programs. CBS and its affiliates have carried

inumerable stories exposing the extent of illicit drug trade and thz

law enforcement efforts to curtail the flow of these substances in

their newscasts and on programs like "60 Minutes". Additionally,

CBS personnel at all of our locations have been active with the many

community groups that share a common concern about substance abuse

and its effects. Just last year, we distributed a specisi half hour

tape to our affiliates and encouraged them to offer it to local drug

treatment centers. The tape was based on the drug problem sequences

of "Knots Landing" with a special introduction by the Medical

Director of the Betty Ford Center.

Finally, and 1 would like to emphasize this point, no single

issue has had more public service announcements devoted to it in the

past several years than substance abuse -- on our television

network, our two radio networks, and on the radio and television

stations owned by CBS. My suspicion is that the same holds true for

most of our radio and televison affiliates.
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Mr. Chairman, for more than two decades, we have been involved

in efforts to discourage the use of illicit drugs and abuse of

alcohol. Our commitment to the realistic portrayal of drug use and

alcohol abuse is complete and continuing. Gone for good are the

days of the "happy drunk" and the "mellow drug user." We have all

learned that these stock characters -- so common many years ago --

are no longer funny. But we must not be deceived into believing

that broadcasters -- however concerned and responsive -- can solve

this problem. Television did not create substance abuse and it

cannot alone prevent it. CBS believes that solutions to these

serious problems must stem from he combined effoii.-; cf all segments

of an informed society -- parents, teachers, students, community

groups, churches, government and the media. Recognizing its role,

CBS will continue its efforts to be part of the overall solution to

this problem. And, Mr Chairman, we applaud this subcomittee and its

members, the Senate Drug Caucus and, indeed, many Congressional

leaders for their tireless efforts to address the tragic problem of

substance abuse.

Thank you.
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ATTACE',DIT

MOVIES MADE FOR TELEVISION

THE BOY WHO DRANK TOO MUCH
February 6, 1980 - (Repeated on 9/9/81)

A teenaged alcoholic receives the unstinting support
of his schoolmate who voluntarily attends therapy
sessions as a surrogate. Fifteen-year-old Filly
Carpenter, from a stable, closely-knit family, befriends
ice hockey teammate Buff Saunders who lives with his
widowed, alcoholic father. When Billy becomes aware of
his friend's alcoholism, help is sought. Soon Buff is
hospitalized but his father refuses to participate inhis recovery. Despite the Carpenter's disapproval,
Billy volunteers to act as a surrogate. Billy endures
Buff's surly and uncooperative attitude and during an
emotional breakthrough, Buff is able to bring father
and son together. The hockey team welcomes back their
almost-fallen cohort and accepts him due to his honesty
and reversal of his problem.

LICENSE TO KILL
January 10, 1984

The Peterson family force justice to prevail after their
daughter is recklessly murdered by a drunk driver. John
Peterson attempts to have his daughter's killer brought
to justice only to find that the law leaves much to be
desired. Family relationships rip apart - on both
sides - as Tom Fiske, the drunk driver is besieged by
his frantic wife to get help for his desease.

NOT MY KID
Janiiiairg, 1985

An affluent, seemingly carefree family comes to grips
with their teenaged daughter's drug abuse. At first
disbelieving, Dr. and Mrs. Bower slowly realize that not
only has their fifteen-year-old daughter used every drug
imaginable, but has committed crimes to sustain her habit.
She is brought to an unorthodox drug rehabilitation center
which focuses treatment on getting straight - but treatment
is "meted out" by her peers - fellow young addicts who
have conquered their life-threatening habits.
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THE LIFE OF THE PARTY: THE STORY OF BEATRICE
September 29, 1982

Beatrice O'Reilly, the "black sheep" of a large family
from Texas, lives in California with her patient,
older husband. She is constantly partying and getting
drunk. Finally, she becomes so ill that she calls the
recently formed Alcoholics Anonymous. Through the
help of Tom, Rita and other members of AA, she gets
and stays sober. She manages to set up an AA program
in prison, but realizes that the ex-convicts need
somewhere to go when they are released. After her
husband dies, she channels her energies into founding
an alcoholic recovery home for women and keeps it
going despite lack of funds and neighborhood opposition.
This drama based on a true story starred Carol Burnett
as Beatrice O'Reilly.

DESPERATE LIVES
March 3, 1982

An idealistic, young counselor arrives at Hamiltoa High
School at the start of a new school year. She can't
help but notice that some of the students are openly
under the influence of marijuana. While she tries to
admonish them without sounding preachy, and speaks to
other colleagues about what she percieves as a pervasive
drug problem in the school, it becomes apparent that
it's ao out of control that those in authority have
given up the fight. She continues her efforts and when
two students fall victim to drugs, she calls the student
body together and makes an urgent, dramatic plea, re-
ccunting the stories of their victimized classmates.
This unexpected demonstration of caring gets the students'
attention and causes them to question the use of drugs
at all.
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PRIME TIME PROGRAMMING/CURRENT SERIES

AIRWOLF - "Firestorm"- January 19, 1985
Original Air Date - 9/19/84)

Dominic's old friend Eddie Donahough leads a lonely,
alcohol-ravaged existence when ve meet him. The
force of events, Dominic's prodding and Eddie's need
to regain his self-respect lead him to take the first
painful steps toward recovery.

CAGNEY AND LACEY - "Recreational Use" - July 2, 1384
(Original Air Date - 12/27/82)

Detective Chris Cagney faces an impossible dilemma when
she discovers that her boyfriend is an habitual user
of cocaine. Dory, her new beau tries to defend his
behavior by calling it "recreational" and because of
her love for him, she rationalizes events. But as
Chris witnesses (as does the audience) the systematic
disintegration wreaking havoc on Dory's emotional and
physical stability, she comes to terms with his addic-
tion. She states that it is a threat not just to him
and their relationship, but to the community he's
promised to serve. In a final confrontation, Chris
pleads with Dory to get professional help - or she will
turn him in for his own good.

CAGNEY AND LACEY - "Booked" - December 10, 1984

Cagney's confidence in Dory is shaken when he is suspected
of tampering with evidence in order to protect Jim Driscoll,
who fought to get Dory off drugs and is now a dealer.
This storyline has continued in the series and explores
the effect that Dory's former cocaine habit continues to
have on his and Cagney's relationship.
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CAGNEY AND LACEY - "An Unusual Occurrence"
November 26, 1984

After Cagney shoots and kills a drug-crazed youth in
self-defense, she must deal with an inflamed community,
an antasonistic television reporter and ultimately, the
boy's mother. Cagney agonizes over what she's had to
do and must come to terms with the fact that the boy,
high on PCP had to be stopped.

CAGNEY AND LACEY - "Who Said It's Fair?"
February 11, 1985

Lacey shows singleminded dedication as she and Cagney
track down a heroin dealer who has been using an eight-
year-old boy as a drug runner.

E/R - "Save The Last Dance For Me"
October 9, 1984

The sub-plot of this episode deals with the "tricks of
the trade" as a well-dressed man fakes an illness in
order to obtain drugs. Of course, his plan fails.

E/R - "Son of Sheinfeld"
November 5, 1984 - (Original Air Date - 10/2/84)

Dr. Sheinfeld's teenaged son David arrives at the
emergency room with a friend who has overdosed on drugs.
As the staff struggles to save the boy, father and son
debate their respective points of view.

E/R - "Enter Romance"
December 26, 1984

The doctors treat an alcoholic who, while trying to kick
the habit, suffers the shock of withdrawal.
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THE JEFFERSONS - "A Secret In the Back Room"
Air Date To Be Determined

The Jeffersons learn that their bartender friena Charlie
is an alcoholic and that his wife has left him. Charlie
exhibits denial and anger at their instrusion into his
life but by show's end, he is able to admit that he has
a problem and this turn of events convinces his wife to
return and to aid him in his recovery.

FALCON CREST - "Chameleon Charades"
November 25, 1983

This episode begins the chronicle of Julia, Angela
Channing's daughter who is serving time in prison for
murder. In an attempt to extort money from Julia's
wealthy family, an unscrupulous prison matron causes
Julia to become alcohol dependent. This atoryline
continues through January of 1984 in which Julia's
condition deteriorates as a direct result of her
substance addiction. Subsequently, she escapes from
prison and with the aid of a "mountain man" is able to
divest herself of the habit.

FALCON CREST - "The Outcasts"
October 19, 1984

This episode introduces a new character named Joel who
is a cocaine addict and is trying to extort money from
his wife, Terry. Between October, 1984 and the present,
this is a continuing atoryline which has at this point
evolved to Joel seeking treatment. In the intervening
episodes, the systematic deterioration of Joel's physical
and emotional stability is evidenced as well as the crim-
inal activity he must pursue in order to sustain his
habit. As of January 4, 1985, Joel has been placed into
a drug rehabilitation program.

SIMON AND SIMON - "The Wrong stuff"
August 9, 1984 - (Original Air Date - 2/9/84)

A former astronaut who walked on the moon becomes
despondent over the demise of his notoriety and sinks
into alcoholism. Unscrupulous investors rehabilitate
him only to use him and his former fame as a means to
cover shady business dealings.
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SIMON AND SIMON - "Slither"
February 7, 1985

Rick and AJ frantically search for a runaway teenager
after she is framed in a drug bust. After a brief
interlude of drug use, Phoebe Glass is trying to go
straight, but her old friends in high school won't
let her. They plant a cache of drugs in her locker
and phone in a "tip" to the police. She panics and
runs away and with nowhere to go, falls into bad
company where she becomes the target of a big-time
drug dealer. Rick and AJ are able to extricate her
and return her to her home.

KNOTS LANDING - "The People vs. Gary Ewing"
September 29, 1983

Prior episodes of this series focus on Gary Ewing's
descent into alcoholism due to his disintegrating
marriage and other factors. The audience has witnessed
his blackouts, bizarre behavior and denial until he is
accused of murder and must come to grips with the fact
that he might have done it during a blackout episode.
While in the prison ward, Gary Ewing goes through
painful withdrawal and the audience is privy to the
disastrous consequences of this addiction. Over a period
of months, the audience is shown Gary Ewing's commitment
to sobriety as he attends meetings of AA regularly. He
is now a recovered alcoholic.

KNOTS LANDING - "Denials"
December 15, 1983

Karen MacKenzie, the bastion of seiity and good sense in
this series, becomes addicted to prescription tranquilizers.
Between December, 1983 and January, 1984, the atoryline
continues and the audience is witness to Karen's complete
deterioration. She cannot deal with her marriage, her
family or her life. While making a speech at a fund-
raiser, she blacks out and is felled by an overdose. Her
husband, against Karen's wishes, commits her to a detox-
ification center where she endures the agony of withdrawal.

NOTE: KNOTS LANDING - "Forsaking All Others" and
"Reconcilable Differences" episodes received the
SCOTT NEWMAN AWARD for writing re: Drug Abuse.
These aired on January 5, 1984 and January 12,
1984, respectiw?ly and were repeated on July 5,
1984 and July 12, 1984.
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SCARECROW AND MRS. KING - "Our Man in Tegernsee"
November 19, 1984

This episode focuses on an agency friend of Lee's who
has become an alcoholic. He fails to perform his job,
ends up betraying his long-time colleague and the
audience witnesses his downfall as a direct result of
alcohol abuse.

NOTE: At the outset of the 1983/84 season, the
producers of this series wanted to effect
a variation in locations. In so doing,
"Harry's Bar" was proposed as a permanent
set where our protagonists would occasion-
ally sip a beer or an alcoholic beverage.
In our coversations with them, the
producers agreed that perhaps this might
be deemed gratuitous and "Harry's Bar" has
now acquired a coffee shop atmosphere in
which our stars grab a bite to eat or have
a cup of coffee. This is a classic example
of the cooperation between the creative
community and a network function.

COVER UP - "Sudden Exposure" - October 20, 1984
"Nothing to Lose" - October 27, 1984
"Midnight Highway" - December 8, 1984

The above episodes dealt with drugs in terms of sub-plots
in which cocaine dealers and drug smugglers have been
portrayed in distinctly negative fashions. In such cases,
these villains are either apprehended or meet their
demise as a direct result of their illegal dealings.
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DALLAS

In May, 1978, this prime time series premiered and
became extremely popular. Viewers seemed to enjoy the
idea that exceedingly wealthy individuals who had all
that money could buy found themselves in the most
difficult situations and treacherously unhappy states
of mind.

From its beginning almost eight years ago, Sue Ellen
Ewing, wife of the infamous J.R., has been the quint-
essential unhappy wife, victimized by her nefarious
husband. The viewer has been witness to Sue Ellen's
binges, her psychiatric treatment, her forced commitment
to a sanitarium, the impending loss of her son and
myriad other tragic events as a direct result of her
abuse of alcohol. Her character has evolved in the
years since the series began and while antagonists
continue to put temptation in her path, Sue Ellen
Ewing has taken responsibility for her life and for
her actions, and is now a recoverd alcoholic who has not
touched a drop in years.

Digger Barnes, the now deceased father of Pamela Ewing
is referred to as a "pathetic drunk" and this is cited
as the primary factor not just in his demise, but for
his failure in business.

The production company, in concert with Program Practices,
continues to be responsive and cooperative in eliminating
from scripted material sequences involving the use of
alcohol which are not necessary to plot or character
development.
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CBS SCHOOLBREAK Sr-C/ALS

These hour-long special presentations are designed
specifically for young adults and deal with sub-
stantive issues that affect their lives. Among
the issues explored are, of course, the use and
abuse of alcohol and drugs.

The synopses that follow are illustrative of the
concern that CBS shares regarding this pervasive
problem.
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CBS SCHOOLBREAK SPECIAL

THE HOUSE THAT HALF-JACK BUILT
November 16, 1980

This program dealt with one boy's struggle to cope with
the many questions surrounding drugs, the reluctance of
his parents to answer those questions and especially
with peer pressure to experiment with drugs.

ALL THE KIDS DO IT
April 24, 1984

This explores the painful consequences experienced by
an Olympic hopeful when he drinks and drives. For Ilia
16th birthday, Buddy's parents get him a used car,
issuing restrictions with regard to its use. But when
Buddy and his friends "nave a few beers" and go cruising,
they are picked up by police for reckless driving. His
parents are infuriated and demand he be more responsible.
The day before the OlympiL trials, Buddy himself becomes
a victim of an auto accident in which other teens have
been driving under the influence. Instead of taking
part in the trials, Buddy is ,onfined to a hospital ced
from w'ich he painfully views his lost dream on television.

CONTRACT FOR LIFE: THE S.A.D.D. STORY
December 11, 1984

Based on a true story, this program explores the events
leading up to the creation cf the organization known as
Students Against Driving Drunk. Bob Anastas coaches the
Grant High School hockey team. After a win, the team
celebrates by drinking beer. One of them, fearful of
not making curfew, speeds home, crashes and is killed.
Soon after, yet another team member is involved in an
auto crash, becomes comatose and dies without regaining
consciousness. Anastas, stunned by this tragic series of
events draws up a contract for students and parents to sign
which strikes a deal: Parents will pick up their kids
if they need a ride because they or someone else has
been drinking and that the matter will be discussed at
a future time. Also, the parents agree not to drive
after drinking. The result is that nearly every student
brings hack a signed contract and the commitment to
abstain from alcohol while driving has been made.
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SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

As early as 1975, and continuing on the Network
until Sept.,'83 FAT ALBERT hosted by Bill Cosby dealt
with issues such as drugs and their use/abuse in a
manner to which young children could relate. For
instance, an animated rock group would perform a tune
called "...Dope is for Dopes..."

This season, PRYOR'S PLACE has not dealt directly with
substance abuse. Weekly episodes have, however, con-
cerned themselves with talking openly and honestly with
parents, teachers and trusted friends about anything
that is bothering them; the need to express their
feelings: how to cope with the guilt that some children
feel when their parents divorce, and the raising of
awareness with regard to respect for the elderly and the
fountain of knowledge this segment of our population
represents. Also, PRYOR'S PLACE did a story on the
importance of reading books and the adventures that can
take place in the mind as a result.
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THE CBS READING PROGRAM

Through CBS' Educational and Community Services
Department, scripts are selected on issues of specific
interest to young people and along with teachers'
guides and instructions for parents, are disseminated
throughout the country.

This information is made available for the express
purpose of encouraging young people to view the material
with their families so that open and candid communication
can take place in the home and in the classroom as well.

Also, apart from the Reading Program is the CBS/LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS BOOK PROJECT - READ MORE ABOUT IT. Certain
programs are followed by suggestions made by a famous
personage - in that which is attached, by First Lady
Nancy Reagan - in the form of book titles on the subject
in question. This enables the viewer who has just seen
the program to go to the local library with a head start
in obtaining pertinent material that will expand their
knowledge and understanding of the show's basic content.
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PFIME TIME PROGRAMMING/MINI-SERIES

GENERAL NOTES

Long form allows for more adult storylines which can
be fully fleshed out. Scripts based on best-selling
novels have been found to be extremely popular with
the viewing audience.

Drugs have not been a story element in aired projects
these last two seasons. ror have they been a major
theme in projects under development the last few
seasons. When casual drug use is indicated in script
form, Program Practices in concert with the production
company has eliminated it.

With regard to alcohol use/abuse, scripts are carefully
reviewed to avoid glamorizing the, consumption or the
abuse of this substance. However, if the film is based
on a well-known existing work, the character depictions
can be altered only in keeping with who they are in the
book.

The following synopses are illustrative of the above.
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THE MASTER OF BALLANTRAE - 3 Hout_ - January 31, 1984

The pirate chief is portrayed as an evil, vicious,
drunken, murdering thief. The evil brother is a woman-
izing profligate who gambles and drinks his way through
the family fortune. While certain directorial cautions
were issued, we chose not to tamper with characters
created by Robert Louis Stevenson.

MASTER OF THE GAME - 9 Hours - February 19, 20, 21, 1984

The lead character, Jamie MacGregor is betrayed by the
man he trusted as his mentor. His ordeal turns him into
an instrument of revenge. When his son is murdered by
rebellious natives, he turns to drink to numb his loss.
The audience is witness to the way in which his drinking
prevents him from overcoming his grief and leads to his
downfall.

MISTRAL'S DAUGHTER - 6 Hours - September 24, 25, 26, 1984

The lead character, Julien Mistral, is a brilliant,
arrogant artist. He is French, regularly given to his
carafe of wine and when he loses his lover, he drowns
his sorrows in drink. This element is a major story
point and while certain cautions were delivered to the
production company it was agreed that his character
should remain intact.

CHIEFS - 6 Hours - November 13, 15, 16, 1983

This period piece explores the life of a small town
through the terms of office of three chiefs of police.
One of the three is a WW II multi-decorated hero. He
is also a psychotic bully whose viciousness is com-
pounded by his heavy drinking. He is finally exposed
when his drinking keeps him from successfully hiding
his true nature and his downfall ensues.

SPACE - 13 Hours - April 14, 16, 17, 18, 1985

A senator's wife is a lonely, unhappy woman of fragile
emotional stability. When the rigors of political
campaigninc and public life become too much for her,
she begins drinking and the audience will witness
her retreat into a fantasy world along with the deteri-
oration of her marriage.
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DAYTIME DRAMAS

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS

This daytime drama premiered in 1972. In 1974, a
major character KAY CHANCELLOR was introduced. An
emotionally unstable woman, she was pushed over the
edge when she discovered that her husband had had
an affair with someone Kay considered to be a
confidante. Her resultant descent into alcoholism
continued until she "hit bottom" and sought help
from Alcoholics Anonymous. For eight years, this
character was successful in her recovery but yet
again, was sabotaged by a series antagonist in an
attempt to return Kay to alcohol dependency. The
viewing audience was witness to Kay's denial of this
disease and dramatically, through scenes depicting
her renewed descent, wee privy to the debilitating
nature of her condition. In an effort to aid a friend
suffering from alcoholism as well, Kay resolves to
get help and does so, thereby becoming the catalyst
in someone else's recovery. This storyline continues
to this day, with both characters dealing with alco-
holism "one day at a time," for all the viewership
to see.
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CAPITOL

Between July, 1984 and February, 1985, this daytime
drama has featured a character named Zed Diamond, a
businessman upon whom many people depend for employ-
ment. He becomes alcohol-dependent over a period of
months, triggered by emotional upheaval in his life.
At the urging of friends, he seeks treatment from a
doctor and the viewer has endured with him the denial
of his problem, the alienation of his friends, the
deterioration of his business and his final plunge
to "rock bottom."

Throughout dialogue on the series, all of the above
situations are detailed through the words and actions
of other major characters. Warnings are issued from
his doctor; his friends try to cajole, plead and
admonish but it is only when he finds himself bereft
of help that Zed comes to a realization:

"I guess I finally hit bottom,
Maggie. I realized that when
you're down there, you got two
choices: stay down there and
die, or climb out..."

The resolution process of Zed Diamond's alcohol dependency
continues as he seeks help from qualified professionals.
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PRIME TIME PROGRAMS/DISCONTINUED SERIES

NURSE - "A Little Rain' - April 2, 1981

This one-hour drama starring Michael Learned involved
her discovery of her teenaged son's use of amphetamines.
The boy begins using pills because of school-related
stress vis-a-vis studies, examinations, etc.. Ms.
Learnad's character observes strange behavior as her
son evidences 'highs and lows" and changes in temperament.
When one of the boy's friends overdoses and a confront-
ation takes place between son and mother, the explicit
dangers of drug use/abuse are underscored.

NURSE - "A Place to Die" - January 21, 1982

This one-hour drama focused in part on a rock singer
who is admitted to the hospital with partial kidney
failure. His condition is diagnosed as a direct result
of r.o.t abuse of alcohol, drugs and 'living in the fast
lane." He is told that he must change his lifestyle in
order to stay alive but he remains deaf to this admonition.

NURSE - "Hands of Gold' - February 11, 1982

This one-hour drama focuses on the fact that drugs are
being stolen from the hospital dispensary. It is soon
discovered that a promising female surgeon has been
using controlled substance pain killers due to what is
later diagnosed as myasthenia gravis. The thrust of
the story includes the possibility of knowledgeable
professionals sometimes having drug dependencies.
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SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS - "Deadly High"
January 26, 1983

The McFadden family flush out and aid law enforcement
officials apprehend rural marijuana growers who are
also selling to school children. This episode heavily
stressed the problem of peer pressure in junior high
and high schools to use.

AFTERMASH - 1983-84 Season

The first few weeks of this series the character of
Father Mulcahy was portrayed as in the grips of
alcoholism. Having suffered a hearing impairment from
shelling in Korea, his life as a priest seemed doomed
due to his inability to hear confessions. Despondent
over his feelings of uselessness, Mulcahy descended
into the bottle." Sherman Potter arranged for a
specialist to examine Mulcahy in hopes of restoring
his hearing, which was done through surgery. Mulcahy
was able to respond to treatment and referred to
himself on occasion as a "recovered alcoholic." This
episodic storyline helped to acknowledge that people
from all walks o' life are perhaps susceptible.

EMERALD POINT N.A.S. - Two-hour Pilot - September 26, 1983

This two-hour pilot introduced characters in the Mallory
family and was set at a fictitious naval air station.
The Admiral's eldest daughter, Celia becomes an alcoholic
because of her situation as a Navy wife. This storyline
is continued throughout various episodes of the aeries
and the audience witnesses the deterioration of Celia's
marriage and the jeopardy in which she places her unborn
child due to the disease.
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THE MISSISSIPPI - "The Big Leagues" December 27, 1983

A famous professional football player is framed for
cocaine possession and hires Ben Walker to prove him
innocent. The frame.is effective because the athlete
and five of his teammates were busted for coke the
previous year. In his case, the charges were dropped
when he voluntarily admitted his drug dependency and
turned himself in to a treatment center. During the
ensuing year, he remained "clean" and counseled
children against drugs. In dialogue, both he and his
wife described the difficulties involved in fiviting
this addiction.

ALICE "Tommy's Lost Weekend" November 25, 1984

This episode dealt with Alice's recognition that her
teenaged son was developing a problem with alcohol.
His memory lapses and strange behavior convince the
reluctant mother that her son needs help. The warning
signs are explored and the emphasis is on parental
involvement as Alice decides to attend counsAing
sessions with her son.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF IRWIN SEGELSTEIN, VICE CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
BROADCASTING CO., INC.

Gryod morning. My name is Irwin Segelstein. I am Vice

Chairman of the National Broadcasting Company, Inc. It is a

pleasure for me to appear before your Subcommittee to discuss

the role of the media in drug abuse prevention and education.

I will specifically discuss some of Ni _'s pxogramming and

public affairs projects which we believe communicate anti-drug

ges .o young people.

However, I want to preface that discussion with a brief

description of our program oversight function. To guard

against the inadvertent inclusion of pro-drug mate ial, NBC

maintains and enforces its own program policies as codified in

our Broadcast Standards for Television. For example, our

policy prohibits the use of drugs as a basis for humor;

narcotic addiction may be presented only as a destructive

habit; and the use of illegal drugs may not be encouraged nor

shown as socially acceptable.

Before the start of each new television season, our

Broadcast Standards Department meets with the producers and

suppliers of NBC programs. At that time, we .present our

detailed concerns about programs dealing with drug abuse. We

advise these producers to comply carefully with our program

policies, and we urge them, where appropriate, to include

drug-avoidance messages in their programs.
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Moreover, on a regular basis throughout the year, this

Department reviews program scripts, rough cuts, and the final

product to ensure full compliance with our program policies.

During this review process, we advise producers of any

necessary program modifications required by our policies.

The broadcast industry has been addressing the national

drug abuse problem for many years. The NBC Television Network

and Radio Networks, as well as NBC's owned television and radio

stations, broadcast many programs that contribute to greater

public knowledge Ind understanding about drug abuse. NBC's

Today show, the NBC Nightly News, and other NBC News specials,

often cover topics that remind us of the seriousness of drug

abuse.

Entertainment series, such as Knight Rider, Riptide,

Hiynway to Heaven, Hill Street Blues, St. Elsewhere, Facts of

Life, The A-Team, and The Cosby Show, have presented episodes

dramatizing the harmful consequences of drug involvement.

NBC is justifiably proud of its award-winning theme

campaigns targeted at drug use and abuse. For instance, four

years ago NBC commenced its television season.wfth a campaign

entitled "Get High on 1,urself--An Alternative to Drugs." I

started with a one-hour special entitled "Get High on

Yourself"--a musical celebration featuring over fifty drug-free

American heroes from the entertainment and sports world.
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For the rest of that week, NBC began every prime-time

telecast with a specially prepared "Get High on Yourself"

musical message. These messages were also broadcast that same

week during other NBC-TV programs--news, sports, daytime, late

night, early morning, and Saturday morning--and on the NBC

Radio Network.

Two years ago, NBC sponsored another anti-drug cemr.aign in

cooperation with the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA).

That campaign, entitled "Don't Be a Dope," stressed family

themes, particularly what young people and their parents should

know about dr abuse. Our campaign consisted of public

service ann,_ ...ements spotlightil.g young people and television

persolalities saying "no" to drugs; feature stories produced

for local sta,,on use covering such topics as the availability

of educational and drug treatment centers; and a half-hour

program designed to test the public's knowledge and

understanding of dangerous drugs. Our "Don't Be A Dope"

program package was offered to over 200 stations affiliated

with the NBC Television Network. That package was

enthusiastically received.

For these efforts, NBC was commended in a joint resolution

acopted by the United States Senate and House of

Representatives. (Attached to this Statement is a sample list

of NBC news, entertainment, and public service programs

addressing drug themes).
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We are told by experts that peer pressure drives many

youngsters to experiment with and possibly become addicted to

harmful drugs. When presented with this drpg temptation, they

often lack the will to refuse. In response, NBC conducted a

campaign in 1984 which combined our "Don't Be a Dope" theme

with NIDA's current campaign entitled "Just Say No." The

combined project was built around the theme that refusing drugs

is socially acceptaole.

That campaign was again offered to all NBC-TV affiliated

stations f'r broadcast last spring. Our package incrlded

another half hour special, as well as public service

announcements featuring stars from ,IBC's Hill Street Blues, The

Facts of Life, Family Ties tail People, and Riptide.

NBC's five owned television stations have led the way for

affiliate participation in the "Don't Be A Dope/Just Say No"

campaigns. For example, WNBC-TV in New York produced Just Say

No in which parents, youngsters, doctors and coAmlnity

officials were interviewed about drug anise including ways for

young peofle to avoid di -s. Public affairs progiams, news

segments, public service announcements and an ad in TV Guide

supported the campaign.
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During one month in 1984 alone, at WNBC-TV, an entire Today

in New York program was devoted to teenagers and drugs. Prime

of Your Life, a show about the elderly, produced a segment on

over-medicating the elderly. Positively Black aired a segment

entitled "Drug Programs," which examined the effectiveness of

such programs in New York City. Visiones, a program for the

Hispanic community, featured interviews with three teenagers

who were being treated at a drug-free rehabilitation program in

the South Bronx. First Estate, a religious program, devoted a

half-hour segment to "Religion and Substance Abuse."

NBC's other owned stations in Chicago, Cleveland, Los

Angeles, and Washington, D.C. have also aired public service

announcements, a five-part news series, a half-hour documentary

and other public affairs programming as part of their anti-drug

aware-less campaign.

Just last month, NBC reasserted its commitment to the "Say

No" effort when Soleil Moon Frye, a star of NBC's Punky

Brewster, became National Chairperson of the ".Say No" Cl,bs for

elementary school children.

The anti-drug message was poignantly conveyed on a recent

episode of The Cosby Show, one of NBC's highest rated

prime-time series. The Huxtables found a marijuana cigarette

in their son's schoolbook and became concerned. They believed
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Theo when he reacted with surprise. But Theo felt he had

something to prove to his parents After finding the culprit

and gettino rim to confess (and get help), Theo was assured by

his parents that they believed him all along because they love

him.

NBC is also participating in anti-drug abuse efforts on an

industry-wide basis. In February of 1984, Jay Rodriguez, an

NBC Vice President, was appointed to the Board of Directors of

the Entertainment industries Council. Through this Council,

the entertainment industry is combining its efforts to

dramatize the drug menace and to stress the necessity for

total abstinence.

There are no simple explanations that reveal why young

people turn toward harmful and illegal drugs. Just as there

are no simple explanations, there are also no simple

solutions. In this context, I know that NBC will continue its

commitment to the deglamor!zation of illicit drugs--by

supporting and producing solid information campaigns warning

youngsters about the dangers of drug abuse.

We have prod"ced an updated video tape of selected news and

entertainment programs that cover a variety of drug related

subjects. With your permission, I would like to show this tape

to the Subcommittee.

Thank you.
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Attachment

NBC Programming on Drugs

March 16, 1984 TODAY
Friday Mike Jensen filed report focusing on
7:37-7:42am drug abuse on Wall Street. He profiled

one stockbroker whose life was almost
ruined because of cocaine alma, lied he
noted that Wall Street refuses to acknowledge
the problem.

April 1, 1984 FIRST CAMERA
Sunday Nursing A Habit
Approx 12 minutes Mark Nykanen filed a report agarding

the problem of drUg abuse in the nursing
profession.

April 6, 1984 TODAY

Friday Mike Jensen filed a report which ermined
7:37-7:42am how money is laundered from illegal drug

sales by using legitimate companies as

front..

April 15 - May 15. 1984
Various days and times

JUST SAY NO
As part of its 1984 campaign to discourage drug
abuse, NBC made a 30 -minus documentary,

five-part news series. series of over 80
public service announcements, and other media
material available to NW affiliated stations
for their local use.

May 2, 1984 TODAY
Wednesday Connie Chung interviewed Dr. Mark Gold and
7:15-7:22am Edgar Adams, National Institute for Drug

Abuse, about the success of cocaine hot-
line that was set up a year ago,because deaths
due to cocaine abuse have doubled in the last

five years. TM Cocaine Hotline number is:
800-0DCAINE.

May 13, 1984 KNIGHT RIDER .

Sunday Let It Be Ma -

8 -9pm Micheal might uncovered a uniqie drug-
running operation while investliating the
drug-related death of a rock am, roll singer.

May 30, 1984 TODAY
Wednesday Bryant Gimbel interviewed Robert Giul'ani, U.S.

7:16-7:22am Attorney for New York, and Francis Wien, Jr.,
Federal Drug Inforcevent Mainiatrition, regarding
the atatus of the government's war on illegal
drugs.
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NBC Programming on Drugs

June 4 6 5, 1984 TODAY
Monde; 6 Tuesday Jana Pauley conducted a two -part
Each approx 6 minute. interview with fob Woodward, author of

Wired, regarding the death of comedian
John gelushi from drug overdo...

June 11, 1984 NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
Monday
9-11pm

Angel Dusted
A drama which explored the tragic effect.
on a family when their college-age eon smoked
a merijana cigarette laced with PCP, popularly
known as angel duit.

July 12, 1984 TODAY
Thursday Carol Karin filed a report from Chicago, Illinois,
8:48-8:55pa regarding its plight of @treat people. She

focused on Anna Rottkowski, who lived on the
struts of Chicago for over 20 yuar.. She is
now free of drugs and trying to help others.

July 21, 1984 THE ROOSTERS
Saturday Wyatt_EILm to the Rescue
10-11pm When an old friend vas blackmailed into

using his skills for dope smuggling. Wyatt
stepped in and stopped the conspirator..

August 2, 1984 TODAY
Thursday Jame. Polk interviewed D.S. Senator Paula
7:16-7:21am Hawkins (3 -Fla.) and Antonio Farach, former

Nicaraguan diplomat, regarding Nicaragua
smuggling cocaine into the United State..

August 9, 1984 NBC MOM! NEWS
Thursday Special Segment: The Sprerd of Cocaine to small
Approx 4 einutes Town America

B rian Room reported that the cocaine epidemic
has spread to small town America, with an
emtimated 22 million having already tried
the drug.

August 27, 1984 TODAY
Monday Bryant Gimbel interviewed Dr. Edward Brant,
7:11-7:14am Assistant Secretary of Health, and Dr. Allen

M6ndzac, George Washington Medical Center, re-
garding whether heroin should be legalized as

pain killer for the treatment of cancer
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NBC Programing on Drugs

September 16. 1984 NEC SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES

Sunday Miami Vice
9-11pm A drams about New York City policeman and

Miami vice detective who joined forces to
pursue a dangerous Colombian drug kingpin,
who had also slain someone close to each of

them.

*This special two-hour presentation previewed
the NIG-TV series. Miami Vice, which premiered
on September 28, 1984. The series followed the
adventures of thelabove Ben as they battled the
"seedy elements of crimp, including drugs and
prostitution in Miami. Fla.

September 25, 1984 TODAY

Tuesday Bryant Gumbel interviewed Beth Poison and

8:14- 8.25aa Miller Newton, authors of Not My Kid, about
their no-nonsense approach to teenage drug

abuse.

October 6, 1984
Saturday
10-11ps

October 11, 1944

Thursday
8:39-8:440

October 30, 1984
Tuesday
7:10-7:13am

November 9, 1984
Friday

9-10pm

November 13, 1984
Tuesday

8-9pe

HOT PURSUIT
Riding High
A young jockey who became addicted to diet pills
was pressured by her pusher into throwing a big

race.

TODAY
Jane Pav'sy interviewed Dr. Mitchell Rosenthal,
Phoenix douse lehabil,tation Center in New Yotk
City, about evidence showing that two out of

three adolescents are using drugs before they

leave high school.

TODAY
Noah Nelson reported on the continuing war in
California between marijuana growers and Federal

agents.

HUNTER
Flight of a Dead Pigeon
A 10-year-old girl and does .'ssing homing
pigeons were discovered to be the keys to

solving hosirlde with drug-smuggling overtones.

THE A-TEAM
The Island
Me A-tisk invaded South Pacific island

where underworld dope smugglers were holding
friends of theirs hostage
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NEC Programming on Drugs

November 16. 1984 TODAY

Friday Jane Pauley interviewed Dr. Robert Dupont.
7:0-7:48am author of CettAngTonghLoT Gateway Drugs,.

about how to protect children from starting
on the road to drug abuse.

November 24, 1984 PARTNERS IN CRIME
Saturday Fantasyland
10-11pm Detectives Carole and Syd infiltrated a sex-

oriented nightclub and broke up a dope-
smuggling ring.

November 27. 1984 RIPTIDE
Tuesday Be True to Your School
9-10pm *ten Nick returned to a high school reunion.

he found that his old school chums were involvtd
in a high stakes drug running business.

December 5, 1984 NEC NIGHTLY NEWS
Wednesday Special Segment: Silicon Valley Drug Traffic
Approx 4 minutes David Burrington reported that drug abtse in

the Silicon Valle, in California has grown to
one of the nation's highest abuse areas.

December 5, 1984 S.0 S...SECRETS OF SURVIVAL
Wednesday An informative and humorous program designed
8-9pm to show adults and children how to deal with

such Issues as drug and alcohol abuse, child

abduction, and teenaUe suicide. In an innovative
style, this program combined realistic dramas
with popular music videos.
Starring Bill Cosby, Mr. T. and Ricky Schroder

December 17. 1984 TODAY
Monday In his American Drees series Bob Dotson profiled
8:45-8.50am Clara Hale. a Harlem grandmother who has cared

for over 500 5able born to mothers with drug
addiction.

(Mrs. Hale was praised-as a great American
by President Reagan in his State of the Union
Address. She received a ...ending ovation from
those present at the joint session of Congress)

January 9, 1985 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
Wednesday Plane Death
8-9pm While visiting a small town, Jonathan uncovered

a sophisticated drug-smuggling operation and
used his special God-given powers to save an
innocent family from destruction.
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NBC Programming on Drugs

January 23 and 30, 1985 ST. ELSEWHERE

Wednesdays Give the Boy A Hand

10 -lips
A street kid risked taking part in a big drug

deal in order to help his pregnant girl friend.

January 28, 1985 TODAY

Monday Bryant Gumbel interviewed Lee MacPhail and

8:15-8:22am
Donald Fehr of the Major League Players'

Association regarding new LA Dodger con-

tract which calls for mandatory drug testing

of players.

January 28, 1985 NBC NIGHTLY NEWS

Monday Special Segment: The War on the Mafia

Approx 4 minutes Keith Miller reported from Palermo, Italy,
regarding the crackdown on organized crime
members in Sicily. Officials have learned

that the American and Italian Mafia are
separate, but do work together.

January 30, 1985 THE PACTS OP LIFE

Wednesday With A Little Help From My Friends

9-9.30pm Blair's romance with a handsome student under-
went a severe test whea he admitted he would
rather spend his time and money on drugs than

be with her,

February I, 1985 TODAY

Friday Jane Pauley interviewed Assistant Secretary of

7:10-7.14am State Jon Thomas regarding reports that Colombian
hit-men have come to the U.S. to terrorize drug
enforcement agents with threats of kidnap,

torture and violence.

Febr:yry 7, 1985

Thursday
8-S 30pm

THE COSBY SHOW
Theo and the Joint
Theo's parents were concerned when they
discovered a marijuana cigarette in their son's
schoolbook, but believed him when he said he

had no idea how itgot there.

Februa,,, 19, 1995 TODAY

Tuesday Bryant Gumbel interviewed U.S. Attorney Robert

7:38-7 .yam Giuliani and Assistant Attorney General Steve
Trott regarding a new policy under which those
arrested In drug charges face quicker trials and

stilfer sentences.
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Programming on Drugs

February 21, 1985 NBC NIGHTLY NEWS
Thursday Special Segment: Drug Violence in Oakland
Approx 4 minutes George Lewis reported from Oakland, California,

a city terrorized by drug-related violence, and
what they are trying to do about it.

March 5, 1985 NBC NEWS AT SUNRISE
Tuesday Another Look
6.15-6:19am F-'en Ross reported from Guadalajara, Mexico,

on the seeming control of the Mexican law
enforcement agencies by drug dealers, and
how they have turned the city into their
personal haven.

O
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